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Introduction

This memorandum is mainly a loose collection of papers, in

no particular order, pertaining to the Irish unemployment problem. We are

very conscious that, if it is to be published at all, it will require drastic reduction,

reordering, unification and revision of text. The problem is, however, so

urgent and important that we have decided to inc, lu.de ft in its present imperfect

form in the ESI~I Memorandum Series, for reference by our colleagues who may

be studying the problem, as we hope they are.

Our main thesis, first ad~anced in ESRI Paper No. 52 by Geary

and Hughes in 1970, is that the endemically large Irish unemployment problem

must be tackled directly, i.e. by the creation of jobs the main purpose of which

is not economic but to put the unemployed to work. All due regard will be had,

of course, to social usefulness and efficiency in the selection of tasks to be

tackled, from the vast number’possible. An Auti.ority shouldlbe created for this

purpose, endowed with funds {and discretion as to their deployment) on an immensely

larger scale than in the past. As u~employment is largely caused by an excess

labour pool of unskilled, special attention should be devoted to training and

education. If, in consequence mainly of the recent great increase in the marriage

rate, there are indications of larger numbers annually seeking jobs than can

economically be absorbed at home, regard should be had to the desirability of

emigration; such emigration would be very different from what it was in the past,

in that emig~cants would be properly trained,their interests officially recoguised

and looked ~ter at home and abraod.

These matters are dealt with in Chapters 1 and 7. Ireland’s

past experience with employment schemes, the’fruit of study of two unpublished

government commission reports Whicl~ luckily became available to us) is dealt

with in Chapter 2. Recent experience with employment schemes in some

other countries will be found in "Chapter 3, mainly derived from material kindly

made available bY the ILO and the OECD. The studies reported in Chapters 2

and 3 are perhaps as valuable for indicating what not to do in future schemes
.,,j

as the contrary.

Chapter 4 contains the results of two surveys, one a pilot

conducted by ourselves, mainly dealing with attitudes of the recent unemployed

in Ireland, the other the results of a survey conducted by the National Manpower

Service. The principal result of our pilot survey, admittedly on unconfirmed
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statements of the men interviewed, is that most of them wanted work and were

prepared to work at jobs of lower status than they were accustomed to. This

attitude is contrary to the common belief that recent increases in unemployment

pay have made the recipients work shy on a large scale.

The so-called "simple" model in Chapter 5 is little more than

a chart showing that in the period 1958-73 the incr~sed rate of volume of output

in non-agriculture was accompanied by a vastly greater rate of volume increase

in gross domestic fixed capital formation and a very small rate of increase in

number at work in non-agriculture. This chart is our main reason for our

suggesting that economic development alone, on the scale which we can afford,

will be unlikely to bring about a sizable reduction in the number of unemployed,

though, of course, economic development is good for itse!f~

The main showing of Chapter 5, which we describe as "dismal"

is that of the elaborate COMET model, prepared for EEC countries on data for

approximately the years 1954-71. COMET shows that the Irish rate of unemployment

is expected to increase from 7.2 to 16.5 per cent between 1973 and 1980.

Admittedly the model does not "work" very’well by reference to Irish data in the

computation years of 1958-71. Nevertheless the alarming result is unlikely to

be contradicted by a better-behaved model. COMET, howeTer, does not take the

possibility of emigration into account. This result is the principal reason for our

believing that an~¢hing like full employment at home with the next decade is most

unlil~ely without the safety valve of emigration.

We are indebted to the ILO for making available to us, on a

short mission, the distinguished services of Dr Emile Costa. Dr Costa produced

in general lines what .we regard as an excellent scheme for Ireland which we give

without comment as Chapter 6. It will be seen that Dr Costa’s scheme will cost

something Uke £70 million net a year: "hence our earlier remark in this introduction;

that ex~penditure must be on a far’larger scale than heretofore.

,°
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Chapter 1. The Setting of the Problem

Prefatory

It used to be a clich6 in demography that in most inter-
national comparisons Ireland’s situation has been exceptional. One need
only cite our low marriage rate, high fertility rate, high emigration rate,
resulting in a declining population over the past century and. in the fact
that the ratio of number of Irish-born domiciled abroad to the population
cf the mother country is one of the highest in the world. Emigration has
also been responsible for the low proportion of the population in the active
ages 15-64, resulting in a dependency ratio of 73 (1971) compared with
54-59 c(~. 1971).for other EEC countries ~193. It goes without saying
that, with a GNP per head about one-half of that of most of our EEC part-
ners, a considerable constraint is imposed on the level of social security
or indeed any kind of public payments we can afford.

Of greater relevance is the fact that in 1971 Ireland’s per-
, centage unemployed was by far the highest in Europe, twice as high as the

next in order in EEC ~15,]. At the Census of. Population of April 1971 when

the out-of-work numbered 65. 000 the percentagss were as follows:

Unemployed as percentage of,

(i) Total employee class

....{ili Total gal nfully occupied

Total Total
ēxcl. A FF l

8.1 (7.2)

s.s (4.7)

7.0 (6.3)

6. s (s.4)

The figures fn brackets are those of the previous CP, five years beforei

showing that economic.expansion since then has been accompanied by a
Small, but sigtlificant, increase in thevnemploymeht rate. Clearly, Ireland
would make a better international showing under concept (ii) which,
however, is open to the objection that it takes no account of Under-employ-
ment in the non-employee class, mainly farmers and working members of
their families. In.1971 gainfully occupied in AFF in Ireland formed 26 per
of total gainfully occupied and in AFF 82 per cent were non-employees.

T

] Excluding agriculture, forestry, fishing.

..:"

.°
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There have been remarkhble changes in the last two
decades. Pcrhap~ the most heartening is that the marriage rate, prac-
tically unchanged at 5½ per 1, 000 for a gcnoration up to and including
the year 1965, has moved to nearly 7½, almost a demographic revolu-
tion in the few short years since. The net number of emigrants, 43, 000
a year as recently as in the ¯decade 1956-1961, has been reduced to 17, 000
In 1931-1966, further to 12, 000 in 1966-71, and to a net immigrati0n in,
1972-1973. The result has been that, with a sizeable natural increase,
the population has begun to rise, slowly but significantly, after practical
stagnation during the half-century before. We shall draw inferences from
these fundamental changes later which, ff sometimes loss than positive
proof, are essential for a hypothetical background to what we conceive to
be right thinking on this p+roblem of reducing the human and financial was-
rage in carrying perpetually large numbers of unemployed.

Since 1961 (and until very recently) the unemployment
rate, at 6-7 per cent, has been at a lower level than previously: from
1947 fo 1961 the seasonally corrected quarterly rates oscillated between
7-10 per cent/:7~. The unprecedentedly large economic advance since
1960 has had little impact on the size of the labour force, almost constant
at about 1.1 million, a sizable fall in agric~’Iture being almost exactly
balanced by a rise¯in non-agricultural economic activity. Having regard
to the fall !.n emigration, casting more job-seekers on the labour market,
it is remarkable that the unemployment rate is so low, compared with the
past. However, our initial supposition is that it is still intolerably high.

Sources of Statistics ’.

Regular sources of official statistics of unemployment
are the Live Register (LR) and the Census of Population (CP). The LR

statisticS, compiled by CSO from returm~ supplied by local offices of the
Department of Social Welfare, are published in various detail from¯ weekly
to yearly. 2 They are, of course, the main source of current information
On unemployment. The CP statistics are available only for a ’single date
every five years but they are sub-classified in considerable detail. Statis-
tics from both sources have Often been critically compared (e. g. ~7~/.16] )
but this aspect need not concern us much here. It may suffice to state that
the great majority of unemployed register at the local offices because they
have a financial inducement to do so and not primarily because they are
seeking work, though refusal to accept a suitable job would be a disqualifi-
cation for paymenL This means that most of the unemployed not entitled
to benefit are not included.in the LR. These exclusions include most young
people (aged i5-1Y) seeking their first job, endemically a problem category 
in Ireland because the number is so large. The CP statistics are probably
of better quality than those of LR, especially as regards place of residence
and classification into occupation and industry, and have been used effec-

¯ tively for level and trend comparisons over intercensal periods. In favour
of such procedures is that, broadly speaking, there is a measure of constancy
ever short periods in the Characteristics of the unemployed: t.he story at
a single date tells the story of many dates near it,

2Media of publication of LR data are the Trend of Employment and Unem-
ployment (latest for 1973, Prl. 437S), the quarterly Irish Statistical
Bulletin and current leaflets.

. + .:
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Though they differ in numbers in different categories
(e. g. in~Justries), tom[ numbers on LR and at CP of males and females
at near Census date usua|ly agree fairly well ~7 , Appendix3.

Statistical Analysis..

Statistics from both principal sources have fairly.tecently
been a.nalysed In considerable detail (by one of us amongst .others)’~ so
there is no need to repeat, or even to try to extend, these analysis here.
In what follows we shall simply describe the principal relevant results of
these researches with as little recourse to actual figures as possible.

"         Since the principal official panacea for reducing unemploy-
ment.is economic development, in the comment that follo.ws we have to
consider very general relationships between economic and social variables,
not only proven but speculative. The question here is: is this "indirect"
approach likely to create full employment (however defined) in the reasonab!y
near future? If this is so, obviously it is :he choice which should be made
to solve the unemployment problem, the problem of optimality arising only
in regard to choice and location of economic activity. If not, we cannot
exclude the possibility of a rev|val of emigration, though the tatter term
may come to be regarded as a misnomer (carrying, as it does, a trail of
bitter past associations in this country of relatively, largest emigration in
the last two centuries) and the word mobli|t7    as more suitable under EEC
conditions; and uttlmateiy the word might be qualified by "external". The
modern fashion tends to be for industry to come to people instead of vice
versa. The Irish, with their traditions, may be less reluctant to move than
most and, environing conditlohs being favourable, be able to take advantage of
better wages elsewhere in EEC than in Ireland. Certainly, such migration
cannot be ruled out as a part-solutlon. We may here remark that the optimal

eoluti6n of the Irish unempl~yment problem will probably involve a mixture
of the:several approaches.

).

The Present Recession

Writing in April 1975 the LR is a little over 100, 000, a
33 per cent increase on its level.twelve months before. In planning this
paper we decided that we could ignore this recession and regard our problem
as that of reducing the customary level of 60, 000-70, 000, and disregard the
presentday LR as unrepresentative in age, sex, employment etc. of regis-
trants. Now we are less sure. How "permanent" is this 100, 000? With
the very high level of incomes ruling, tangible capitalisation will be encour-
aged with reduction in the labour - to - capital ratio. Has the recession,
coupled paradoxically with rapidly increasing money wages, hastened the
approach of the Leisure Age? For the present, however, we ignore £his
recent high level of unemployment.

3 See [7)and[24J.

4 We resume the study of Irish emigration in its relation to unemployment

later.

L.

.... .’

[,’,-
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Female Unemp!oycd

The problem of lowering the female LR is very minor
compared with that of the male LR. At CP April 1971 women constituted
26 per cent of the labour force of 1, 1 million per cent amongst non-
agricultural employees¯ A survey conducted by Walsh and O’Toole[22J
in 1972 showed that married women’s participation (in LF) amounted to
15.3 (part-time 9.6, full-time 5.7) per cent. Ireland’s full-time rate
of 5 per cent is in marked contrast to the some 30 per cent quite common
in Western Europe [22.2, a contrast obviously related to the far higher
fertility of marriage amongst Irishwomen, hence With greater commitment
to household duties, still, it is expected that the low IrisE percentage will
increase.

On average in 1973 the number of females on the LR num-
,bered 12, 000, or one-sixth of the total number on the LR. At CP April
1971 the female rate was 3.8 per cent, less than half the male rate of¯
10.0 per cent. A rate of 3.8 per cent might be regarded as "full employ-
ment" in Irish conditions. Of course, it will be borne in mind that a
vagueness attaches to any definition of female unemployment because many
of those ~ngaged in "home duties" would be "able and willing" for paid
employment if pay and other conditions were right. Even at CP 1966 only
6 per cent of married women described thumselves as in the labour force,
nearly the same as the foregoing 1972 survey figure for "full-time partici-
pation" but ignoring the 10 per cent part-time participation.

Age Of the Unemployed ~ . .,

.... In September 1973 ’men aggd 50 or more on the LR in towns
were 34 per cent of the total, a percentage which did not vary much in the
five years previous ~17.]. To answer the question "are unemployed persons

..... -01der than those gainfully occupied"? -recourse must be had to CP.

..
Table 1.1 shows that, corrected for occupational distribu-

,,riot,: men on the LR are appreciably older than the generality, the phenomenon
is less marked than one might have expected. The problem, the relief of
unemployment, is by no means confined to the elderly, Comparison of the

Table 1.1: Male unemployed classified by age April 1971, actual and
hypothetical, including and excluding AFF

Total -
Actual

Hypothetical

Total (excluding A. FF) -

Actual

Hypothetical

Age group (%)

15-29 30-39 ! 40-49 ! 50-59 i 60+

28.0 14.{3 17.1 I 21.8 19.1

31.6 !7.1 ¯ 18.3 18.6 14.4

30.8 14.9
i

16.9 20.2 17.2
i

35.3 18.1 18.2    ’ 17.5 10.9
!..

Basic source: CP 1971

" /

Note ....
The hypothctical percentages are those that would be found if the numbers

in the different occupational groups amongst the unemployed were age-distri-
buted as in the GO male population.

..:= :.
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foregoing CP statistics may be made with those of LR. The latter relate
to UB and UA claimants residing in towns in September 1971 which are
compared with actual (excluding AFF) in Table 1.1 in April 1971

Aged 15-29 Aged 50+
\

% %
LR - 35.7 32.4
CP - 30.8 37.4

Men describing themselves as out-of-work at CP are older, oh average,
than those on LR, possibly because of ineligibility" of older men, though
out-of-work, for unemployment payments. Another inference is that the
problem may be more age-oriented than i’ndicated by LR statistics.

B. M. Walsh~24j, regressing the proportion of the
urban male LR in each age group on (i} non-agricultural unemployment
rate (ii) n’~t emigration rate and.(iii) linear trend in the 19 years 1954-1972
found highly significant results for age groups over 21. Expressing the
coefficients for (i) in mean elasticity form, he finds elasticities ranging
regularly fror.1 .57 for ages 21-24 to -. 81 for ages 60+. He infers that
"as the unemployrhent rate falls the proportion of younger men on the LR
tends to fall .. At the other end of the scale, as the unemployment rate
falls, there is a fairly pronounced rise in the proportion of male LR con-
sisting of those aged 60 and over".

CPApril 1971 shows that, when the general male un-
employment rate was 10 per cent, the rates for all four young age groups
from 14-19 to 35-39 were much the same at 7-8 per cent; the rates
increased sharply and regularly from 8 per cent for ages 35-39 te 25
per cent for ages 65-69. If these figures show the age-effect more empha-

.ticaUy’than previously, clearly the ra~es for young men are formidable.

Duration of Unemployment

Unemployment is specially severe in Ireland for those
who experience it at all. TUE shows that in September 1973 the average
number of weeks of employment obtained during the previous twelve months
was 12, the lowest figure for the six years 1968-1973, for which the average
was 14 weeks, I.e. men on the LI-I spend one-quarter of each year at work
and three-quarters idle. Further, the number of weeks employment does
not vary so much With age: in September 1973, while it is true that the
under 21’s got 16 weeks work, all other age groups from 21-25 to 60-65
ranged from 10-13 ~veeks.

From a different angle: tn November 1973 almost exactly
half the males and 45 per cent of the females on the LR were in continuous
registration (i. e. ot~t-of-work) for a half-year or more.¯

. ¯ : ,’.’.’
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When one studies the table of the percentage of regis-
feted unemployed males who had no worl.~ during the previous twelve
months one is immediately struck by the great rise between the years
1968 and 1969, obviously due mainly to the increase (in 1968)~ in duration
of payment of UB from six to twelve months.¯ From ages 25-29 to 60+
the percentage increased rapidly and regularly from 18 to 46 in September
1972.

In a very interesting section of his paper WalshL"24J
showed that in 1972-1973 the probability for males of remaining on the
LR for at least three months averaged . 60 compared with. 39 in 1966-
1967, six years before. The male probabilities for remaining on LR for
twelve months or more nearly doubled in the six year period, from . 14
to .23. The female probabilities showed the same upward trend, but at
a far ¯lower level.

This sharp tipward trend in the propensity to remain
for long terms on the LR we assume to be mainly due to the rise in unem-"

.... i)[oyment payments, proportionately much greater than in incomes which
we discuss later. Walshf24J calculates that in 1974 an unemployed father
of four would have a net income equal to 88 per cent of average net indus-
t’i~al earmngs as long as he qualified for UB (which qualification period,
to repeat, has recently been extended from six to twelve months) and equal
to 48 per cent when he was on UA. This contrasts ~tth the 32 per cent
estimated by Geary and Hughes ~7] for total payments in December 1967
of non-agricultural UB and UA in relation to earnings which the workers
concerned would have received, had they been employed. It will also be
borne in mind that unemployment payments are not taxable and tbat the
unemployed also receive children’s allowances, if qualified.

That, humanly speaking and in .no censorious spirit, leisur.e

has become so profitable, clearly the problem of setting the unemployed to
work is exacerbated.

Regions

Amongst the eight regions into which TEU presents the
LR statistics, the non-agricultural unemployment (NAU) rate, for Dublin
(Dublin Co. Bore’ and Dun Laoghaire Bore’) is by far the lowest. Geary
and Hughes/’7 J remark on what they term the "staircase effect" of the
regional unemployment rates. This means that the annual regional rates
(in the period 1950-1968) follow each other closely with Dublin nearly always
lowest: the economic level and trend in this small country is pervasive.
These authors also show that the eight NAU rates ire reasonably consistent
with six socio-ec0nomic indicators, e.g. percentage population in towns
and average employee income. Rcgressi’on of net emigration rate on the NAU
rate for the intercensal period 1961-1966 was e = -9.35 + 2.57 u, with

¯ C
r = .83 significant (P = .01) with d.f. =’6.

When Walsh ~24] regresses the annual NAU rate for each
region on (i) the annual NAU rate for the other se~en regions and (ii) linear
time trend during the nineteen years 1954-1972,R is never lower than . 87
and DW’s are indicative of residual independence. He finds that the high
slope coefficient associated with the rcg’[on Ulster (part of) (with a compara-
tively high NAU rate) suggests that this region experiences greater amplitude
in its cycle than is true for the rest of the country. Walsh concludes from this

part of his analysis:-

¯ . . ., .
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"This is serious evidenbe of a growing regional imbalance
between labour markets, and suggests that cithcr manpower
policies must be directed to encouraging labour migration
into Dublin and Munster, or that more vigorous efforts¯
must be made to encourage industries and services outside
Dublin and Munster."

He asterisks this conclusion with the remark "The recent announcement of
some large-scale industrial projects for the North Connscht region may alter
the situation dramatically." The date of his paper is October, 1974.

Occupation and (Normal) Industry

The large wealth of data available in these regards from
both CP and LR are perhaps the best indicators of the circumstances of the
unemployed, to be taken into account in any schemes for alleviation. In the
comments following attention is’confined to the male NAU.

Geary and-Hughes remark ,Non-agric’ultural unemployment

in Ireland would scarcely be the major.problem it is were it not for its
chronic magnitude in three very large/unskilledJoccupattonal groups". The
three groups are (i) builders’ etc. labourers, (ii) road etc. labourcrs and
(lii) general labourers, practically all male. These are termed Depressed
Occupations (DO).

¯ .- "..

At cP April 1971 together they accounted for 20, 000 out of"
a total of 43, 000, i.e. not far short of one-half. Their unemployment rate 5
(t. e. as percentage of number of employees at work and out of work) was 22.7
compared with a rate of 5.6 for all other male non-agricultural employees,¯
i.e. p ratio of 4.1. The general male NAU rate was 8.6.

No fewer than 91 per cent (CP 1966, Vol. VII) of DO’s (at
work and idle) ended their education at primary level and one must surmise
that DOs contain many of that near 50 per cent of primary level children who

(9.9.. 1963) left without completing the course.

Geary and Hughes estimate that about 2, 000 young men enter
DOs every year. It is true that, as Hutchlnson/10Jshows, many DO entrants
improve their employments in their subsequent career Odyssey. The majority
don’t. There is obviously a vast social waste in this recruitment (mainly from
under-privileged homes) to relatively poorly-paid (an entrant should reckon on
only 75-80 per cent annually of the low stated pay) and probably unpleasant
duties. The erosional rhetorical question in ~93stands "How many geniuses
are lost every year amongst the 2, 0007"

A mitigating circumstance, also relevant to this inquiry,
is that one-third of those in DOs live in households with agricultural land [7J.
Many of these people therefore have a modest sufficiency, making them less
inclined to seek better work.

5 Not including male agricultural labourers out of work (April 1971), numbering

10, 000 or 28.8 per cent.
.’ ., ":

... .’

: ’ ’ " ,                      4). .~
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The LR statistics are also analysed by industry. From
what has gone before we are not surprised to find that in the Construction
g1’oup of industries the rate (14 per cent on average in 1973) is twice as high
as the gener.al average. It is obvious that any serious attempt to reduce un-
employment must concentrate on (i) General building and (ii) Other construc-
tion (roads etc. L. and/or reduce the numbers engaged in them.

Using CP April 1966 statistics, Geary and Hughes. showed
that, out of 184 industries, 79 had rates less than 4 per cent unemployed,
which industries accounted for 42 per cent of the non-agricultural GO. The
proportion of persons GO in industries With less than 2 per cent unemployed
(in 1966, the conventional percentage for lndicattng’~ull employment") ~;~s 19
per cent.

Reverting to LR, there is a strong cyclical similarity be-
tween the trends ’in the unemployment rates "in eight broad industrial groups,
a fact of considerable importance in considering the extent t0 which the future
trade cycle can be relied on to reduce the unemployment rate autonomously.
If we succeed in reducing the rate in Manufacturing, will reduction follow in
Construction, Commerce etc? Geary and Hughes, using annual data 1947-
1967 inclusive found generally high c.c.s, between Manufacturing and six
of the seven other major groups, not only using absolute rates as data but
the far more testing year to year chan~es.

B.M. Walsh carried the industrial analysis still further,
in regress!ng the unemployment rate in each of eight broad industrial groups
on trend and the general non-agricultural rate excluding the dependent variable
group, using an,real data for the more recer~t period 1954-1972. He finds high
values of ~2 (none less than. 54, the highest Commerce .91 and Services
¯ 86 and concludes}-

"Construction is a very major contributor to the national
unemployment problem, and the fairly significant negative
trend in this sector is the most encouraging showing/.’of
his Table 15J. On the other hand, the significant positive
trend in such important sectors as Manufacturing and
Commerce indicates that these sectors have experienced
an upward trend in their unemployment rates relative to the
national average"¯

As to the latter part of the comment it may be noted ’that Walsh’s da~.a extend

to the not-~o-good years 1968-1972, compared with those of the Geary-Hughes
analysis. Walsh makes the following important comment as a result of his
consideration of the Construction industrial group:.-

"... the Government’s capital programme, which is a major
factor in this sector, has not been used in a counter cyclical
fashion, but has rather tended to aggravate the cyclical fluc-
tuations in the rest of the economy".
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Emigration

All researchers have linked emigration with uncmploy-
ment. Itappily nowadays emigration is a less emotive subject than it ~.~s.
Geary recalls his coming in for adverse public criticism in the 1930’s when
he showed that emigration in the 100 years before had more of the character
of a "pull" (to other countries) than a "push" (from under-development at
home) and that a large increase in population (i~ e. to anything like the
politically sacrosanct pre-Famine 8½ milli611 for the whole island) by the end
of this century was moat unlikely/:5~. Scarcely a vestige of this publ]c attitude
remains, possibly because of the diminution to vanishing point in the most
recent few years of net emigration.

This diminution, coupled with the greatly increased
marriage rate, in a short term of years is a most remarkable phenomenon.
It means that possibly for the first time in Irish history a majority of young
people have come to believe that they could make a c.areer in Ireland. Such

....... asentiment is, of course, to be welcomed, but it can also exacerbate the
problem of finding work at home.

Since we regard emigration (which as was indicated earlier
------we-pT-efer to’call "mob|l|ty"- ) as one of the choices open as a partial soluti~_n

of the unemployment problem in" certain circumstances and as we consider
that much of the public thinking at present on the subject is wrong, as being
too influenced by traditional attitudes, we make no apology for dealing with it
here at some length and depth.       ..

A generation or so ago quite respectable academic opinion
argued that, ff the cost to.the mother country of rearing an emigrant was
£20, 000 a year, a country lost £20 million a year if 10, 000 emigrated. Yes,
as simple as that. Geary now reads his attempted refutation~.6J(on ethical
and economic grounds) with some embarassment,, pleading anger and outrage
when it was written. He now admits that there can be circumstances in which
the initial argument is justified but overwhelmingly he maintains his original

"" " opinloh.

,~’ ~:           He did not then realize, as he has since, that this "value
of an tndiv~.dual’’ (in money or other terms) is the most fundamental social
problem of our time. It cannot be left out of account in any consideration of
welfare, of which our unemployment problem is one aspect. Theproblem is :

.is the interest of the State or the Individual paramount? These interests
may be in conflict.

From the viewpoint of the State, emigration may have good
and bad effects and these may be different at different times. For instance,
it may relieve the State of. a costiy burden of mendicancy but leave it with
an undesirably high dependency ratio; there are lots of other reasons for
and against.

We speak of the "interest of the Individual" in no absolute
Sense. We mean what the person judges to be his or her interest, in which,
of course, they may be quite wrong. But are they wrong? Of course they
sometimes are. But I am more likely to be right as to my own interest than
is the State, however paternalistic - we use the term in no pejorative sense.
In a free society the individual has the right to be wrong when he "is breaking
no law, human or Divine.

Geary (with M. D. i~cCarthy [3J), referring specifically
to emigration, wrote "The Irish man’s reaction to his environment has always
been not only intelligible but intelligent", and he sees no ~ood reason to
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modify this view. In the same source these authors remarked that,
defining the Irish Eace as the home population and emigrants since the
Famine5 and their descendants numbering perhaps 15-20 million including
home population (all Ireland, when they ~vrotc) of 4½ million, this population,
having regard to the countries to which the emigrants went, had a very sub-
stantial rise in the real standard of living per head whereas if compelled
to remain at home would have the lowest standard in Europe, as it had pre-
Famine.

Some of the foregoing views may be regarded as ideo-
cyncratic and we have no wish to insist on them. What we d_..qo maintain,
with all the emphasis at our command, is that in this rapidly changing
society, emigration, unemployment and every other social problem should
be given a new look untrammelled by traditional thinking. Prior to Indepen-
dence (in 1921) this thinking was all political, and revolutionary political
thinking is always biased, over-simplified, and often plain wrong. Even

If right, it has now little or no relevance in this changed society.

"            From the world point of view the Irish propensity to
emigrate temporarily or permanently is a positive good, ff only on balance
of good and ill, like everything else. It is so deep in our tradition that
thoughtle.~s curbing of it nmy be harmful. In the 9th century the monk
Strabo, thinking about the .arrival of the Irish monk Sedultus "whether it was
dread of the Danes or simply ...’the Irish fashion of going away’ that brought
him to France". Push or pull nine hundred years ago’

Nearly all young members of ou*: Institute, most of them
honours graduates in the social sciences, now leave Ireland for jobs or
further study, or plan to leave. That so many are acceptable by foreign
organisations of higher learning is gratifying. Many have settled down abroad.
In the other direction, the number of foreign professors and students comir~g
to reside in IreLand is increasing.

Within Ireland, and no doubt everywhere else, the volume
of migration is strongly rela’.ed to degree of education reached, highest for
third level, lowest for primary. Surely it is in the interest of social efficiency
that this professional mobility should obtain amongst nations. The higher the
specialized skill the greater should be its mobility, on a world basis.

Relation between EmigTation and Unemployment

The number of persons born in the Irish Republic residing
in England and Wales in 1966 was 674, 000 equivalent to one-third of the
population of the home country aged 15 or over. This extraordinary showing
as between politidally independent countries,, naturally raised the question:
does the Republic behave in the unemployment-emigration relationship as if

it were a region of Britain7

To answer, Geary and Hughes ~7)studied the relationship
between the average rates of unemployment (u) and of net emigration (e) of
insured persons in seven British regions in the five years 1962-1966. The
regression was:-

e = -0.7684 + 0.426 u

"6 The Famine of 1846-1848 was one of the worst disasters that afflicted any

people. It reduced the population of all-Ireland by one-half and its materiai
and psychological effects are still with us.                             ,

.’ .’,
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for which r had the remarkably high value of .98, overwhelmingly signi-
ficant, even with only 7 pairs of observations. If this foirmula applied to
Ireland, the NAU rate for the years 19G2-1966 bcing 5.8 per unit ( = u),
using the foregoing formula average ammal net emigration would have
been 8,600, rcgarded as a reasonable estimate of the net emigration of
non-agricultural unemployed, in annual average net emigration of !6,000’
in the period 1961-1966. The authors therefore found that in its reaction
emigration-wise to unemployment, the non-agricultural unemployed behawd
as if the Irish Republic were a British region.

This Would mean that part of the explanation of the low
emigration rates in the past few years is the depression in’Britain. One
infers that ff the rate of recovery in Britain is greater than in Ireland,
migration to Britain will be resumed, in possibly sizable volume. As ECC
is also depressed but with a potential for recovery and advance possibly
greater than for Britain or Ireland, a future large migration to the Continent
cannot be ruled out of account. Such a move cannot be prevented, should not
be deprecated, but efforts should be directed towards making cpnditions for
migrants as good as possible, including training them properly.

No pne has studied the rc:atior!ship betwee.~ unemployment
and migration more successfully than has B. M. Walsh/.’21]using single
equation regressions, with either variable as dependent. An equation

explaining year-to-year change in number of NAU (LiUn) is as follows:-

oAUn = 14.61 -0.53/1En - 0.42 ~ +e,

.(5. 1) (5.3) (5.2)

E being neff-agricultural employment, M levei of net emigration, all ~um-
bets in thousands, regression period 1952-1966. For a /~ equation the
~2 =. 73 is remarkably high. One may be ,]oubtful about the chain of

causation: if /2E can be regarded as indicating change in production and
hence a causation vnariable, M is surely more "the effect than the cause of

¯ cba:nge in numbers unemployed, i.e. ~ U . This is the view taken in another
nof Walsh’s regressions (quoted, with reference, in ~16j)--

N = 7.05 - 9.56 WI + 0.33 UI

(4.8) (4.3) WB (5.1) UB

N, net" emigration as percentage of population aged 15-64, subscripts I and
B meaning Ireland and UK, W average real weekly earnings of industrial
workers, U annua.l average percentage of insured workers registered as

unemployed (excluding agricultural workers in Ireland). This is statistically
a very satisfactory relationship:, its R = .84 and if its DW = 1.37 is some-
what low, as indicating absence of residual autoregression (i. e. completeness
of relationship ), the cause-effect direction seems right, in th~ case of all
three variables involved.

Regarding the last relationship as an eciuation and taking

WI/WB as 0.8, (more or less realistic) we find that Nt = 0 when U./U_ = 1.8,
an annual ratio never obtained in the post-war period. It will be unrealistic
to leave migration out of account in any future consideration of lowering the

¯ unemployment rate.
¯ ..,’. . . . .’ .

:., ..." , :...¯ ./ . . ’.

. . ¯ .

i ’: :" "’. " , :.
.." ..

.. - ..

°.
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Full EmFloyment

This condition has been adjudged by percentsge unemployed.
The report on Full Employment of the National Industrial Economic Council
(NIEC) published in March 1967 proposed s figure of 2 per cent. Since then
there has been a lowering of sights, following a more realistic appraisal of
what is possible in Ireland. Almost independently in the Colin Buchanan and
Partners Report ~2 ] Geary and Hughes[7] B. M: Walsh [14J and the National.
Economic and Social Council (advised by B. M. Walsh) (NESC) assume 4,per
cent and S. H. Santell [16.] raises the figure to 5 per cent.

The NESC /14 ] asked B. M. Walsh to make population projections
for the period 1971-86 and to calculate the net increase in total employme~,t
which would have to be achieved if full employment were to be reached by !986,
on certain assumptions about the possible behaviour of emigration, fertility,
marriage and participation rates. The Council prudently adds "It cannot be
emphasised too strongly that Professor Walsh’s projections are not forecasts
of what will happen", a point stressed by Walsh himself in his.report appended
to the Council’s. This figuring is merely a sensible aid to thought and to
planning.

*

As a pioneer in the field of projecting the irish population by age
......... and sex on various assumptions ~’5J Geary congratulates Walsh on his thorough-

ness. As Wal~h’s projection period is only 15 years from CP date April 1971/
one can have much confidence in his population results for 1986, especially
for ages 15 or over, for all these people were in existence and included in CP¯
1971. Hazards attach to the projections of numbers under 15, number married,
participation and fertility rates. Walsh pays close attention to the past trends
in the multitude of rates involved in his projections. He presents his results
in the form of Low and High estimates. The range shown for 1986 mainly
reflects variations in assumptions made about emigration and participation rates.

The main result is tha~ if the average redundancy rates (i. e. num-
ber of redundancies each year as percentage of industrial employment) were 2½
per cent (only half the rate obtaining in the last few years), the gross number of
new jobs required would be of the order of 375, 000 to 420, 000 - or over 25, 000
a year. Is this possible?

In this connection regard must be had to the activities of the Indus-
trial Development Authority (IDA) which, under the Minister for Industry and
Commerce, has national responsibility for industrial development in Ireland.
Mention should also be made of the Shannon Free Airport Development Company
Ltd (SFADCO), also an agency of the Department of Industry a~Jd Commerce,
creator of Ireland’s first new town, Shannon, with a population over 6, 000,
responsible also for the industrial development of the Mid-West Region, in con-
Junction with IDA.                             /

¯ .,, .

*: "%.

¯ k

... ..¯
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In the last four years the achievement of IDA may be
summarised as follows:

Tables 1.2. IDA transactions 1971-1974 in manufacturing industry

Amount Invested Jobs created A mount

Year ended invested’

31March
Total As %of - Projected A cruel per ’job

created
(2 .*- 5)

GNP GDFCF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.£m % % .000 i 000 £000

1971 23.5 1.4 5.9 12.5 7.6 1.9

1972 12.5 0.7 2.8 8.7 16.9 1.4

1973 23.0 1.0 4.3 14.1 17.8 1.6

1974 58.8 2.2 9.5 23.3 16.2 2.5

* New industry and small¯ industry grants.
Main source: Annual Report of IDA, 1974

Col. 3:
Col. 4.

Notes

Gross National Product at current market prices. ’
Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation at current market prices.

Our general appraisal from Table 1.2 is that IDA has been very successful in
creatihg jobs at low capital cost in manufacturing industry. The number of
jobs created as shown in columns 5 and 6 is, of course, gross. There is no
contradiction between these sets of figures: the "prbjected" figure relates
to number of jobs ultimately to be created some of which levels have not been
achieved. We shall, however, take the "actual" figures of some 17, 000 gross
per year (i. e. the lower figure) in manufacture during the last two years shown.
To achieve a ne._/.t figure we need an annual total to account for redundancies,
retirements and deaths. NESC [14] suggest 5 per cent for redundancies alone
for "industrial employment’.’, amounting at present to about 10, 000 a year. If
this figure be accepted for all reductions the net annual increase for manufac-
turing industry would be about 7, 000 ( = 17,000 "- 10, 000). How does this
accord with Walsh’s projected increase for al./.[ ~obs?

One of the most constant statistics for Ireland in the recent
past has been the number, actual (at CP) and estimated, in the labour force
(i.e. GO at work and out of work), at CPs of 1961, 1966 and 1971 being
(in million) 1.11, 1.12, and 1.13 respectively, and for each of the years 1967

to 1973 the estimates are all 1.2 million, a large fall in AFF being almost
exactly balanced each year by an increase in non-agriculture. To regard the
labour force as augmentible therefore acquires imaginative effort, tIowever,
Walsh gives convincing reasons for the possibility of this happening. Under
his main assumptions of full employment (iJe. 4 per cent unemployment) and
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net emigration never exceeding 5,000 a year, he requires this labour force
total to move i:o i. 30 - 1.35 million by 1981, a narrow range it will be noted,
between his High aad Low estimates. Making our own guess for the number
at work in forestry, fishing and employees in agriculture, and accepting Walsh’s
figure for family members at work on farms, we find 0.18 million in AFF,
leaving I. 12 - i. 17 inillion for number at work in non-AFF in 1985, ~%y i. 14
million.                                                      .    , ¯

I

I

I

I

l

!

I

Proportions of non-AFF at work in manu.faeturh~g industry

were identical (to units place) at 27 per cent at CPs of 1961, 1966 and 1971. As
this constancy trans~pircd during a period of o-teat economic advance, we see no
need to change it for the year 1985, so our 1985 estimate for number at work
in manufacturing industry would be 308,000 ( = 1.14 x. 27 million compared ~;rith
214,000 at CP 1971, an average net advance of 6,000 a year in the 15 years
1971-1985. This 6,000 compares with the ’,actual’: 7,000 achieved by IDA
estab]iahed above for manufacturing industry in the two years 1973-1974.
It would therefore appear that a continuation of IDA activities at more or less
present levels would be likely to lead to full employment in 1985. We must
look at such a crucially important inference from another angle.

The figuring purporting to lead to such a heartening
conclusion is obviously hazardous, in particular in the assumption that the 27
per cent for manufacturing as a proportion of non - AFF employment will
persist. So we try to check our finding against experience in some recent
years, mindful that the last two years are of deepening depression - see Table 1;3

¯ Table 1.3 Gross and net changes in numbers at work in Irish manufacturing
industry, 1971-1974.

Thou sands
Head                                     Month of December

1971     1972      1973     1974

I CSO, actualnumber
2 Dec. to Dec. net change
3 Gross’new jobs created, Dec. to Dec.
4 Estimated job losses

i95.8 199.7 207’. 5 203.7
-3.4 ÷3.9 +7.8 -3.8

7.6 16.9 17.8 16.2
11.0* 13.0. 10.0 20. C

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

o.

Source: AnnualReport IDA 1974 "" .

* 10.0 in IDA Report, 1974. Note___~s

~ - =                 ’ "

Head 4 = head 3 - head 2. While some statistical doubt must attach to Table 1..%
- in particular do head3 figures derive from the (very rounded) head 4 figures
or vice versa - only in the case of one of the four years, namely 1973 (usually
regarded as the most prosperous recent year), has the required 6,000 at
head 2 beeu exceeded. One notes the great variation from year to year in the
head 2 figure. Evcn if the 1974 figure be excluded, as that for a year of depression
the average gain for the three years 1971-1973 is only 2,800. Also, the poor
showing of the net gain in the years 1971-74, in order to obtain full employment
by 1986 the foregoing net target of 6,000 a year for fifteen years would h.~_ve to be
revised to something like 9,000 a year for the remaining period.

The foregoing paragraphs are included as an exerclse in economic
arithmetic which may have some interest. Concl,~sions must be indecisive. It seems
safe to state however, that, to achieve full employment in ten years;’timc
the activities of IDA, highly commcndablc to date, must be greatly intensified, in
large part to make up for the depression of the last two years,
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Other ]lemarks about Employment

--1’7-

Withall the cons,ramies-we have cited for the recent past,

experiences of simultaneous occurrences of ~uncmployment with ~ uet
emigration and, very recently, of lou___., or no cmigl"ation with very high.unemployment,
it is hard to conccivc of low unemployment and low emigration obtaining a decade
or so from now. In the rapidly changing world anything can happen; we shall be
wise to keep our options open.

,. ".

As we have already suggested, one of these is mobility.
It is of the first importance that we shed our traditional attitudes and take a fresh
look at everything, mobility in particular. If, with a high birth rate continuing
(see below), migration out shows a tendency to revive, it will do so On the
decisions of free individuals and so accepted by the nation, increasingly Europe-..
orientcd. Official recognition (perhaps by a Division in the Department of Foreign
Affairs) must transpire, to look after the interests of migrants. In the education
andtraining of our people, the possibility of mobillty, must be borne in mind,
e.g. in teaching foreign languages, though we Irish are fortunate in our having
as a native tongue English for the vast majority, now almost the lin~m france
of the West. In certain circumstances it may be conceivable for an Irish govern-

...... mont..to promote migration, should high unemployment come about.

¯ . Acceptance of the 27 per cent obtaining in 1985 as the
proportion of number in manufacturing to non-AFF total at work implies a
theory of autonomous-induced in the T.J. Baker . 1 sense,¯ "autonomous-
induced" being much the same as "cause-e/’fect". Baker {vould not regard all
manufactures as autonomous nor indeed all non-manufacture (e. g. the public
"service) as induced. He would probably agree that in the present-day a much
more prosperous agriculture may have higher powers of loca____l induction than
when he wrote his pioneeri.n~ paper in ¯1966.

",        Niight we suggest that government and IDA interest themselves
in Promoting services and service-type industry (construction7 etc. ) as well as
manufaoturifig, so as not to rely on the latter (alone) bringing this about by

¯ induction ? In this connection one welcomes the CSO’s 5 per cent Labour Force
Survey which, if carried out annually and promptly compiled, will make it possible

to keep the employment situation under review and to help promote balance where
necessary.

°. .~

.¯¯ ¯ .

°.

. °

7Building and construction are of course, fostered by government but, we suggest,
not cneugh, as evidcnccd by the cnduring condition of largc unemploymcnt .in this
indu strial group.

..... . . . ’, . .,
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While the promotion of manufacturing is deeply embedded
in the Irish consciousness as almost the sole expedient for’increasing employ-
meat and for reducing unemployment, very recent work on Irish towns/:’.4j has
shown that the industrial town is not a parttculal:ly prosperous one. Other
employments should be positively promoted.

Finance 8

- In 1958-59 payments of UB and UA together amounted
to £4.5 million, in 1973-74 to £36.2m., equivalent to 0.7 per cent and 1.3
per cent respectively of current GNP at market prices. These amounts are
gross, i.e. of contributions to UB by employees and employers and of govern-
ment to UB and UA. Contributions by employees and employers are, in the
national accounting convention, regarded as part of direct taxation. As propor-
tions of current transfer payments (excluding national debt interest £37 .2m.
in 1958 and £298. lm. in 1973) unemployment payments represented 12.1 per
cent in both 1958 and 1973.

The amounts paid to the unemployed are strategic figures
from our point of view. In fact, the success or otherwise of two of the approaches
we consider for lessening unempldyment, namely direct labour and labour subsi-
disation mus~ be adjudged mainly by the saving they effect in unemployment expen-
diture. In the last paragraph wehave shown that, in relation to GNP and to the
total of current transfers unemployment . payments are surprisingly small,

........ despite our high u,~employment rate. I%1972-73, the.last year for which full
details of transfer payments are available, we note *.hat UB and UA together
amounted to £27. lm. but old age and widows’ pensions were £64.5m. and £25.9m.
for disability payments, actually only slightly less than unemployment payments,
£27..1.m. This situation is somewhat anomalous if one takes the view that keeping

" .............. ~’-the nation’s labour force health] arid competent shoul’d have a high priority in
. government expenditure.

¯          ’ .... It is show~labove that the proportion borne bY unemployment
payment:: in the total of transfer payments has been much the same in 1958-59
and ~973-74. Indeed a quasi-constancy in the proportions devoted to the different

¯ objects of transfer payments is inevitable from the political point of view. Accord-
ing to precedent, any increase in unemployment payments can come about only

¯
"with an increase across the board in transfer payments,

In 1973 Geary C8 ~showed that "having regard to relative
incomes Ireland’s present distribution of transfer income (except national debt
interest) measures up to the best EEC standards". For this view he was roundly
assailed by J. O’Higgins and’M. O’Hagan ~15~ B.M. Walsh~23.7 and Finola
KennedyL:ll~ also took part in the debate. Gea~-y had purported to show, from a
study of the relative trends of personal income per head (Y) and current tra,~sfers
(except national debt interest) as percentage of current personal incomes (X) in

the period 1947-1971 that when Irish income reached EEC levels, Ireland’s
transfer payments proportion would exceed those of all other eight EEC partners.
O’Itiggins and O’Ha~n maintained that in such a study what was relevant ~-as rathez
a cross-section study of countries in relation to the two variables and not a time
trend study for a single country. In an unmeek rejoinder~’8.~ Geary~ using new

8 Throughout this section payments to the unemployed all relate to the financial
year ended 31 h~arch.
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estimated data, showed that in the period 1’968-1973 X and Y were both
increasing exponentially but X (the ratio) ~:~s rising at a far higher gradient:
He therefore maintained his position that Ireland was well at the head of
the EEC league in Lhis matter.

O’Higgins and O’Hagan did not try to rebut Geary’s thesis
but rather to insist that he had not proved it. Walsh’s main point ,~-as that
Geary’s transfer payment bag was toe miscellaneous. Kennedy agrees with
Geary, also maintaining that this was the case with Walsh.

This issue is an important one, in the unemployment con-
text. That, as a poor country, we are now far ahead of our partners in income
redistribution (in deference to our critics we parenthesise "ff this be so")
must constitute a potent argument with EEC for a more than average share of
payments for unemployment and other relief.

i
The Future of the Dependeney Ratio "

B. M. Walsh’s./.14 J estimates of the dependency ratio fol
1986, ranging from 68 to 79 from his various projections (compared with 73

¯ in 1971) are still very high by presentday European standards. These projected
excess magnitudes are due entirely to young dependency, in turn due to the high
birth rates ranging between 21 and 25 pei- 1000. Are these rates, based by

Walsh on very careful assessments of nuptia!ity and fertili.ty, plausible? The
rate in 1974 was 23.

In 1973 the birth rate amongst our eight EEC partners ranged
from 10 - 16, actually less.than half the Irish rate of 22 in the case of West
Germany, Despite the nearly 50 per cent increase in the marriage rate since

__ . ....... !9_66 after a long period of stagnation, there are little signs yet of an increase
in the Ii~lsh birth rate, norindeed does Walsh forese~ any large increase9,.

But it s.eems likely that, as Ireland’s relations with its EEC partners
- .beCbme closer, its birth rate will also move nearer to the the EEC average,as

has the marriage rate.

At several points in this chapter we have felt compelled to
refer to mobility. Yet another remark: if this difference, or anything like
it, in birth rates, persists, migratory (temporary or permanent) manpower
might become one of the nation’s most precious assets. In an increasingly

wealthy Europe the country’s receipts from m~grants’ remittances - a not
negligible £32m in 1973 - could become a formidable element in helping to
balance our current international payments, rather chronically out of balance

Are the Unemployed a Class Apart?

In the absolute sense ti~e answer is No; there is some move-
ment into and out of the LR. But we have seen that ha]f the number of men on
the LR in November 1973 were there for six months or more; that in September
1973 townsmen on the LR on average had only 12 weeks employment in the pre-
vious twelve months. It is also relevant to renmrk that the two big unskilled
categories experience une,uployment with cxceptional severity. Obviously there
is a hard core of uncmployed, I.e. of men who are permanently on the LR.

9 Geary/_5 ]showed(1935) thoF .... there was a significant cross-section
inverse relationship (with countries as units) bet.ween fertility rate an(] marriage
rate which he surmised ~as partly due to less fertile women being married in
countries with high marriage rates and vice versa. This he also showed was true
in Ireland, with counties as units.
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To answer the question posed above, we require statistics
of the amount of unemployment experienced by tl~e employcc class as a whole
and not merely particulars of the unemployed at particular dates. Unfort~m~tely
information of this kind for Ireland is available only for a remote date in the
past, in fact at CP1936.

At CP April 1936 the number of NAU was 69, 000 or 12 per
cent of the non-agricultural empioyee class (.573(000). Of these, no fewer
than 428, 00O, or 75 per cent, experienced no unemployment in the previous
twelve months. This means that only 145,000 had some unemployment during
the tweh, e months, about twice the number out of work at any given date. We
do not know if this latter fact still obtains: there are indications that the 2:1
ratio would be lower recently but before the present recession bega’n. Our
answer to the question must be something like "Mainly Yes". This does not
mean that most or any of the long-term unemployed are unemployable. If
this were true there would be little point in this exercise. It does mean that.
perhaps the majority of the unemployed at any given time have become accus-
tomed to unemployment as a way of life and for this reason alone, may be
reluctant to change (even though change may be demonstrably for the better)
especially with the present increased rates of unemployment pay. This is
surmise. To m~ke it less so, is .the main reasonfor embarking on a sample
survey, pilot to start with; see Chapter 3.

Choices Open

These are several:-

1. Leave matters as they are, accepting present level of UnemPloyed, remun-
erated as well as the country can afford.

2. Rely on the purely economic approach with perhaps intensification of IDA
effort.

,.

3. Wage sub~,idization, whereby employers receive payments from the govern-
.merit to keep on workers whom they would otherwise have to let go.

o

Q’

7.

A direct approach: as soon as a worker becomes unemployed he is given a
.job low in material and capital cost, a large extension of present LA practice
which extends only to minor road making and repairing etc. These works are
social in clmracter, large}y tnfrastructural, typical of the kind of tasks un~’Jer-
taken by government, with no goods or services for sale.

Another direct approach: the setting up of local industries, cooperative or
other which, while produ’cing goods or services for sale, are not primarily
impelled by the profit motive.

Controlled mobil]ty internal and external.

Programmes of ~.raining, retraining and general education of the unemployed.

In subseauent chopters some oF these different approaches will be
examined |n the light of our own and other countr|es’ experiences. The
optimal solution may be a mixture.
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While we do not thitfl~ that Choice 1 will ever be acceptable,
it is necessary to point out that an optimal solution, i.c. "the greatest good to
the greatest number" on linear or mathematical programming lines, subject
to specified constraints, may ordain a high level ’of unemployment, unless of
course, one constraint is that this be low.

. ..                                                               ,.¯ :                                     ..=.

In our view, 2, as far as it succeeds, is by far the best of all
choices though its success wiU almost certainly involve others.of those listed,
e.g. the i~ffrastructural element in 3 and 4. A proper study of 2 would involve
us "in ~he history of economic development in Ireland which we cannot undertake¯
Instead we would refer students to an excellent treatment by James Meenan ~12].

We would hope that examination will find merit in 3, especially
in times.of depression like the present. One wonders to what extent it is per-
missible under EEC regulations as enabling Irish industries to reduce prices
to increase sales at home and abroad - unless it be adopted by all nine members¯
Certainly it would be one of the most acceptab’e and least disturbing, to the
worker himself, as avoiding or postponing redundancy.

As to 4, at little cost and with’little extra training, in addition
to road-making one c.euld list environmental improvement, site clearing, drainage
and clearing of gorse etc. 0a farms, house building (an industry with a perennially
large number of unemployed}, and works ia the interest of the tourist industry
which may thereby reassume its position as the Irish industry with almost the
largest potential.

TDA might take over 5. We have already dealt at fair length"
with 6. We have 0nly to repeat our app~-~l to shed traditional attitudes towards
emigration, and recogaise it fully at official levels. We add one remark: tradi-
tiorml appraisals of emigration are always biased as relating to particular

|nvar!,abl.y:bad cases coming to the notice of" charitable societies and the press.

Nothing could exceed the importance of 7. Here one would like
to see an extension of AnCO, though teachers will be faced in a large way
with the age of trainees and low level of formal education attained. The impression
prevails that we Irish are insufficiently trained or educated.

Almost all "that has gone before is surmise.
to convert this into something more reliable.

..

Our task will be
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Appendix to Chapter 1.

The first draft of Chapter 1 was presented as a separate paper

(as by R.C. Geary) at the 1,1th General Corffc;’enee of the International
Association for Research in Lucome and Wealth held in Finland in August 1975.
We are much indebted to K.A. Kezmcdy for the following summary of the discussion.

Mrs Margaret A. l~¢od of the Central Statistical Office of Ihmgary,

the discussant, beg,’m by saying that it would be good if more scientific papers
were written as ctearly as Dr Geary’s. The paper deals with the phenomenon
of unemployment itself rather than with its implications for the national accounts.
Sh’e welcomed this policy-oriented approach. A total of seven possibilities
were listed for dealing with the phenomenon. She agreed that a mixture or
combination of these policies was required.

Speaking of emigration, she raferred to the Hungarian situation
where there was substantital emigration in the 19th and early 20th centuries,
so much so that the country was unable to maintain its pop’ulation. After the
war, there was a major drive for full employment both because this was
desirable in itself and because they felt that everyone’s work was badly wanted
to rebuild the country. Hungary was successful in this, and even though many
of the occupations involved low productivity wor~ :, still she felt it was better
to have everyone employed. She did not regard emigration as a free decision
in a situation where insufficient jobs were available.

’"          She felt that Dr Gearyrs paper did not adequately distinguish

between the present situation and the prospects for the future,, given the
substantial natural increase in the Irish labour force. In her view, economic
development should play the main role in pro~iding adequate jobs. Emigration
temds to leave behind a demoraHsed population. Welfare payments make
development harder since people become accustomed to them and unwilling
t̄o take work, ]~’ailure to give priority to economic development would widen

---the gap further between Ireland and other countries, she queried the conclusion
in Dr Geary.’s paper that the present rate of economio development in Ireland
would be,sufficient to achieve full employment in the next decade.A]

i

i

I

i

She raised the question as to why there had not been greater
capital inflow from abroad, since she assumed that there was a plentiful
supply of cheap labour. She felt that particular attention should be given,
in looking to,wards the future, to the question of what manpower structure
was best adapted to the needs of the cotmtry and what training ~as required
to achieve this structure. She felt strongly that priority should be given
to training geared towards providing the desired manpower structure. Hungary.
had encountered severe problems where training was of a type tlmt could not
be used in’ the jobs available.

"o

¯ Mr Marczewski referred to the prob~ib’:lity that the wage rate
was inelastic with respect to the supply of labour b~ause of the close con-
nections with the U.K. economy. He enquired whether this was making for
substitution of capital for labour to a degree which made it impossible to provide

i

I

I

A Me have accepted this criticism,

modified the tex% accordingly.
also made by K.A. Kennedy~ and have
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full employment, lie also felt that the educational system was il!-adapted to
the needs of full employment.

.               Mr Jaroslav Kmx of the Federal Statistical Office of
Czechoslovaki.a raised the questiou as to why there was a c]osc correlation
between unemploymenL and emigl-ation, since he undcrsLood that unemploy-
ment. primarily arose in unskilled occupations whercas emigration consisted
mainly of the skilled. Dr Geary e~,,~plained to him that although there was
some brain drain of skilled people from Ireland, the bull{ of emigrants were
unskilled.
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Abbreviations

AFF:

A nC O:

O.C.:

C.P.:

CSO:

DO:

DW:

EEC:

ESRI:

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

The Industrial Training Authority

Correlation coefficient

¯ Census of Population

Central Statistics Office

Depressed occupations

Durbin-Watson statist}c

European Economic Community

The Economic and Social Research Institute

GDFCF: Gross domestic fixed capital formation

GNP:

IDA:

ISB:
?:

LR:

NAU:

NESC:

TESR:

TUE:

NMS:

UA:

UB:

Gross national product.

industrial Development A uthority

Quarterly Irish Statistical Bulletin

Labour force

Live Register of current unemployment

Non-agricultural unemployed

National Economic and Social Council

The Economic and Social Review

The Trend of Employment and Unemployment,
latest for 1973

National Manpower Service.

Unemployment ~ssistance

Unemployment Benefit.

compiled by CSO,

¯ k
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Chapter 2: Public Policy and E×perier, ce in ]re:land with Fmployment Schemes

- .s

]’he second chapter is ~n three parts; the first is a hlstoHcal review

from the statute of 1703 to the Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on State-

alded Employment Schemes (1945-1946); the seconcJ part deals with guldance from

experience; whlie the third describes the existing |nstitufions.

I A Historical Review*
Under the statute of 2 Anne, c. 19, 1703, all "vagabonds and

beggers" found in the city or liberties of Dublin were consigned to the care

of the governors of the workhouse established in Dublin pursuant to that statute.

The accommodation fitted up for their reception consisted of "the vaults

-25-
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and othe~" convenient places" trader the hall of the workhouse. These vaults

or cellars are specified.as having been 240 feet long by 17 feet wide with

an "airy" sunk at the outside of the building for the purpose of affording light

and to carry off the rain water, and they were to have a double row of beds

’~wo tire" high to admit of sleeping 100 men and 60 women, and also to be used

for their working and day accommodation. Disabled poor were not to be admitted

under any pretext whatsoever.

The law required vagrants ~nd sturdy beggars "to be employed",

and to work "voluntarily", but when there was no work or employment to be
’t ’

had for them they were apparently liable to be flogged, imprisoned, receive
%

"severe usage", and be treated with "proportionate rigour", and fin~’lly

.... were to be transported beyond the Seas "without trial or traverse".

Until’ the year 1931, when they died their bodies were buried

without coffins, but after that time it was ordered that they should have coffins

- -allowed for their rernalns.

I

i

I

Their diet was, perhaps, the most merciful thing in their

¯ treatment. It consisLed of fair quantities of gruel, bread, milk, porridge and

"burgoo" with some milk and one pound of meat a day ext.ra to those wl~o could

do a hard day’s work and earn 8d".

l Royal Commission on the Poor Law and the Relief of Distress, Report on D:c[~u~d,
1909, parag. 210. The Commissioners added that "This burgoo (burgout, Ft., bros____._~o,
Sc. ) consisted of some oatmeal stirred up in cold water seasoned with salt and pepper".

* Part I of this chapter was prepared for us by our one-time ESRI colleague, bar Donal
Curtin, for which we are very grateful.Curtin, for which we are very grateful.



Organised, centrallsecl relief of the unemployed and destitute

may be considered to have commenced in these islands with lhe reform of the Poor¯

Law in Britain culminating in the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834.    The general

features of the reforms are well known, and need only be briefly summarised here:

"The intention ’of these changes was to enable the distributors of relief to

resist local pressure, whether from employer or workman. The rale in aid

of wages, the reformers contended, corrupted the emploTer by encouraging

¯ him not to pay the market rate of wage, and the labourer, by making him

satisfied with casual labour, instead of a regular job’. Both men had an

interest in maintaining the existing system. This circle it was intended to break

by refusing all relief outside of the workhouse except to those destitute slck

and old people, children and infirm persons whose right to relief had never

been denied. " Relief outside or insi~le the workhouse was to continue to be

given to these~ even perhaps some improvement in treatr~ent, for the reformers

urged the abandonment of the general mixed workhouse and the use of more

specialised institutions and policies. The real innovation in 1834 was the

refds01 of relief, except inside the workhouse, to the unemployed person, and

5:

-’el;he principle of making the circumst~lnces of the men there in receipt of relief

less digible, in the phrase of the law, than those of the poorest-paid labourers

.... outsld.e it. For this reason, the new workhouses were made as harsh as the

Poor Law Commissioners, who laid down the general rules of their administration,

"?
dared al!ow them to be":

(2 W.H.B. Court, A Concise Economic History of Britain (Cambridge, 1965),
I’he merits and demerits of the supposed effects of the pre-reform Poor Low are a matter
of debate; see M. Blaug, "The myth of the O!d. Poor Law and the making of the New",
Journal of Economic History, 23 (1963), reprinted in Essays in Social History,
eds. M.W. Flinn and T.C. Smout, Oxford, 1974.
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As for Ireland, the Royal Commission oF Inquiry into the

Condition of the Poorer classes in Ireland, in a series of three reports (1835-8)~

came out against the extension to Ireland of such a Poor Law systemt but their

views were over-ruled in favour of a hastily resear’ched’proposal by Mr (later Sir) George

Nicholls; hls views were enshrined in the Poor Relief (Ireland) Act, 1838. The

Vice-Regal Commission on Poor Law Reform in Ireland, in its Report published in

1906, c~ssessed, with the benefit of the experience of over sixty years’ working

of the 1838 Act~ the conflicting views of the Royal Commission and Mr. Nicholls "

as fol lows:

"Having considered the condition of the country Mr. Nicholls

then proceeds to discuss the introduction of a system of.Poor Law into

ireland, and he’assumes that the objeBtions urged against such a law as the

English Act are twofold,. ~ first those founded on an articipated demoralization

of the Irish peasantry, and secondly those founded on the probable amount of

the char.cje~.    It is time that such objections were urged against an

....... --introduction of the English system, but Mr. Nicholls ignored or failed to see

’" ~thai the real objection was that the widespread poverty and destitution of

Ireland required such a development o~ the resources of the country as would

ultimately provide employment in a normal way for a reasonable proportion bf

the populati’on.    The Workhouse could only Crelie’ve~ those who had fallen

mortally wounded in a hopeless struggle.    The millions of people clothed in

rags , miserably underfed, and unhealthily housed, would not be affected by

the panacea of Mr. Nicholls’. Such millions of the Irish poor as were only a little

b
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above the low-water mark of utter destilutiont would receive no benefits

from the English Poor Law.    On the contraryt their few shillings and

pence would be reduced by the obligation to contribute their share

according to the rate-book towards the upkeep of the Workhouse. It was
,o

from thls point of view that the Royal Commission and many writers who

published thel-r opinions put forward renumerative employment as the

remedy for the able-bodied~ and institutions for those who were physlcally

3
¯ or mentally unfit for the ordinary struggle of llfe".

i

" ’ The’Vice-Regal Commission came down firmly on the slde of the

Royal Comm|ssion:

"The Irish Royal Commisslon ..° recommended the development

of the resources of the courrt’ry in order that undertakings might be started~

whlch would in due course give employment to those able and willlng to work;

and the oplnion of the Commissioners was that in this way the widespread and

.......... exceptional poverty of Ireland ought to be relieved. This is our opinion

alsoI and we can polnt to the excellent results, as far as a merely experimental

i ncQme permitst of the work of the Congested Districts Board in the establlshment

of industries and fisheries leading to an ordinary commerlcai trade ...

We believe that Ireland still requires, and ~s entitled to, assistance on a sufficient

scale to d.evelop il~s resources; and that without such help emigration must

confinue~ without any hope of improvement or progress for those who remain

at home ..... We are convinced that we are not going outside our proper function

I

I

I

I

~ Report of the Vice-Regal Comm~ssTon on Poor Law Reform in Ireland~ Cmd. 3202
-.-~Dublin : HMSO, 1906),                     ’ ¯
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in pointing out that ~n our opinion the low level of subslstence and

comfort throughout nearly all Irelandr with the poverty and destitution resultirg

therefrom, cannot be effectively relieved by any Poor Rellef Law such as

4
that of 1838".

The Poor Relief Clreland) Actt 1838~ desplte the welghty crltlc~sms directed at
,o

it before and durlng its Iifet surv|ved unchanged in its essential features until the

change of government in 1920-22. ’5 The introductlon of~’Outdoor Relief’;t as

opposed toi~lndoor ReliePI in the workhouset was sanctioned.to a I~mited extent by.

the Poor Rellef Extension Act~ 1847~ passed at the he|ght of the Great Famine. The

consequent increase in rates was highly unpopular w|th the ratepayers~ wlth the
- ¯

Boards o’f Guardlans of the workhouses who had to face the ratepayersv |re~ and whh the

Poor Law Commlssioners..    For example~ in Carlow as 1847 drew to a closet "The

guardians t intimidated by the ratepayers~ set the harshest’of standards for the grant of

" outdoor relief" "6 but.as the effects of the Famine grew even more severe~

"The res|stance of the ratepayers to the collect|on of the poor

rate gr~w stronger as the rate increased.    In Augustt 1848t the collector for

..~the’Queen~s County dlvis|ons reported tha’. when goods seized by hlm were

publicly auctioned there was not a s~ngle b|d o Another collector succeeded

in collecting ratesfrom one ratepayer only. . The harassed Guardians struck

off nearly 3~000 persons from the outdoor relief ITsts during the same month and in

October the cha]rman o{~ the board, Fishbournet informed the Poor Law Cemmlsslonef

I

I

I

I

¯ ......~    See S. O Cinnelde~ "The development of the Home Assistance Service"t
i Actmlnlstration~ Autumn 1969t

,,6     J.A. Robins, "Carlow Workhouse durlng the Famine years"~ Administration,
Summer 1972~                                ¯ "

Report of the Vice-Regal Commission~
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that ~f, in consequence, injustices arose the commissioners themselves

.. would have to accept the biame.    By Christmas Eve t848: when there

were 1,972 persons |n the wc~-khouse and its ancillaries, the numbers on

outdoor relief had been reduced to 37 and the total expenditure by the

7
guardians on ou’door relief during Christmas week was only 16/5~d."

In the years after 1900, two Commissions were set up to examine the operat]on

of the Poor Low : the Vice-Regal Commission on Poor Law Reform in Ireland, and the

Relief Of Distress, wh|ch produced Reports on England andWales, Scotland and Ireland.

The primary conclusion of the Vice-Regal Commission has been quoted above,

" that only intenslve development of the economy ,;vould reduce the burden of large

numbers of unemployed. This modern-looklng recommendation, however, belies

the tone and detail of the Comm|ss~on’s Report. In fact, the Commlss|on was mo.’e

draconian in its proposed treatment of the unemployed than the old Poor Law had been.

The Commission’s broad terms of reference, whlch |ncluded the provision, "Generally

to enqulre and report whether any, and what admlnlstrative and financ|al changes are

desirable in’order to secure a more economical system for the relief of the sick, the

insane,’ and all classes of desHtute poor in Ireland, whhout impairing efficiency of

aclmln~stration", enabled them to discourse on the principles.which they suggested should

inform public policy, so that the Report is a valuable source of official attitudes to ’

’the unemployed at the iurn of the ~:entury.

The Comfnisslon .took a census of workhouse and fever-hospltal inmates on Ilth

March, 1905, and d~scovered that of a total of 45,195, only 4,667 could be classed as

1’able-bodied paupers"; there were "no others prima facle whose admlsslon as a class

was due to destltuHon ~,r such idleness or laziness as leads to desHtutlon". It has been

I , ..."

i . .. ¯

¯ 7 Robins, op. cir.,
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noted that ~n the English workhouses, too, the ib~cture by thls date was much the

same; the workhouses "were not deslgned to make I~fe pleasan| for the work-shy

able-bod~ed~ but by the 1890s th~s kind of inmate was in a small mlnoHty. They

had vTrtually become hospitals for the’old, the youngr and the weak in body and

mlnd". ~’

These 4,667 peopl~ the Commission divided into three classes: 813 casuals

("perhaps frequently in recelpt of indoor relief in the same workhouse, who have

usually or for a considerable time resided within the Poor Law Union".), 878 vagrants

(" a person who wanders about from Union to Unlon, very frequently obtaining in a

......... workhouse a b¢:l for the night and a meal or two before resuming hls journey"), and

2,976 others. Casuals (sometimes called "ins - and - outs") and vagrants were,

it was proposedr to be t.reated very se~verelyjafter investigation of thelr case,

"There shouldt we sugges.t, be power conferred upon a Court of Summary

¯ . Jurisdiction to direct them to be sent for a term of from one to three years

- to a Labour-H~use in which the inmates should, as is said to be the case ~n

Belgian establishments, be required to make or produce as far as possible the

~"~fc~0cl, clothing and necessaries for such an institution.

"As regards labour-houses we should be sorry to see in them any

thingsuggestive of more comfort than can be derived from very hard work,

enough of simple food, clean healthy buildings, fittings and surroundings, but

everything of the plalnest roughest kind. After the first starting and equipment

of the labour-house we th~nk that the inmates, all of whom would be able-bod~edr

ought to be obliged to rely as far as pos’slble on thelr own labour for their support;

and as a stimulus they should be indlvldually made to feel the necessity for

9" "
.. personal exertion:’.

I
I1:"

I
\

"8.     C.G. Hanson, "Welfare before the Welfare State", in The Long Debate on Poverty,
lEA Readings ?, !972.

? Report of the Vice-Regal Commission.
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The Commission then proceeded to conslder the case of file majority of the

"able-bodled paupers", a class which included

"labourers or servants who have lost thelr situations for some fault,

or throu.ah ~ll-healtht and who cannot get re-employed in the same k1.~d

of situation they had beforel those who have failed in business or in some

independent employment owing to drink, dishonesty, or |nei~ficlency; and

men who are cripples or who have rupture or some other physical dcfect -

all of whom are healthy in the sense that they areable to be about and to be

put on the healthy diet Ef the workhouseS’ ’10’

In othe:" words, this class included both tbose who were unable to support

themselves through the|r own moral faults or inefficiency, and those rendered unemployed

by the depressions of th~ trade cycle, by the inefficiency of their employers, and by other

factors unconnected wlth their own abilities or virtues. The Commission’s proposals

for thTs class of unemployed were:

IJWe have recommended that the ex~stlng law be amended so that respectable"

wld6ws with only one child be eligible for out-door relief 5he existing rules

-’"xest:ricted outdoor relief to widows wlth l-wo or more legitimate children,, and

we consider that any men or women ~n this class who are disabled by physical

defect, though otherwlse healthy, might be removed to the County ’AlmshoOse’ .

All the others of the neler-do-weli class would properly, in our oplnion~ be

sent to the labour-house’-’. (11)

I

I

I

I
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II

.Report of the Vice-Regal Commission

Report of the Vice-Regal Commission.
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Rarely before or since has tl~ere been such an unequ;vocal statement thai

poverty was a cr~rne in itself, "ne’er-do-well" being used literally, to designQte

all those who have not prospered, who have affronted private property by a crimlqGt

attempt to exist on the earnings of ethers. The CommTssioners justified their

recommendati ons:

’:We are conscious that our proposals as to vagrants, ins - and - outs, and

ne’er-do-wellsinvolve very great interference with the liberty of such

classes to remain at large and to support themselves either dishonestly,

or as mendicants and paupers, mainly out of the earnings of the independent

poor.    But even o.ne of the most strenuous advocates of individual liberty

has admitted that

’As soon as any part of a person’s conduct affects preiudically

the interests of others society has jurisdiction over it, and the question, whether

the general welfare will or w~ll not be promoted by intcrferlng with it, becomes

r.pen to discussion’.

’"The injury done by these clas~es to the rest of the community,
..

and still more to themselves, is obvlous; and we recommend in thelr own

"*"interests, and for the good of the public end of the country, ihat these ;njurious

and irresponsible members of soclety be taken in hand llke children, and be, if

possible, educated Tnto a capacity for leading a useful independent life. No

person has a Hght to remain idle and to live upon the publlc; and if anybody

perslsts in such a course’of life, it is thought by us that the State ought to try

12
to teach him to become industrious, by compulslon if necessary".

i

12     Report of the Vice-Regal Commission.             The quotation cited by the
Commlsslon is from J.S. Mill.
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The Commlssione.’s showed some small mercies; a charge of vagrancy

would not lie against itinerant muslcians who registered their calling with the

authorltles, For example.    Also~ in the I~rger urban areas it might prove

necessary, presumably in view oF lhe greater numbers involved, to establlsh casual wards

"in which appllcants for admisslon or discharge mlght be recelved and dealt wlth daily,

or otherwise as mlght be arranged, and sent to a suitable institution, or giver.

out-door relieft as might be thought best by the local authority".

The Vice-Regal Commlssion’s ferocious atti’tude to the unemployed was by no

means out of tune with the iron temper oF the time. Three years later, in 1909,

the Royal Commlssion on tl~e Poor Law and the Relief of Distress publlshed its Report

on Ireland; as was also the case with the Reports on England and Wales and on Scotland,

there was a majority and a minority ~,iew, the minority view being especlally assoclated

with Mrs. Beatrice Webb. The majorlty - 13 out oF 18 members of the Commisslon assentin~

subscribed to the prlnclples laid down by the Vice-Regal Commisslon concernlng the

unemployed: "In the enlarged areas which we have recommended, or in groups of them,

it may be found necessary to establlsh indus.~rial or agricultural institutions such as we

have s.ugge~ted for England, and indeed the Vice-Regal Commission are clearly of oplnlon

that such institutions will be necessary, and the proposals which we now make are the

13development of ideas contalned in their report".
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¯ .13.    Royal Commlssion on the Poor Law and the Relief of Distresst Report on Ireland,
Cmnd. 4630 (HMSO, 1909) ¯
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be run:

The majority suggested in some detail how these instltutions should

"Earlier in Ibis report we have expressed our opinion that these institutions

should be both curative and restorative in treatment.    The discTpllne

should be strict.    The open air life w~ll conduce to the rehabilitation of those

subject to its ~nfluenceI there should be attached.to each ihstitution sufficient

land to employ a number of persons~ and provision should also be made for tho’.’e

who~ by reason oF physlcal infirmltyt are not fitted for agricultural labour.

The workshops and land need not necessarily be adjacent to the housing

accommodafion~ but they should be e|ther in the country or on the outskirts o~

the town~ and the institutions should be so orgcn|sed as to prov|de several distinct

classes of treatment ~n distinct dNis~ons. Well conducted men mlght |f they

show industry~ be awarded small gratu|ties |n the shape of good conduct payt

the greater part of such pay to be allowed to accumulate and be given to the men

on leav|ng, We are thus recomnending the introduction into Ireland o’f

modlfied Labour colon|es wl~ich have proved to some extent successful in England
"r ¯

an~d on the Continent.    Some such system should be |naugurateci if adequate

14
prov|slon is to be made for the able-bodied~ casuals and tramps".

For those reprobate cases gu|lty of "wilful refusal ... to perform the work or Io

observe the regulctions duly prescrlbed"~ or of "g|v|ng way to gambllng~ dr]nk or ]d!enes~r

whh the result that a person or h|s famTly thereby became chargeable"~ a second tle," of

"one or more compulsory detention colonies" was proposed; "institutions which are

essentially necessary to the success of these Voluntary Industrial and Agricultural Institutlons

whlch, we have iust alluded to"I the Industrial and Agrlcultura! Institutions were voluntary

|n the sense that an unemployed person cou’ld choose between them and the detention

colonies.
’141 Royal Commlssion~ Report on Ireland.
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The minority vlew - that of Prebenda~ Russell Wakefieldr N~". F. Chandler,

Mr. George Lansbury and Mrs Sidney Webb - held that in fact the majority opinion

"seems to us to make recommendations different in character from the proposaJs

of the Vice-Regal Commission, whilst expressiag a general approval of thos~ suggestlor~s".

Much of the Vice-Regal Commiss]on Report had been taken up wlth what would today

be called the health servicesr and it was true that the Roya! Commission maiorlty

recommendations as to the structure~ composltiont financlng and control of the health

servTce authorities were at variance with the Vice-Regal Comm]sslon’s sugge~tlons.

The minor|ty pointed out that bad leglslatlon had followed "the celebrated scamper

through Ireland of I~. r afterwards Sir. George Nichells"t and stated that "we deprecfate

any hasty leglslatlon on the lines of this Report":

"We do not feel that the Commlsslon has been abler in the limited time at it~

disposalr to make any such investigations into Irish conditions as would

warrant such momentous departures from the proposals of the Vice-Regal Commlss~on,

nor do we feel that the evldence wkich we had before us supported an>, such

dep’artu,e". ’15’.

~’’ The m~norltyr thenr disagreed wlth the adm|nistratlve proposals suggested by the

¯ majority of the Royal Commission.    They also disagreed with the prinolples of treatment

of the unemployed proposed for Ireland by both the Vice-Regal Commission and the maior]ty

of the Royal Commission.    They particularly dissented from two sets of proposals:

"The repeal of the Unemployed Workmen Act of 1905t the abolition of the

existing Distress Committees and the cessation of the grants hitherto received

by themr without the establishmentr until some indefinlte future timer of an>’

provlslor, for workmen out of ernpla/ment other than that of the Poor Law.

Royal Commlsslonr Report on lrelandt Minorlty Report.
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"The continuance of the pres’ent legal prohibition of Outdoor

Relief to able-bod~ed men, and to occupierst however aged or infirmt

of a quarter of an acre of land; the abolition evenof the exlstlng workhouse

provision for this class; and the substitut;on, for women as well as for men, of

"industrial ~nstitufions" and "detention colonies", in which alone, however

deserving may be the case, able-bod;ed men, able-bodied women, and persons

15
in occupation of a quarter of an acre of land may be relieved".

In the opinion of the minority,       !

!!Imperfect as is the Unemployment Workmen Act of 1905, we

th|nk it should, nevertheless, be retained until some better provision is

made in its stead. We see no reason why the a~ternatlve measures

proposed for England and Wales should be withheld from Ireland. We have,

in our own Report on this subject for England and Wales, elaborated a complete

scheme for dealing with the whole problem of the Ablebodied and the Unemployed

on national lines.    We have there stated that, .in our judgement, it is now.

adm. i.nlstratlvely possible, if it is sincerely wished to do so, to remedy, on the

llrres that we have lald down, most of the evils of Unemployment; to the same

extent, at least, as we have in the past century, diminished the death-rate troth

fever and lessened the industrlal slavery of young children. That statement,

15"
after renew.ed consideration, we re|terate and emphaslse".
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Disagreements between the majority and the minority of the Commission

peaked over the recomn~enda,’ions foE" Ireland; both parties could agree on a wide

variety of proposed reforms for England and Wales~ including the establishment¯

of employment exchangest an end to the principles of deterrence from public

relief occasioned by demeaning and arduous conditlons~ and so on. Why the

majority chose to adopt the views of the Vice-Regal Con’,mlssion is a matter of conjecl’uret

and the Report on Ireland term]hated in a morass of mutual recrimination. The

comparison made by the minority between Sir George Nicholls and the majority rank!ed

mightily wlth the Irish representatives on the Coknmission~ the Bishop’of Ross and

Sir Henry Robinsont the Vice-Presldent of the Local Government Board for Ireland.

Stressing their position as "the members appointed 3n the Commission specially to

represent Ireland~ and i’o apply to the Irish problems our life-long knowledge and

experience of that couniry"~ they wrote a stinging Memorandum~ which concluded:

"The only other point to Which’we must refer is the solemn warning uttered

by the Minority against our scheme of reform~ on .the ground of its bei.lg the

result of an enquiry as hasty and perfunctory as that which they describe as Sir
-,.

George Nicholls’ ’ celebrated scamper’ through Ireland in 1837.

"Thls cHticlsm comes somewhat badly when accompanied by an

alternative scheme prepared by four members of the Commissiont two of

whom did not visit Ireland at allt while the time spent in the country by the

only member who accompanied the Commissioners on their visits was even shorter

than that occupied by Sir. George Nicholls’ visit, which, on account of its

1’6’
brev;ty~ has called forth such a severe condemnation from the Minority",

i

i

i

I

16     Report of the Royal Commisslon~ Memorandum .by The Bishop of Ross and Sir
Henry Robinson.
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Perhaps the only member to escape wlth.credit from the Royal

Commission’s squabbles concerning Irish conditions was Dr. Downes, the

Senior Medical Inspector for Poor" Law purposes to the Local Government Board

for England.    He appended a Note to the Report, which simply read, "1 feel

that my acquaintance with Irish affairs is insufficient to warrant my slgning the

Report".              -

Before proceeding to consider the policies adopted by the government of the

Irish Free State, it should be pointed out at this stage that a number of statutes had

been enact’ed before 1921 which went a small dlstance towards ameliorating the lot

of the Irish unemployed; the most slgn~ficant of these were the two Relief of Distress

Acts of 1880, the Local Government Act, 1898, the introduction of state pensions

through the Old Age Pensions Act, 1908, and the institution of schemes of national

17
health and unemployment insurance through tl~e National Insurance Act, 1911.

In 1925, the Ministe~r for Local Government and Public Health set up the

Commission on the Relie~: of the Sick and Desti’tute Poor, including the Insane Poor,

which reported in 1927. 181    Its’ general objective was to devise "permanent
"t ’

legislation for the effective and economical relief of the slck and destitute poor",

and particularly, as regards the unemployed,

-0. 1. TO inquire into the adequacy and sultability of schemes which have

been formulated under the Local Government (Temporary Provisions) Act,

1923, and make recommendations.

2. To advise as to whether the existing law and regulations as regards Home

Assistance Ethe Royal Commlsslon’s new name for the Older ’Outdoor Relief’3

require aheratlon towards securing that.due pr.ovlslon is made for the sick and

’17"    Details of the earlier statutes may be found in the Reports of the Vice-Regal
Commission and of the Royal Commission, and for the later statutes the First Report of
the Dept. of Social Welfare, 1947-49, provides excellent descrlptions.

18     Report of the Commission on the Relief of the Sick and Destitute Poor, including
the Insane Poor (Dublin, SO : 1927). Extensively summarised in O Cinneide, op. clt.
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destitute poor in their own homes without avoldable wasteful

!9’
expenditure on healthy persons who are incorrigibly idle".

The Local Governrrent (Temporary Provislons)Act~ 1923t

had been an interim measure to give legality to~ and to impose some klnd of

uniformity on~ the various schemes devised by County Councils during the

breakdown of the Dublin Castle administration to replace the Poor Law system.

The Act provided "that legal authority should be given to the schemes of Poor

Relief which have been put in operation by several. County Councilst that power

..... should be glven to other County Councils to formulate similar Schemes~ that

certain emergency powers should be given to Local Author|tles~. and that authority

should be given temporar|ly to the Minister for Local Government to deal wlth Local

Authorities wh|ch are forgetful of their duties and responsibilities". "20 If

~evldence were required that the workhouse system had been universally detested in

Irelandt the County Council schemes abundantly demonstrated it; "in some a complete
;:

breakaway, from the splrlt.and assoc!at!on~ of the old Poor Law was aimed at.

Features common to all the schemes were the abolition of Boards of Guardians and the

’ .21
abolition of the workhouses".

By 1927~ schemes had been approved by the Minister in every

county~ except for the County and County Borough Of Dub’lln. Everywhere the

workhouse as such had been abolished~ though the buildings were often converted

into County Homes or hospitals; ~verywhere~ the principle of institutional relief of

the poor and unemployed was repudlatedt all the schemes prescribing "that no person

ellglble for relief shall be relieved in any instltution.provlded and malntalned under

the scheme unless he can be relieved effectively in such |nstitut|on at less cost than

in any other lawful way". (22)

"19.
20

21.

22.

Report of the Commisslon~ Terms of Reference~ p. I.

Local Government (Temporary Provisions)Act~ 1923~preamble.~

Report of the Commission.

Report of the Commission.
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It was not the case1 howeve’rl that home asslstance should be

gNen without any test oF willlngness to work: "The Boards of Health are also not

without power to test the able-bodled per.~on seeking home assistance. Under the

County Boards of Health (Assistance) Order~ 1924~ they can require the performance-

of such suitable task or work as the Board may determine so long as home asslstance

continues.    It should be possible with the assistance of the County Surveyor in the

case of the able-bodied to devise a scheme of work for such which mlght be as

effective a test of their need as the workhouse was intended to be. These provisions

are~ in our. oplnion~ wise and if properly administered should prevent abuses and

extravagance". 23.

The Commission devoted some attention to the actual effectiveness

of the new schemes in relieving poverty:

"While we are willlng to concede that it was perhaps difficult

to foresee what result the closing of a large number of workhouses simuhar, eously

and the removal of all restrictions in the granting of Home Assistance would

have on the rellef of the poor~ we are convinced that the schemes~ both

.posltively and in thelr admlnlstrafion~ have in some counties~ particularly the

larger where the distance from the Homes and Hospltals is considerablet ope, ated

prejudicially in the interests of the poor while the.savlng in cost has been

negligible ,, 2,~..............

’°An analysls of the amounts allowed shows that the assistance granted

can only be looked on as a supplement to other means or to what can be got by

begging and from charitable sourcest andwe fear that in many cases it is altogether

inadequate to provide the necessaries o’f life~, the want of which or of the capacity

ihe qualification for relief ..." ~

23" Report of the Com.rnission.
~°.’., ,~ :. .:~.~

. ...~ .-~:__ . .: ¯ ... ~    . ~ .... -
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We are satisfied from the statistics placed before us and

from the evidence that Boards of Health, whilst~perhaps acting with

more liberality than their predecessors, st|ll fal! short of d|schorg|ng

the|r full obligations in regard to persons eliglble for relief who cannot

be sent to institutions, and this applies particularly to the cases of

widows with children and able-bodled males wlth dependent families.

For neither of these classes is there any method of rellef other than

" 2.3
Home Assistance. ¯

i

The Commission concluded that, in vlew of the extensive changes in the

---Poor Law system and the proliferation of social services, "the existing Poor

Relief Acts should now, we consider, be repealed altogether and the amended

Poor Law stated in a single consolidating statute".    With a tlme-lag entirely

typlcal of attempted reforms of the Poor Law, the consolidating statute dld not
I

appear until 1939, when the Public Asslstance Act, 1939, became law. By that

fime~ however~ relief of the unemployed had been largely dlvorced from the County

Council home asslstance schemes w|th the passage of the Unemployment Assistance
t

Act~ 1933t*whlch instituted the "dole". Unemployment assistance, and schemes

of public works on which the unemployed could draw wages, became the two maln

pillars of government support for the unemployed, and the problem of allocating

public monies betwe.en the two alternatives so as to maxlmise some measure of return,

Or to mlnlmise some measure of cost, was regarded as sufficiently important to warrant

the appointment of two inter-Departmental committees. The Inter-Departmental

Committee on Public Works produced five reports in 19.35 and 1936, and the Inter-

Departmental Commlttee on State-Aided Employment’Schemes reported in 1946 2

D

.2./11. Inter-Departmental Committee in Public Works (1934-6): First Interim Report
to the Minister for Finance, January, 1935; Second Interim Report, January, 1936;¯
Third Interim Report, April, 19361 Fourth Interim Report, June, 19361 Final Report,
November, 1936.

Inter-Departmental Commlttee on State-Aided Employment Schemes, Report
August, 1946.

I
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Table 2.1 : Expenditure~Unempioyment Relief, 1922-1946 (£000)

m m m m m

Unemployment
Year

1922-3
1923-4
1924-5
1925-6
1926-7
1927-8
1928-9
1929-0
1930-I
1931-2
1932-3
1933-4
1934-5
1935-6
1936-7
1937-8
1938-9
1939-0
1940-I
1941-2
1942-3

¯ 1943-4
1944-5
1945-6

Benefit to
Workpeople

1021.7
934.3

1090.9
662.5
503.0
441.7
445.3

J
453.7
498.4
566.3
661,8
591,8
592.2
536.2
487.3

627.0
664, I
703.8
766.3
856.4
784.9
655.8
598.7
670.3

Unemployment
Assistance

m

m

1028.7
1595.0
1170.2
io92.6L
1338.9~

1504.5
1208.0
1029.0
1050.6"
1072.7
1034.5
1034.8.

Employment Emergency Total,
Schemes Schemes Works

Schemes

339.6* - 339.6*

380¯6". - 380.6*
336.5" - 336.5*-

30.4" - 30.4*
101.2" - 101.2*-j

27.5" . - 27.5*

¯ 121.3* - 121.3*
156.2"" - 156.2*
593.0 " j - -

/

593.0¯
549.2 , - . 549.2

I

497.5 ~ - 497-. 5
¯ 474.5 - 474.5.
1133.7 - - 1133.7
1602.9 . - 1602.9
1666.0 ¯ - 1666.0.
1579.5 - 1579.5
1554.3 " - .. 1554.3

868.9 243.5 112.4
918.5 : 407.6 - 1326. I
833.6 . 514.7. 1348.3,
671.9 716.3 1388.2
651.6 728.5_ 1380. I .

Unemployment
Relief Act,
1931

m

m

91.2
¯ 117.7

23.2
10.5
3.1
2.1
N

Rocd Fund
Employment
Grants

n

N

Q

568.3
243.4

16,8
1.0

* Exclusive of local contributions, the amount of which is not readily ascertainable.

Sources: Unemployment insurance and unemployment assistance, First Report of Dept. of Social Welfare, 1947-49, pp. 168, 172; others, Report of inter4
Departmental Committee on State-Aided Employment Schemes, 1946, tables 10-15.
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The payment of unemployment assistance d~d no.t commence until the end of

April1 19341 so that the bulk oF unemployment relief up to that date, exclusive

of unemployment benefit1 consisted of public works schemes. Table 2.1 shows the

distribution of the major categories of unemployment expenditure from the

foundation of the Saorstat, through the years of the Depression, to the end

of the Second World War.

The institution of unempl°yme_nt ass.!s!ance was a momentous

innovat|on in Irish social policyl assistance was the first form of welfare payment
- ° -- ....... " i ..............

specifically intended for the unemployed, as opposed to schemes established for the

relief of poverty or destitution in general, on which the unemployed, together with

many other clas. o.s, could claim. The unemployment assistance system remains

essentially unaltered today, over forty years after its introduct|on, though it is now

bolstered by redundancy payments and pay-related insurance benefit.    The remainder

of this chapter is devoted to an examlnatlon of the early years of the scheme’s operatior. -

the circumstances of its ~ntroduction, together .with its im~ct on the recorded incidence

of unemployment - and tO the ways in wh|ch successive governments attempted to reconcile

;.
the unemployment assistance scheme with the alternative public works schemes.

At first slght Table 2.2, which li~ts the numbers unemployed as adjudged

by members on the Live Register, presents a bewildering pl.cture of wild fluctuations in un-

employment.    Up to May, 1932, the Live Register consisted mainly of claimants for

unemployment insurance benefltl in May, 1932, however, "In order to ensure that the

large grants which were being made for the relief of unemployment would go to the ¯

¯ class of persons for whom theyv, ere intended, a condition was attached to each grant

that the labour required for the work whlch was.belng subsldised or financed should

be engaged through the Local Offices. As a counter’part of thlsl Local O{’ficers were

instructed to give preference to applicants most in need of work,, taklng’into cons~derafion~
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Table 2.2:Numbers on the Live Register, 1926-35 ’000’s

i i i

°.

End of 1926 193/ 1932 1933 1934 1935

January 33.0 28.9~ ¯ - 32.0 95.6" 94.3 138.8

February 31.2 27.7 . 3! .2 "38.7 98.6 141.6

March 28.2. 25.6 30.9 82.5. ¯ 100.5 . 137.9
I J

A pri I 26.1, 24.0. 32.3 70.0 98.1 135.0"

"May 24.5 23.0 35.9 65.3. 94.4

June 22,8 21.6 66.9 60.6 90.4.

July 20.7 ¯ 21.8. 77.6- 56.2 89.7

August 20.0 21.1 ¯ ~: 75.1 ¯ "55.6. 98.3-

September 21.0 23.4" 78.1. 58.9 ¯ 110.2

October . 22.0. 26.1 : 88.5 71.6 117.5
r

November 23.4 -. 30.1 1̄02.7- 82.6 123.9

December 22.5 ¯ 29.3. 102.6 ¯ 82.0 128.1

* Mid-April

"Source: Trend of Employment and Un&mployment, 1926--1935, Dept. of Industry and Commerce (1935),
Appendix A for 1926-33, Appendix B for 1934-5.
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among other tl~ings, the length of time applicants were on the register". 2,~-

The Register~ which formerly was little more than a llst of claimants to benefit~.

now consisted for the most part of persons seeking employment on State-funded

acfivitlest though this did not necessarily correspond to a true measure of unemployment,

since it included "numbers of the agricultural community, including landholders and

the children of landhoiders living at home and persons who could net be described

as unemployed in the common meaning of the term" 2’,5" ¯ i however, the Register was

also misleading in that members of the unemployed - as opposed Io small farmers or

I’ ¯      "others underemployed - did not register: Relief works offered no speclal attraction

to persons who were not accustomed to unskilled manual labour and besides thelr

influence on registration affected chiefly married men to whom preference for the

work was given.    Furthermore, relief work was not in progress continuously or

slmultaneously in all dls’trlcts". ,~�,.~", From "May, 1934, the operation of the

Unemployment Assistance Act further distorted the flgures: "The benefits of the Act

attracted large numbers of persons far whom registration had previously little or no

attraction and who, consequently, did not reglste, themselves and it also provided

inducement to those who hitherto h~d only occasionally appeared on the register to

maintain continuous registration". ’~" The resulting changes in the composition

"(as opposed to the total.___.) of the Live Register are summarised in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Composition of the Live Reglster -~5"

Unemployment     Unemployment
Benefit Claimants Assistance Claimants

27th April, 1931 16~362

28th Feb., 1934 22,504

Mid-April, 1935 18,798 108~535

"~’~S~ Trend of Employment and Unemployment, 1926-35.

"Non-Claimants Total

7, 658 24,020

76, 138 98,642

5,668 135,001
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In attempting to assess the extent of unemployment and the

success with bvhlch assistance and public works schemes dealt with the problem

during the Depression years, it is obvious that ~dministrative changes make the

interpretation of official unemployment figures very difficult.    It is evident

that a large body of unemployed and underemployed persons existed, going by

the ease wlth which each administrative change drew forth yet higher numbers

on the Live Register, but it is difficult to tell whether "real" levels of

unemployment varied much from year to year, or in what direct’ion.    The view
-

of the Dept. of Social Welfare was that "Ireland, llke other countries, was

profoundly affected by the world economic depression which began for industrial

....... countries towards the end-o’f 1929. Being mainl," agricultural, our country

felt the effects of that depression somewhat later and less severely than the industrial

countries.    The pattern of effects, however; was broadly the same and showed

itself in steadily fa!ilng prices (particularly for agr;cultural products) and in
..~

increasing unemployment and underemployment".       On the other hand, the Dept.

of Industry and Commerce felt at the time that "All the available evidence goes to

show that ~mployment in the aggregate was considerably greater in 1934 than in either

¯ . "~".

1926~"1931 or 1933.    Even ;n agriculture employment has shown improvement ... The

examination of the facts and figures readily available relative to unemployment which

has been made in this memorandum makes it apparent that there is no evidence of an

increase in unemployment during recent years. At the sarrie time it has been shown that

tkere is a great increase in the volume of employment, especially in the volume of

;ndustrlal employment". ~’~

Dept. of Social Welfare, F;rst Report, 1947-9,
Trend of Employment and Unemployment, 19.26-1935, Irlsh Trade Journal,

December 1935.
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Whatever the truth of the matter, the Government of the day

felt that some special steps should be taken to combat the effects of unemployment.

Road Fund monies were |wlce approprlated for this purpose, under the Unemployment

Relief Act, 1931, and as Special Road Fund Empioymen.t Grants, a total of £1,077,278

be|ng spent under both headings over i931-7 (see Table 2.1, last two columns). In

addition, in 1932, a S-pec|al Works Division was set up in the Office of Public Works,

whose funcHons included the study of "the problem of securing a more effective and

equltable d|stributlon of the available moneys" "~; special pu’bl|c works schemes only

began to assume o major role, however, after the Inter-Departmental Committee on

Public Works pre’sented |ts series of reports. The Commlttee’s terms of reference were:

"To consider the extent to which |t is pr~:-ticable to devlse a scheme of

useful and des|rable public works to be carried out with|n a period of four

years wlth a vlew to reduclng expend|ture on Unemployment Assistance to

a min|mun:~ and to report upon the nature and extent of such works, the"

steps to be taken to initiate them, the best method of financing’ them and the

organlsation to be set up to carry them out".

"t ¯

Its F|rst Interim Report suggested a programme of publ|c works for
7:

1935-6~ which v,ould ~nvolve a State contHbuHon of just over £2.9m; the wages content

of the programme was also calculated, |ncludlng, where informat|on available allowed,

the wage content of materlals purchasedt and |t was found that roughly two-third of total

expenditure would accrue as wages. The Committee was mindful of the fact that the|r

terms of reference were not completely consistent; in an Append|x the Committee set-out

Inter-Departmental Committee (1946) Report, Appendlx 1 of this Report
gives a short histor]cal review of employment schemes’ slnce 1922.

I
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"orders of preference, from’varlous points of view;, of the

different types of wDrks reviewed and the first of these Orders of Preference

indicates the relative potentialities of the works from the point of.view

of the number of unskilled workers per £100 of total expenditure. As

prectlcally all the persons who can be taken off Unemployment Assistance

lists by the carrying out of a Public Works Programme will belong to the

unskilled labour class~ it would seem that the works to be adopted should

follow this order of preference.

The Committee’s Terms of Reference~ however~ require them to

put forward a programme for reducing expenditure on Unemployment

Assistance to a minimum and this requir,;ment obliges them to put forward

another Order of Preference based on the total amounf of unskilled labour

which would be absorbed by the tota..._~l programme involved in each case.

The minimum to which expenditure on Unemployment Assistance

can be reduced in 1935/36 is I!mlt.ed by the maximum of the works which the

Commlttee can suggest as "useful and desirable" and it is~ accordingly~

"¢ "

necessary to include a third Order of Preference .....

... ba’,ed on the Commlttee’s opinion as :o the relative soci’al utility and

urgency of each type of work". ,~t,~

As it turned out~ the orders of preference yielded quite different

ranklngs.    By the first crlteriont minor relief schemes and drainage and road making

in connection with bog development both yielded over sixty weeks of employment to.

¯ one unskilled man per £100 of total expendhure.    On the second system of preference,

¯ ~.~     Inter-Departmental Committee (1934-6)t First Interim Report.
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the sug,qested road works schemes yielded by far the greatest number of unskilled

men continuously employed for one year - around 12,500. By the criterion of
i

social utility, public health works came at the top of the list.

As a-~i~l’estlmate, the Committce considered that about 25,000

men would be taken off the assistance lists for a full year, but this was too optimistic

for two reasons: firstly, the skilled labour" required would probably come off the

unemployment insurance lists, and secondly certain of’the works required more labour

than was locally available and in receipt of asslstahce, so that some of the 25,000

workers would necessarily be unskilled workers not in receipt of assistance. A more

realistic estimate, the{efore, was that some 18,000 men would be taken off assistance.

Using a rotational system of employment - "a system of alternate equal intervals of not

¯ less than three nor more than six days’employment and unemployment for all workers" ":i.~_

36,000 men previously in receipt ofassistance would be given employment over a full

yearl the saving in assistance would be roughly £700,000 per annum. The conclusion

was, then, that "it will be necessary for the community to undertake a gross liability

of say, £3,250,000 on Public Works, i.e. for every £1 saved on gratuitous Relief £4

to £5 ~ould be spent on keeping the Recipient in seml-constant employment. The social

utility to the community of the works, when executed, should, of course, be set off

against thls gross flgure’".’:zLr. ""

’The rotational’system outlined by the Committee in the First Interim

Report was elaborated in the Second Interim Report, and in fact was subsequently adapted

for all employment schemes (though not for emergency schemes)over the period 1936-46,

until the arrangements were amended by the 19.46 Int(~r-Departmental Committee’s Report.

The rationale behind the system was as follows~

I

I

I
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"S. 19 of the Unemploymenf Assistance Act provides that

no Unemployment Assistance sh~ll be payable in respect of the first six

days of continuous unemployment in any continuous period of’

unemployment;    Thus it is possible to visualise a system whereby

men employed on such Public Works as are covered by this Reportshall

be given employment only in alternate weeks. In this way, they would

cease to draw any Unemployment Assistance and, in effect, two men

would be given work instead of one". 7,1~.o
i.

The actual type of rotational scheme favoured by the Committee

was one suggested by the Office of Public Works:

"The principle of this Scheme is the addition, of some percentage

to the rates of Unemployment Assistance payable to workers, the workers

being given employment at ordinary rates of pay so that their total

remunuratlon for such works, on a rotational or part-tlme basis, reaches

�     i:
the amount of Unemployment Assi.~tance plus the fixed percentage.    As the

rates of Unemployment Assistance per week are considerably less than normal
..

rates of wages for a full week’s work, the employment afforded tannest be

contln,Jous, the number of days’ work in a given period del~nding on the rates

of Unemployment Assistance being paid to the various workers. This means

that’the available work is rotated among a larger number of men than would,

if continuously employed, be required to do the work". :Lz#~
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o

The Committee recognlsed that such frequent turnover of

workers would probably have a prejudlcJal effect on the efficiency with which

the work was done; also, "the Committee cannot but apprehend that at least

a certain amount of orgenised labour trouble may attend the operation of the ¯

Scheme". "~" :-"

It would appear, too, that the Committee had doubts about

thewlsdom of relief works schemes in general. They submltted three polnts

to the Minister for F|nance: ! "

" 1. A special scheme of publ.ic works provides no permanent

solutir..n of the unemployment prob!em and, even during its continuance,

makes little contribution towards the troining of the young in skilled

occupations.

2. No extensive special scheme of publlc w.orks ca:l be devised

which will not include a hlgh percentage of works of little or no economic

value.

; ¯ 3. Unemployment Assistance cannot be reduced by means of

¯ ,’ s~peclal schemes of public works whhout ~.n overall increase o~ expenditure

and, therefore, of taxation, which in the opinion of the Committee may

have a serious adverse effect on industrial and agrlcultural activity and,

in the long run, intensify the unemployment problem"..~O

Finally, the Cemmlttee’s second Interim Report concluded by providing

answers to particular questions asked by the Minister, of which this is illustrative of

the temper of the tlme:

I

I

I

Inter-Departmental Committee (1934-6), Second Interim Report.
The Minister replied, not to worry about these fundamental problems but to
concentrate on the matter in hand.
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"Q. Is it deslrable that the State should receive some return

in the form of work for wages from receipts of Unemployment Assistance?

A. Yes; bui it is recognised that the difference between workTng

and not work~g justifies some addition to the rates of Unemployment

Assistance. It is, however, clearly to be understood that the Unemployment

Asslstance provlslon should be regarded as an interim payment during

unemployment and that the receipt of money wEthout working should not be

allowed to grow into a vested interest". "~
.~.

The Committee’s Third Interim Report presented the results of two

national surveys of the unemployed, taken in t934 and 1935, the former being an
,!

exceptionally exhaustive census classifylng the unemployed by age groups, conjugal

conditlon, occupations and so on..- The Commlttee also produced its proposals for a full

four-year programme of public works, as opposed to the slng’le year span considered

the~’eto; it estimated that the fuli programme would cost the State an extra £7,367,000

.in addition to the cost of the first year’s works (as set out in their First Report~.

But the greatest points of interest in the Third Report lie in the Committee’s attitudes to

the financlng ofthe works and to the possible repercussions on private enterprise.

The long-run effects of public works expenditure had rarely, if ever, been previously,

scrutinised closely, and tl~e ~ectlon of the Report on finance raises very wide issues of

principle, as well as being ci valuable source of pre-Keyneslan economic thinking in

official circles in Ireland:
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"There is no information before the Committee showing that a

four year period dating from the present is definitely indlv~dual ~n any

way which affects the necessity for special relief founded in registration

for Unemployment Insurance or Unemployment Assistance."

"A very large proportion of registrants constitute a census of

endemic poverty due to conditions of long standing and sl6w remedy.

Increasing employment due to industrlallsation and tillage and other

policies is liable to be largely counteracted by the increasing pressure of

pbpulatlon caused immediately by restriction of emigration and ultimately

by the increase of the marriage rate. "

"It would seem, therefore, that, assuming that present conditions

require artificial distress relief of a certain specified amount, the methods

of financing that relief over a period of four years should take definitely

into account the probabillty that relief on something the same standard will
t

require to be provided during a period considerably in excess of four years.

While very exceptional circumstances, such as cataclysmic temporary

depresslon, would justify a very long term loan with consequent low annual

charges, .merely cyclic conditions of difficulty, if met by loan, would

necessarily involve short term loans with high annual charges. "

’"While it is probable that the whole sum required for a £12,000,000

Four Year Plan cannot.well be raised by taxation in that period, having regard

to the small amount of exceptional temporary distress now existing relative to

the dead weight of endemic poverty and ’to the small prospect of any market

diminution of this tot’,l in the immediate future, it is clear that the proper term

of a Ioanto finance, at present, a four year relief plan would be so short as to

impose a very heavy burden on the annual estimates during its llfe."
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"The safest course would be to decide that no part of the

present charges borne by revenue for Unemployment Assistance or

¯ relief of d~stress should be met by loan and that a considerable

portion of any further expendlture under these heads dur|ng the next

four years should be met out of revenue, in the form of ad hoc tax~tlon."

" The programme is the maximum that the Committee have

been able to vlsualise, but the extent to which it should be ca.’r|ed

out depends upon str|klng a’balance between the.d!sadvantages of increased

taxation and the benefits of the temporary employment that would be

provlded. "

" The Comm|ttee, though they have had under �onslderation

var|ous method.s adopted in other cou.ntrles for ralslng funds to relieve

unemployment, regret that they are unab!e usefully to recommend any

new sources of taxation for this purpose". ~"

o

Thls type of reasoning has a close affin|ty to the ’Treasury vlew’ excoriated

b~, Keynes; In oider times men built pyram|ds, but "we are so sensible, have schooled

¯ ourselves to so close a semblance of prudent finan~:|ers, taking careful thought before

- we add to the ’financlal’ burdens of posterity by bu|lding them houses to live in, that

we have no such easy escape from the suffer|ngs of unemployment". ~1 But the opgratlon

of relief works was also restricted by the extreme attitude adopted by the Committee

concerning interference wlth private enterprlse, of which two examples will suffice:

I

I

I

J.M. Keynes, General Theory of Employment, Interest ana Money.
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"One of the proposals made. to the Committee was For the

construction of.stadla in or near each of the four county boroughs and

.the larger of the urban districts for the stag|rig of sporling and athletic events.

Sporting faciiities in these areas have been supplied and maintained by

private enterprise and it has not been made clear to the Committee that these

facilities are’so inadequate as to iustify State competition with the private

enterprise". ~-h-,

I1 S¯ uggestions were also made for the provision of passenger

shelters and goods clearing stations for road borne vehicular traffic in

towns and villages and important junctions .... The proj~osal was

ūnacceptable to the Committee as it would be tantamount to subsldising

private enterprise". ~-I~.

The problem of where the proper function of the State to relieve

distress trespassed on the province of private enterprise came to a head when the

Committee turned to consider its proposed Farm Improvements Scheme, which formed .

the subject, of the Fourth Interim Report.    Thls scheme subsequently proved to be

p:obably the most successful of those recommended by the Committee; ih 1946 it was

suggested that

"speclal consideration be glven" to the development of the Farm

Improvements Scheme as a means of stimulating employment in the rural

areas. This is now the largest service Fovlded for.in the Employment and

Emergency Schemes Vote~ the allocation in 1946/47 being £400~000, or 32%

of the total Vote. In the Majority Report of the Commlttee of Enquiry on

Post-EmergencyAgrlcultural Pollcy~ the followlng reference |s made to

the Scheme :

I . .
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"We are favourably impressed by the success oF the Farm

Improvements Scheme administerd by the Department of Agriculture.

Considerable ~mprovements which otherwise would not have been

made, were ~rried out, particularly on small farms, through the

operation of this Scheme. We, therefore, recommend that the

Scheme should be continued and expanded". ~’h~

At the time of its inception, however, the Commhtee felt that it had to

justify, at length, their proposed subsldisation o~ pr!vate agricultural, lnterests -

particularly, it may be presumed, in view of their previous strlctures. The

type of farm |rr, provements mooted included drainage, reclamation of bog, removal

of rocks, fencing and so on. The organisation of the scheme was as follows:

"The work would be carried out by gangs of men recruited

from the Unemployment Ass|stance Reg|ster and employed by the State

on a special rotational system ... The Farm Improvements Scheme would

be d|vided |nto two.parts:-

"t "

"’(a) Holdings exceeding £15 Poor Law Valuation

"Under this part|on ~,f the scheme the farmer would be

required to repay one-third of the cost of labour. This repayment would

be made by means of a Iongterm annuity. The proportion of one-th|rd is

fixed so as to malntaln the cost to tl~e State at approximately the amount of

Unempioyment Ass|stance which would otherw|se be payable to the workmen

employed.    The farmer would be I|able personally for the entire cost of any

mater|~a.ls regulred during or on the com plet|o.n of the work."
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(b) Holdings not exceeding £15 Poor Law Valuation

o .

Under this port~on of the scheme, the State would provide

only 75% of the labour required for i’he work; the farmer would be

requlred to contribute the balance of the labour in kind. Grants on

.QJ

a graduated scale, not exceeding one-fourth of the total cost of labour,

would be made to the farmers towards the cost of any materials requlred

during or on the completion of the work.

¯. ..... Ancillary to the Farm I.mprovements Scheme, a special

scheme would operate in the Congested Districts whereby small holders

who are themselves in receipt of Unemployment Assistance would be required

to carry out improvement work on their ¢.wn holdings to-.the.value ’of their

Unemployment Assistance.    On the completion of the work, grants

representing one-fourth of the total estimated cost of the work (including

the provision of materials) would be made to the small holders"¯ .z.~

Now the Committee had to turn to’the sticky problem of why agriculture

should be chosen to receive the benefit of these subsldies, and to the subsidiary problem
..

of which particular classes of farmer were to be favoured with the public bounty - a

question which has to be resolved anew for all types of relief schemes of public works:

"Whatever might be the reaction towards such a scheme if it

were propo.sed in the ordin.ary way, a new orlentatlon appears to be

justified by the fact that a large public expenditure from which no mater~al

.32
return" "is now obtained can, by a scheme adminTstered as above, be

converted, through a widely distrlbuted body of individuals, into community value.

.~ ~     The concept of the multipller was not known to the Committee, and the refrain of
"no material return" from assistance payments is constant. The only reallsatlon that relief
measures affected the level of de’mand was that the Farm Improvements Scheme would lead
to increased spending power of farmers; see Fourth Interim Report.
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It may be urged as an objection to the’Scheme that it represents

a further benefit to the farming commun~tyl ~~:’ but, the scheme

is consldered as a relief work for rural areas and it is obviously

the agricultu~l commun|ty ~vhlch must benefit directly or indirectly

by any form of relief work carrled out |n rural areas.

"So far as holdings nor exceeding £15 Poor Law Valuation

are concernedt no apologia are requTred for State Assistance~ as

the principle’of subsldlsation has already been established by the

operation of Small Scale Reclamation Schemes, the extension of

which to areas outs|de the Congested D|stricts was recommended on

its merlts as a social service by the Department ofAgr|culture¯"

"In relation to ho-tdings above ~15 Valuation, the Commlttee

feel, apart from the fact that the Department of Agriculture consider

the subsldisat|on of Farm Improvements to bedes|rable in the national

.|nterest, that Agriculture may’ properly be regarded as an industry the

e.xpanslon of which w~ll provlde scope for permanent employment |n

... the fut.Jre.    To the extent to whlch land reclamation and !mprovement

will enable extra land to be brought into use, State subsid|safion is

justifiable as an econom|c |nvestment to ensure ektra permanent employment

in the .Cuture and so to rel|eve the draln upon the Public purse. This is a

feature of the proposal which the Committee cannot over-emphasise. So

far as holdings exceed|ng £15 Poor Law Valuation are concerned, the scheme

has been framed on the basis of effectlng th}s paramount purpose at approximately

the same cost to the State as the prese’nt cost of gratuhous relief to the workmen

who would be employed". "~’~

Up to 1932, it was State policy to give priority to agricultural’interestsl "this
attected not only agriculture but also the policies governing industrial production and the
scope and purpose of public expenditure", J. Meenan, The Irish Economy Since 1922,
See Meenan’s’ Chapter Twelve, ’Agriculture: Issues of Policy’.

0 o..
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Ultimately, the Committee s~mply stated that the scheme

was the best that it could devlse, and that the benefit outweighed the

sinfulness of subsidies:

"Viewed only from the point of v~ew of substituting galnFul

employment for idleness, the Farm. Improvements Scheme as a whole has

the advantaget compared w~th other public works which have been reviewed

by the Committee, that |t would prov|de work, in their’natural sphere, for

persons in recelpt of Unemployment Ass|stance, wh|ch would be at once

productive of publlc welfare by prevention of the deterioration of the morale

of the unemployed and, at the same time, "llrectly and economlcally productive

from the national paint of view.    The fact that these.objects can be attalned.

at an extra cost to the State whlch ~s inconsiderable in comparison wlth the

extra cost |ilvolved |n other pubi|c works suggested for the relief of’ un.employment,

|n respect of not all of wh|ch it can be said that they are economlcally product|ve

or likely, |n any way, to contrTbute towards the permanent rel|ef of unemployment,

is a"factor whlch must, in the Committee’s view, place the Farm Improvements

’" Scheme, to the extent to wl’,ich |t |s practicable, in the forefi’ont of their

Programme o" ...

" In v|ew of the fact that the Scheme, when it is |n full operation,

can be adm|nistered on such a wldespread scale as to make it of common

appl|cation, th~ object|on that its benefits would accrue to.the property of

indiv|duals is tenable only if it can be shown that the large publ|c expenditure

on Unemployment Assistance, from wh|ch no mater|al return is, at present,

obta|ned, could economically be diverted to onother purpose whlch, while net

directly benefiting the property of individuals as such, would be of equal benefit

to the agricultural communlty and to the nat|on as a whole. No’such alternative

presents itself to the Committee". ’~/~
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By 1946t when the Inter-De.partmental Committee on State-Aided

Employmenl Schemes (1945-6) presented its Report~ the country had had

a decade’s experience of public works schemes~ and it was exceedingly

fortunate that tJ~s body of exl~erlence came to be assessed by a Committee

which showed itself to be capable of exhausllve and intelligent ana!ysls.

The Report is far more than a recltation of obv|ous successes and failures

made manlfest over the previous ten years. In many piaces,|t is a truly

soc|al document as~ for example, when it considers the attitudes of those

employed on rel|ef schemes to the work - something whlch-would have been

regarded as qulte irrelevant not long perviously~ except insofar, as it m|ght

adversely affect effic|ency.    The Committee went further than any officlal

body hTtherto dared |n statl.ng bluntly that|n modern c6nditions the makers of ¯

soclal policy had to make a choice of some point on the trade-off between

compasslon and efficiency:

"the principal drawbacks to the present system of administration

. . of employment schemes~ apart from difficulties inherent |n these schemes,

can be traced in large measure to the orig|nal policy of ,.,mploying the

max|mum number of unemployment assistance rec|pientst and allowing the

element of the relief of dlstress to be the prlrnary cons|deration |n the

select.|on of workers. The Comm|ttee conslder that this policy was

based Qn a too opt|m|st|c estimate of the average quallty of the men on

the unemployment assT.stance register~ and of the degree of benefit to be

derived by these men from short spells of work on the rotational system.

The rotation of the workmen served to underline the "relief" feature of the

schemes~ and produced an unfavourable reaction in the men whlch~ in time,

infected the employlng authorities themselves. Although’the ~nstrucfion

i
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to employing authorities was intended to secure a reasonable balance

between rellef and economyt there was an absence of uniformity

in |ts appllcafion due to the requirement that the men were to be

recruited in the order of their unemployment assistance rat~s beginning

wlth the~ighest~ as well as to the ~nherent dlfficulty of judging

the capability and willingness of men. This resulted in many areas

|n the employment of too large a proportion of definitely ~nfer~or

workers .......

" . ..... the Committee are.presented with a problem of a

fundamental character~ viz. ~ how far the element of relief should be

ollowed to affect the ef~ciency and economy of the work undertaken.

If the idea were to be preserved of |mprov|ng men who are not

capable 6f being made su|table’for heavy manual workt there would

necessar]ly be a ser]ous sacrifice of efficiency and.economy. The

more the idea of compassion enters into the picture the less economic the

work becr.mes. The Committee realise that this problem must eventually

’ be related to the general social ’pal]cy of the State~ but in their vlew

~’’ ’ exper]erice has shown that it is not possible to graft on to any normal

system of carry]ng out public works a policy of rehabi Ihafing inferlor

workmen~ without openlng the door to abuses and continuing the

unsatisfactory cond]tlons whlch have prevailed ]n the past"° "~

¯ o

Accordingly~ the Committee recommended that employing authorities could

choose whomever they pleased from the register of reciplents of asslstance~ and that rotation

"so far as it affects the number of days work per week~ should be dTscontinued~ and a full

week’s work glven in all cases".    The Commhtee felt stro~glythat the authorities should

be clear as to what they expected relief works to achievel it was possible tl~at these types of

schemes could do a great deal of harm:
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"Many of the works carried out as employment schemes are important

public works which would otherwise have to be carrled out at a later

date by the local authorities themselves. It ~s, accordlngly~ most

desirable t]llpt the cost and quality of these works should approximate

to the standard of works ordinarily carried out by normal methods". ~"

Of particular importance among the conclusiorls drawn by the

Committee were those relating to the capabilit;es and attitudes of the unemployed.

Partly drawing on the results of a special enquiry conducted in .late 1945~ and partly from

other evideno~ the Committee arrived at results which indicated the effective bounds

As regards the talents and qualifications of thefor the scope of public works schemes.

unemployed~

"Even a brief contact was sufficient to dispel the idea so prevalent

among the general public that the unemployed’comprlse a homogeneous

group of able-bodied persons capable at a moment’s notice of undertaking

unskilled manual work. A large propartion~ particularly of the older

", men~ were not physically capable of heavy manual work~ and there were

.... ’ many others who~ while perhaps sufficiently able-bodled~ had had no

experience of such worke showed no inclination to acquire itt and apparently

preferred to take their chance of finding casual work of a lighter kind" .’~

’In support of this pi’cture of a heterogeneous corps of persons, the

Comm|ttee classified~ on the basis bf their 1945 inquiryt the sample of unemployment

assistance recipients surveyed into three groups: ’A’~ being "men who appeared to be either

already suitable or likely to become suitable for.heavy manual work"~ ’B’t "men as to whose

sultabillty there was a considerable amount of doubt~ and ~C’t "men who~ in the view of the

Committee ..... were definitely unfit for the heavy manual work required on employment

.schemes". In Dublin County Borough, the results found were:
I

°.,
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Age group A B ’C
% % %

18 - 24 years 52 30 18

25 - 54 years 35 24 41

55 - 69 years 6 II 83

ALL AGES ~. 29 21 50

Results for other urban areas were s|m|lar, and the Committee stated that

"Even amongst those who could fa|rly be regarded as suitable for heavy manual work,

the standard of capability varied widely, and was in general much below the average

of workers in normal employment". 3 ~ This led the Committee to cons|tier the

possible rehal~illtating effects of spells of heavy’work, and they considered these in the

I|ght of their disc¢,very that the unemployed consisted of a large number of disparate

. groups:

"For men who are already fully able-bodied, and accustomed to heavy

manual work, short spells of work on employment scl~emes should be beneficial

and should tend to maintain fitness between spells of manual employment.

~’ Workers who are willing and have had experience of heavy manual

work"but who are deteriorating tl~rough unemployment, could derive considerable

~’benefit physically from a two or three months’ spell of work under proper supervision.

In the case of many such workers even this amount of work should restore their

cal:~cEty for work and their self-respect, and increase their desire for work. "In the

case of worke’rs who have deteriorated considerably the process of complete

rehabilitation ¢vQuld requi.re a long term of constant employment under special

supervlslon and control. Rehabilil"ation can only be maintained by reasonably

constant work.

,3 ~ Inter-Departmental Committee (1945-6), ’Report’. Whatever the objections

I

I

I

nowadays to defining people as "unemployable" - see B.M. Walsh, The Structure of
Unemployment in Ireland~ 1954-1972, E.S.R.I. Paper 77, the concept appears
to have been appropr!ate at the time of the Committee’s investigations.
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" Men who have reached the lowest stage of capability for heavy

manual work, and who have become chronically unemployed whether

from age or physical deb|lity or from constitutional or acquh’ed defects of

character, are not susceptible, by any ordinary means, of rehabilitation as

workmen in any real sense of the term, and certainly not by intermittent

spells of work on employment schem~s. "

"Men whose Ordinary occupations have not accustomed them to heavy

manual work are generally unsuitable for such work, the degree ofunsuitabillty
; °

increas|ng progresslvely according to age~ I~ven |f such men were suitable,

their employment on heavy manual work mlght lower thelr.status and |mpa|r

the|r skill in the|r own occupati"ons, and thus lessen their chance of again be;ng

employed in those occupations". ~b

F|nally, three points made by the Comm|ttee deserve further mention. The
i

first was" that rotation, with the well-meanlng object of spreading a g|ven amount of wages

as widely as possible among the unemployed and with the pars~mon|ous object of saving .as

much dole pa..yment as possible,fa|led in both at least w|th the rotational systems employed

up to 1946. ~.~. It alienated the workers - "~t dlfferent|ates the work from normal work, and

g|ves the impresslon that in real|ty it is relief work ~nd merely a substitute for the paymer~t of

unemployment assistance" ~’~"- and resulted in very high costs for the work done.

Secondly, work camps, or work corps are expenslve and unpopular, as adjudged by the

reactions to, and effects of, the Construction Corpsl when, for example, decl|nlng to join .

the Construction Corps debarred young unemployed persons from drawing the dole, most

¯ preferred to lose the dole rather than join the ¯Corps. In Dublin, only 781 out of 7,789

unemployed persons who were asked to join actual.ly enl]sted; ~’9 slmilarly, a work camp

¯ . e
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set up for youths to work on the Turf Development’Board’s bogs in Offaly was only

able to retain 48 out of 202 persons who went to the camp, and these 202 were in
2.,.

turn the maximum thot could be persuaded to participate oui of 1,200 approached.

The third point made by the Committee was thct the work-dlsincentive effects of

welfare payments began to be apparent long Before the present-day high levels of

income maintenance payments:

"many recipients of unemployment assistance, particularly poor quality

workers who have been on the register for a long time, have come to regard

unemployment assistance in the light of a .vested interest, and they seem to

...... -believe that the only reward they receive for working on employment schemes

is the difference between their wages and their unemployment assistance

payment". " %’h~            .-4

In the fhlrty-odd years since the 1946 Report, works schemes have

gone so completely out of fashion that their eclipse itself was unnoticed, the 1972 Paper

on ’Manpower Policy in Ireland’ deeming their departure to he an insignificant event:

t

"Relief for the unemployed in Ireland today is based mainly on the

framework of the earlier social insurance and social assistance legislation

introduced in the 1920’s and 1930’s with three significant deve!opments. The

Department of Social .Welfare was established in 1947 to co-ordlnate all social

insurance schemes and took on the administration of both unemployment benefit

and unemployment asslsta’nce schemes on its ustablishment. (Prior to 1947, the

schemes were administered by the Department of Industry and Commerce which

was also re:ponsible for the Employment Exchanges).’ In 1952,the unemployment

insurance schem: was combined with schernes relating to sickness benefit and

I’
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widows’ and orphans" penslons into a general soclal insurance code.

In 1952 male workers in agriculture became entitled to unemployment

benefits in addition to all other social insurance benefits and in 1966

female prlvate domestic Worke,:s and workers in agrlculture became

similarly entitled". "~S

Nowadays, the State is prepared to help, wherever passible, the

smoother operation of ’the° labour market through, for example, the National

Manpower Service, established following the institution of a separate Department of

Labour in 1966. It is willlng to cushlon the costs of unemployment for the unemployed

through such systems as t_he Redundancy Payments Schemer introduced in 1967, and

through the improvement of levels of existlng servlces. 3 ~ There has been little

basic criticism of this approach, the r~ast-clted faults being its slow pace, its

adminlstrative inefficiency and t-he influence of political representations on the

dlstrlbutlon of benefits°    Perhaps it is time to reconsider whether the concesslon of

unemployment assistance as a matter of right, whlch is.the sltuatlon for all praciical"

purposes at present, is the best solution for alleviatlng the effects of long-run unemployment.

Little or no attention has been paid in recent yeai~ to the effectiveness and long-term
..,, ¯

¯ effects of government soclal expenditure, other than some suggestions that ~ncame

malntenance payments to the unemployed are now so hlgh relatlve to wages durlng

employment that they .constltute a significant dlslncentive to work. Tl~e working of a free

enterprise economy is now understood better than durlng previous ate’erupts to link unemploymen!

assTstance payments to productive effort; the nature of the economy itself has changed so much

. .’~S" Manpower Policy in Ireland (Dublin, SO, 1972).

¯ ~/o For an exposition of post-war social pollcy~see Finola Kennedy, Pubii.c Social
Expendlture in I re land, E.S.R.I. Broadsheet No..11, February, 1975.

i
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since the end of tile Second World War that the traditional arguments a~ainst

works schemes may have lost their validity. At the very least the danger

of perpetuating a self-sustaining culture of poverty through thoughtless and

indiscriminate State ullemployment relief policies suggests that the assumptions

underpinning current social policy deserve to be re-examined.

II Guidance from Experience

We have decided to present D. Curtin’s article unchanged

as part I of this chapter, as it seems to us excellent’in its summarization of

a very lai-ge mass of material. Here we draw our inferences mainly from

part I, from our own study of one of Curtin’s sources and from an additional

. official record.

For the latter part of his study, Curtin relies entirely on

two remarlmble official reports. 3 ;t 0 3 ~ We were fortunate in these
I

¯ documents being made available to us in typescript form. It is a pity they

were not published, for they are a liberal educaticn on the problems associated

with the~rect employment of the unemployed, as ".yell as to official thinking

thereon. The 1934-1936 Report (Chairman, Hugo V. Flynn, Parliamentary

Secretary to the Minister for Finance, Secretary, J.C.B. McCarthy) is in the

form of four interim and a final report.’ Curtin has commented on the Terms

of Reference. We wish to stress part of the wording therein/that defining the

Committees objective: "to devise a scheme of ... public works.., with a view

to reducing expenditure on Unemployment Assistance to a minimum ..." It would

be an exaggeration to state that the emphasis on’finance was fatal;

it was certainly inimical to the efficiency of the works produced, though the

"~ Inter-Departmental Committee on Public Works 1934-1936.

:3’~ Inter-Departmental Committee on State-aided Employment Schemes (1945-
1946).
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very critical 1945-1946 Committee states that the works were uscful. The tcxt

proper of ibe ].936-38 Finsl Report is very bri el, but contains an alphabetical

index and an index of place names, nearly 500 items, which is probably as .

relevant today as it was then as an indication of the Idnd of works which might

be undertaken by unemployed people. A feature of the interim reports (especJalls, the

th|rd) is the elaborate series of statistical tables which seem worthy of

more examination in depth th.’m is indicatecl in the Committee commentary,

though, of course, the time to which they relate is remote.

The wording of preamble in the terms of reference of the

1945-1946 Report is highly significant:-

"Bearing in mind that emp].oyment schemes are
undertaken, primarily, forthe maintemance and
rehabilitatiofiof tmerap!oyed persons by affording

\
them the opportunity to work and, secondarily,

: for carrying out works which are useful in them-
selves with reasonable efficiency..."

The emphasis is completely different from the terms of the 1934-36 report of

ten years previous. Gone is any reference to reduction of expenditure on UA..

There is menC/on 0f rehabilitation and other advantages to the unemployed

as people. Of course, works to be carried out are to be useful, but the

word "efficiency" is qualified by "reasonable", implying that full economic

efficiency is not to be expected. We have commented in Chapter 1 on

changing public attitudes towards the unemployed. Clearly this was taking

place in the years that spanned World War II. We shall maintain that these

attitudes have evolved still further since the 1940’s. A curious feature of the

terms of reference is that recommendations are’ to be made only in regard

to unskilled unemployed workers.

In the fourteen years 1932-1933 to 1945-1946 inclusive,

aggregate expenditure on employment and emergency schemes was approximate]y
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£16.3 m of which £12.7 m was in State gTants and the remainder mainly from

local authorities. Total expenditure was distributed by classes of works as

follows. -

Employment scberaes

Public health wort~

Development of housing sites

Urban areas - mainly roads

Rural area s

Minor Employment Schemes

Miscellaneous

Total, employment schemes

Emergency schemes

Farm improvements

Seeds and lime distribution

Bogs used by private producers

Rura~. Improvement

Roads subject to turf traffic

To~l,emergency schemes

Total, all schemes

T~iis £16.3 m was equivalent to £1.2m a year.

£m

3.2

0.6

2.4

3.7

2.5

0.8

1.7

0.6
4

0.4

0.2

0.3

3.1

"16.3

Even allowing for the great

change in the value of money thls £1.2 m would be regarded as derisorily small

today. The insignificant impact "of these schemes on the level of unemployment

must have been due partly to this meagre expenditure. We surmise that public

opinion would sanction net expenditure of one hundred times this amount a year

ff thereby a sizable dint in the number of unemployed could be effected.

As to departmental responsibility, the Vote was termed that

for Employment and Emergency Schemes. In 1946-1947 the total was £475,000,

of which £360,000 was undertaken by Local Authorities and administered
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by the Department of Local Government and Public Health, £100,000 by the

Special Employment Schemes Office (Office of Public Works) and £15,000

adnlinistered by various Departments. These small amounts show that by

1946-1947 official employment schemes had fallen on evil days (they may

today be said to have ceased to exist?).

this:-

The numbers involved confirm

Thou sand s
No. of UA Average no. no. employed

Year applicants employed at peak periods
Summer     Winter

1937-38 96.8 13.6 25.9 40.0

194546 57.0 8.4 18.4 27.6

I

I

I

ii-:

I

I

I

I

i.:

l ..i

I

These figures include those for the Farm Improvements Scheme, the peak

figures for which increased from 9,000 to 11,500 (included in last column above).

One is not surprised to learn that the agricultural schemes were regarded by

the 1945-1946 Cormnittee as more successful than other employment schemes.

Prior to World War II about 95"70 of the UA register were engaged on schemes

to which the rotational system applied.

In their terms of reference the 1945-1946 Conunittee

were to lmve separate regard to (a) Dublin City, (b) other urban areas and

(e) rural areas. At the request of the Committee the other responsible

Department conducted a special census of UA recipients in Dublin and five

other urban areas. With remarkable thoroughness they followed the census

by interviewing the majority of unemployed persons on the ’register in the

six urban centres. Curtin has noted that only 29% were found to bc suited

to heavy manual work; 50% were definitely unfit for the heavy mmmal work

required on employment schemes.

Clearly a gloomy view was taken by the interviewers

of efficiently employing registrant s in Dublin. Follo~4ng are a few quotations:-
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"Perhaps the most’ strikLng fact for the great bulk
of the men interviewed, their whole working lives
hi recent years at any rate, were made up of casual
jobs separated by longer intervals of idleness".
"Many of the men interviewed seemed to be really
dispirited m~d to have g~ven up hope of findh~g construct
or even casual work other than a Sl~il.1 on employment
schemes"..
"There was, ho~vever, some reasen to believe that an~.ety
for work on emplo3.uuent schemes was partly to cfaalLfy for
continued payment of unenlployment assistance without
going before the Court of Referees."

A s regards interviews in the five other areas "the general impression

gained was much the sanle as in the case of Dublin; the men were mainly

unskilled or semi-skilled casual workers of less than average capability, the

majority of whom had little prospect of work other than on employment schemes

or occasionally on low grade jobs". The all ages percentage suitable for heavy

manual work was 22, even lower, therefore, than Dublin’s 29.

For rural areas, however, the Committee came to a guardedly

optimistic conclusion:-

’rfhe inference to’be drawn from the foregoing considerations
is that in the rural areas the labour enffaged on employment

, ¯ schemes is not, on the whole, noticably inferior to the

:: average standard of labour".

In rural areas the all ages percentage of men fit for heavy

manual work was 57, twice the levels alreadycited for urban areas.

The three main objects of employment schemes were (i) financial

the distribution over the largest’possib]e number of men in proportion to their
o

need,(ii) rehabilitation, (iii) testing of willingness to work. To achieve these

ends a reg-ulation was devised in three clauses (1) reasolmble allowance for

lower output, (2) employment only of men capable of reasonable output, and

(3) workmen failh~g to give reasQnable return of work to be discharged and their

cases reported to the Employment Officer.

One is not surprised to learn that the regulation did not work

yet again for three main reasons (a) many were hired who proved incapable,
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#J) gangers were reluctant to dismiss men, mainly because dismissal migh~

result in disqualJ£ication for UA (c) "tile traditional laxity of org~misation and

indulgence towaJrds workcrs associated with relief schemes in the past."

The 1945-46 connnittee devoted mtmh attention to the

subject of supervision and the rotation principle, both obviously related to

I

I

I

I

i

"reasonable efficiency". In the committee’ S view:-

"Broadly speaking, small schemes are most
suitably done by direct labour, and for large
works the contract method is the more economical
one".

"As a result of the introduction of rotation,
the method of recruitment of workers, and
other regulations, employment schemes could
be carried out only by direct labour. Public
works contractors c.~uld not operate trader
this system of labour control".

As regards employment schemes administered by the

I

I

Department of Local Government and Public Health, in Dublin CB the

committee were informed that most of the direct unemployment schemes would
;.

normally have been executed by contract. A special Relief Works sectiou

was establishe~l in 1941 to deal with part of it. ~N0te the
, "%

word ,,Re~ef,,, thereby differentiating from "work" simplictter and lowering

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

its prestige ). The works consisted mainly in housing site development, new

roads and amenity schemes, mostly in the suburbs. Ever9 member of the

supervisory organisation was employed on a temporary basis because of

the general uncertainty’as to the duration of employment schemes on their present

basis. The wages of these gsngers were the same as those of the Corporation’s

other gangers, but these were considerably less than .those of contractors’ gangers.

One is not surprised to learn that "in many cases [[lie cost of works] is

unreasonably high, having been as much as 50% in cxccss of contract costs on

works of a high labour content". The conclusion is important.-

"On the whole, the Committee are satisfield
that the execution of capital works of any
considerable maguitude by direct labour cannot

effectively be    m~dcrtaken by the local authority of
a large city like Dublin".
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The cormnittee found that ill CBs other than Dublin

urban area works were more efficient than in Dublin mafllly because in

¯ file smaller towns it was possible for the heads of their engineering or.gmlialtions

to have "iutimate perso~ml knowledge" of all the work. "Cork is probably

the most efficiea~t [~with im~ employment schemes, ,’ the reasons stated being tile

closeness of the city engineer to the work and care in selection of workers

in the first instance. "In Limerick, Waterferd and Dun Laeghaire supervision

is reasonably close but the Cost of the work is high o~ account of the poor

quality of labour".

As regards the (then) 57 towns with urban status, the committee

found it difficult to describe the quality of their work in a general way.. It

’ was found that the best work ~s obtained when the County Engineers’ organisation
°

was in charge, in contradistinction to "smaller urban areas [where] the

Town Surveyor is a part-time official on a comparatively low salary and his

normal responsibilities in the matter of roads are confined to the maintenance

of back streets and lanes".
r

In rural areas employment schemes undertaken by local author|ties

are supervised by the County Engineers and the standard of supervision is

satisfactory.

i"In the western counties, however, where the allocations
are very large as compared with expenditure on normal
improvement work, the seasonal character of the
emplo~mlcnt schemes programme coupled with the
uncertainty as to the probable extent of the allocations
in futx~re years has been detrimental to the establislnnent
of adequate trained staffs for controlling the works. It
has been necessary to rely to too great an extent on
temporary er|gmcering staffs, who in the majority of cases
have insufficient ex-perience of the work to be done.

Minor Employment Schemes were admil~stered directly by the

MES Office but they were supervised by county engineers acting as agents -

instructors for that Office, on a fee basis. The SESO, however, had no control
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over the assistants employed by county engineers. Though the schemes were

simple and scarcely required as much supervision as ordinary work, special

difficulties were encountered in supervision. The great bu]/~ of tile Schemes fell

in a few Western Comlties; the schemes were numerous .(in Mayo and Donegal in

1945-46, 306 and 258) an~d were far apart, often in’. inaccessible places and were

carried out in winter time. We are not surprised to know that the quality of

the work was not high in many areas and that the county engineers mid their

assistants ex2oressed "the greatest reluctance" to overlooking SESO schemes

on the grounds that they could not give them proper attention and do their own

work as well.

From the way we look at things now-a-days, it seems incredible

¯ flint rotation could ever have been contemplated, still less actually used. The

idea was to divide the ava’ilable work over most unemployed persons. The

most needy, i.e. those with most.dependents received more wages a week

than the less needy: we believe that these wages were determined by adding

30% to wlmt would have been the UA rate and the number of days work
..

gauged acc0rd.ingly’ It is stated that for men on the higher UA rates in

Dublin CB the excess of wages over allowances while idle varies from

24s. to 33s a week. Naturally:-

"the arzangement appears to give rise to dissatisfaction
,amongst the workers : it differentiates
.the work from normal work, and gives the impression
that in reality it is relief work and merely a substitute...
for unemployment assistance: This attitude appears to
be shared by gangers also."

It was, of course, found that frequent changes in workers led to

inefficiency: "workers spend the first few weeks of their spell gettfllg hardened

and trained into the work and by the time they have become really useful
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they have to make way for a fresh ~,~ng". It is stated tlmt the presence

in�he gangs of an undue proportion of inferior workers has a detrimental

effect on the better class workers since the tendency is for the kfferior

workers to set the pace. On the other hand, the 1945-46 committee

gives its opinion tlmt:-

"For men who are already fully able - bodied,
and accustomed to heavy manual work, short
spells on work on employment schemes should

¯ be beneficial and should tend to maintain
fitness between spells of normal employment".

So far in this part II we have attempted to give only an

idea of the content of the very voluminous1945-46 report, half of which

consists of largely statistical appendices which we have ~ot drawn

on at all: for instance Appendix I is a very useful historical account of
i

employment schemes since 1922. Our ideas on what has’to be done to

mitigate the national scourge of unemployment have broadened but,

if reeoarse:has to be had again to employment scheme§sthe closest

regard must be paid to the whole content of the 1945-46 report, particularly

to its very frank indications of what not to do.
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Recomm e,lda tions

~(
From what has gone before, most of the recommends- ¯

tions of the 1945-46 committee are to be expected

I Authorities should have free selection of best labour

II Rotation to be discontinued as regards number of days a week and
full weeks’ work always given

III Number of weeks’ Work: (a) by contract. 10, (b) direct kqbour
(i) Dublin CB . 10, (ii) other urban 8, (iii) rural 6. Panel
change not to be operated where it would result in employing
unsatisfa otory labour

IV In Dublin CB all works should be by the contract method

V In other areas, direct labour to be used only in so far as this
is efficient, otherwise contract to be used¯

VI Departments concerned should look again at methods in areas
where MES execution by county engineers is not satisfactory.

VII A small committee from SESO and D/LG & PH to be set up
[to supervise, in great specified detail, employmeht schemesJ

VILI Arrangements should be made for local authorities to prepare
programmes of suitable employment schemes two or three years
In adva nee.

..

.~ ~: In the following note on the effects of the recommendation

the Committee states that cmployment schemes would not be used to relieve

distress in the case of unsuitable people; family responsibilities will not

entail special pref.erence; the longer a man is ,memployed the less his

chance of employment on employment schemes; the average cost of giving a

UA applicant work will be considerably increased; the total number of

UA applicants will be considerably reduced; the value of employment

schemes as a test of willingness to work will be reduced; full-time employ-

ment for an extended period will make employment scl:emes more attractive.

The committee recognises that some of these effects may

be considered undesirable and proceeds to justify at some length its attitude.

The reeommend,~tions would involve th’e elimination of

that t~x41ight work zone, necessarily inefficient, entitled relief work, leaving
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only people genuinely at work and people unemployed. Putting LIA

applicants ell contract work seems little different from subsidising w~ges.

To repeat, the issues that troubled the 1945-46 committee are by no means.

irrelevant today, and we shall take them up again in our final chapter.

The reactions of the govermnent of the day to the fore-

going recommendations is interestin~-

I "In lieu of rec0mmeudation I it was decided that thc employing
authorities should have a free selection Of labour from men in
receipt of unemployment assistance to be recruited through the
Employment Exchanges". [Our gloss: we do not understand
how this decision makes any change in the recommendation unless
special significance attaches to dropping the word "best"].

II Ap,’roved.

II! Approved, subject to some increase ifi number of weeks and "
arrangements being made to avoid re-employment of men
following eqmpletion of spells of .employment.

IV, V and VIa pproved.

VII Approved, subject to Department of Industry and Commerce
being represented.

VIII Approved.
..

No reference has so far been made to Part V of the report.

Thisdeals with "other relevant matters" and has such heads as UA applicants

not capable of tieavy manual work; voluntary bodies; casual employment;

Farm Improvements Scheme; suggested preference for wo,’ks in congested

areas; farm improvement works in non-congested areas; living accommodation

for farm workers; influx to la’rge urban centres of country labor, r; extension

of qualifying period for non-local UA applicants in urban areas; increased use

of Employment Exchanges for recruitment of unskilled labour by public works

contractors; transport of labour; use of construction camps; unemployment

of young persons; construction corps; labour camps for young men;. pre-

ference for young men on employment schemes; subsidisation of wages of

inferior workers.
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This long citation has the’deliberate purpose of indicating

the scope and depth of the 1945-,16 committee’s inquiries. Of course tile

citation does not in all cases imply approval on the part of the committee,

and we, in the change~ circumstances of today)do not agree with all the

committee’s recommendations. We can with confidence state that almost

every issue pertaining to employment schemes receives mentioll and sensible

and informed discussion. The treatment indeed brings the writers near to

confident recommendations in regard to the present-day unemployment

problem¯

The government’s decision was to refer all these comments

for study by the relevant departmenis.

Later Official Views

Following is a summary, dated 1969, of comments by the

Department of Local Government on a short memorandum of proposals by

the DeparSme.~.t of Social Welfare. The v|ews of D’,,O are of crucial impor.tance

since, tocal government officers must be involv,~d in any practicable scheme

of public works,

I. "The h|story of SESO ....... is a record of the failure of the
plRn to substitute work for ’dole’". Reference is made to the
finding of the 1945-56 committee that the "relief" aspect of
earlier schemes led to "serious loss of efficiency", that in
future they should Le operated as normal works and that the
rotational principle should be discontinued. It is remarked that
employment schemes in towns,because of financial deficiency,
have been reduced to s "skeleton" programme.

It is possible that schemes wlth    more "initiative and imagination"
could have been found in post-war ycar~ ff they were operated
8w’ay from Department of Finance control. The experience of

all countries has been that with public works "efficiency." and
"relief" are inconsistent.

The interesting remark is made incidentally that in 1846
(the first year of the Famine) the l?,oard of Works spent about £250,000
a week on relief works, employing about half-a-million men.
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In January 1967, number of men in what is dcscribed as "the
last SESO    Census" was 30, O00 of whom 21, 500 werc in
rural areas. The bull{ of the lattur were concentrated in
"a limited number of E.D. ’s along thc western set’board
The writer does not believe that suitable works will be available
here on an adequate scale" Cour comment: in all the official
documents available to us the point is made that the distributions
of available jobs and of UA manpower.are very different,
creating*problems of accommodation and transport-:3.

Outside the CB’s and some of the other larger’towns,
employment schemes are (in 1969) what is described as "largely
of s skeleton nature". The Local Improvemen~Seheme

does not operate primarily as an employment.
scheme in which "the skeleton of suitable and necessary works"
(emphasis in memorandum) was unduly restricted.

"There is s large volume of worl~ on accommodation on bog roads
and minor drainage works of the type carried out under the
~,ocal Improvements Scheme" but these are mainly in areas in
which there are few UA Minor drainage schemes should not
be undertaken before l~trger sch¢.aes on clearance of outfalls
or of whole catchments under the Arterial Drainage Act.

DLG has el_~cours.ged local authorities to
submit amenity schemes as distinct from road
works to absorb employment scheme grants but they ha.ve not
put up many such schemes¯ Large grants expended in public
parks in Dublin have created heavy subsequent liability for
maint ena rice.

"It is scif-evident that no relief works programme will effectively
reduce the number of .unemployed unless it is supplenmntsry to
existing public works programmes’"

It is doubtful if local author’.ties could undertake supple-
mental employment programmes without "expanding their adminis-
tration and technical orgnnisation". Already there are complaints
about the Local Imp.rovements Scheme, "which is on a much
smaller scale," from the already over-crowded staff".

"In-the past employment schemes have been used as a test of the
genuineness of a UA applicants willingness to work, and men
¯ ~ho have refused employment have been knocked off UA.

[ DSW apparently submitt.ed a scheme for relief on which

DLG commented adversely,, on the foUowing grounds, amongst
others3 :- (i) increased work on local authority staffs; (it) staffs
would have two lists of schemes, classified by small areas and
"vet them for ut.ilit.y; "(iii) prepare specification, estimate~ and
order of priority; (iv) organise carryingout of works by "workers.
who would have little interest in or incentive..."’ There would
result "all the defects of inefficiency and wasteful operation that
were attributed to employment schemes in the past; " (v) the’local
authority would have to keep full records of UA men. General

t ¯
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¯
conclusion by DLO commentator: "I cnnnot see any
local authority willingly taking on such a responsibility."

.

o.

It is stated that SESO    found transportation of
workers "impracticable and completely uneconomic"
except when works were of long duration requiring large
gangs.                                 :

This paragraph deals with costs. It is stated that on largor
public works unskilled labour content can run as low as 25%,
SE$O . figures show that in 1967-68 cost per man per week
is £11-15 in small towns, £20 in larger urbans’and £30 in

Dublin.. The Dublin figur.es relate to large scale road works
carried out by modern engineering methods.

which.provoked such adverse comment in. DLG.

We do not need toknow what the. DSW . proposals ~,ere

The main point is a very

real one, namely the obviously ¯limited extent *o which staffs of local authori-

ties can be involved. To make a serious impact on the problem it may be

necessary to create a.completely new organtsation with its own administration

and clmin of control.

"7 -."    . ¯

. ,.. ,

o
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The Existing Situaiion

1he aims of demand management in Ireland have been to promote

,’ \/

I

a level of demand sufficient to achieve full employment and reasonably hlgh

living standards, at the same time controlling the tendencies towards excessive

price increases and ba"J’ance of payments deficits.. Both fiscal and monetary

policy have tended towards expansionary goals. The aim of full employment

is part, mount and the Government has concentrated on the aim of achieving

full employment. The Industrial Development Authority (IDA) was given the

task .of encouragl n~l~anslonofex]_stlng_in, dustry and promoting new

home .and overseas sponsored projects.

The stated !DA_a!m is to provide hTghly skilled employment

predominantly for men. They strive to RZo_vlde job opportunities by’creating

"better opportunlties for existing workers~ jobs for redundant workers, career

opportunities for young persons and for returning emigrants".

As part of its function.to promote regional industriallsation, the
"i

IDA has worked in th~ Limerick region with the Shannon Free Airport Development ’

Company {SFADCo). The latter company was established as a state sponsored

I

I

I

bod.y.,in 1959 with the objective of ensuring the growth and development of

Shannon Free Airport. The combined activities of the two organlsat.lons, IDA and

SFADCo include the construction of industrial estates, the provlsio’n of sites for

factories and of support services to assist industries in the western region. They

also assist firms with manpower problems such as the recruitment and tralnlng of

worl<ers and industrialrelatlons. The numbers of’workers employed in°agrlculture

have dropped significantly during the recent¯ past thereby exacerbating the

problems of job opportunity creation even to the extent ’to keeping up with the

shift. There has ~en an emphasis also on creatingjobs requiring skilled workers,

which has been instrumental in increasing the establishment of’capital intensive

industry. The policy of increasing skills requlres an extra effort when full

employment is also an obiectlve. The following table taken from the IDA Annual

Report, April-December 1974 shows the total number of job approvals, grant

commitments and fixed asset investments. Unfortunately, the job approvals
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secHon is o target which in fime~ or recession oartlculGrJ), has been dlf{icul~
to real ise.

¯The total nun~ber oF job approva.ls together wifll ossc, c]aled

grant commitments and fixed asset investment in th’e period 1970-1974 is

shown below:

Financial year

Projected
new jobs IDA Fixed

at full financial Asset
production commitment inveslment

£m £m

1970--71 4-

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

9 mths. to December 1974

121487

8,734

14, 139

23,316

. 1918i8

.~0.3 94.7"

18.7 ,60.4

¯ 35.0 .135.4

,75.4 302.8 -

65.9 287.2

¯ Total 1970-74 781494 . ,225.3 880.5

Sou rce: IDA Annual Report, April-December 1974~ Review 1970-1974.
Industrial Development Authority, Dublint July 1975.

it is di.ff!cult to distinguish completely between ¯training and

educat.lon but broadly speaklngl education is the responsibility of the

Department of Education; agricultural education and tralnTng the
¯ r

responstbillty of the Department of Agriculture and’industrlal training

the responsibility of the Department of Labour.

’’ The Industrial Training AuthoAtyl (AnCO) was established
to improve_and encourage. tra__in}ng_.a!_a_ll levels in |ndustHal and

commercial activities. Its main function is the’promoHon within

industry of training through levy and grant schemes; priority Ts. given

to the establishment of the trGining function wtthln firms. AnCO

also provlded Facilities for the training of unemployed and redundant

¯ "w°rkers, the inltial training ot: apprenHces and updating of the exisHng

skills of workers.

The AnCO training centres have the sod~al ob]ectlve_o.t:..glving

workers a n 0PP_0_rtu nlty t_o ac .quire_ sk!lls for whi ch .there are_job

opportun_Hie_:_s. There are courses for apprentices ahd for adults, who

may recelve training allowances dependTng on age and domestic
¯ . 5""

- 83-
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respons~billtles; allowances are related to unemployment be~efit. Thc

courses provided are mainly in the engineerTng and metal trades for

whlch, there is a demand either locally or w~lhln the State. Special

training facilities are also provided in an area where redundancy occurs.

The enjoyment exchanges perfurmed .originally the role of o

placement’servlce, compiling of the Live Reglster, payment of social

welfare benefits and assistance. Payment of benefits was given priority

thereby giving placement a lower priority. The Government recognlsed

thls difficulty of combining payment of benefits wlth placement functions

and established the National Manpower Service in 1971 with responsibility

for (i) placing ’~he unem~o_jyed in empl0yment and meeting employers’
0

":demands for labour; (il) the provislon of r._ffigular information on the

numbers and characteHstlcs of the unemployed to the Central StatisHcs
Office for the compi!a!i0_n" of the Live Regi.-ter; (lIT) ihe provislon. 0f

q

vocational guidance on employment training and educational opportunities

for adult workers; (iv) the provision of careers information. The NMS is

orgqnised on a regional basis with ’a numbei" of placement officers in each

,.regl°n under the control of a Regional Director.

The rnaiorlty of job seekers registering wlth the NMS are |n

.the seml-skilled and unskilled categories. The following table shows

the numbers of vacancles, job-seekers.and unfilled vanacTes during

1975:

Number of vacancles notified during 1975’

Number of" vacancies filled during 1975.

Total lob seukers registered at 31 December
1975

Total unfilled vacancies registered at 31

December 1975

Men Women Tota I

"14,389 7,726 22,115

9,771 5,252 15,023

20,999 7,819 28,818

68i 233. 914

Source: National Manpower Service Report, 1975..
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When the enormity of the problems of unemploymeni is considered, it is

difficult to understand the placing of an embargo on the expansion of the

NMS dtJrlng i976 as occurred with the imposition of financial restralnts

on Government departments’ actlvhies. The contrary would appear to’

be sensible in the case of allocation of funds to the NMS.

The NMS is responsible als0 for the implementation of the EEC

regulations regarding mobility of labour whhln member states. This does

not appear so far to have developedt as the total number of vacancies

.specially notifled at the request of indlvldudl firms in EEC countries in
~c

1957 was 140, while the number reported as interested in such vacancies

was 3.

The Department of Labour is responsible for the. implementation of

the Premium Employment Programme, the object of which is to encourage

employers in manufacturing industry and agriculture to re-employ workers

who have been made redundant as a result of the recession. The

programme commenced in June 1975 i~or ’manufacturing industry and in
I

August 1975 for agriculture. A premium of £12 a week up to 3 April 19761 !
"t " !

and a.t the rate of £6 a week until the termination of the programme,

is pald in resp~.ct of each addhlonal eligible worker employed after 20 June

1975. Up to 5 March 19761 paymen’t of 27, 342 premiums to 203 employers

amounting to £3281100 has been made.

The Department of Social Welfare administers the Unem_p~nt

Insurance Acts and the Unemploymen!. Assistance Acts which provide for

national exchequer support to alleviate hardship due to unemploymenb

and by means of unemployment benefit and unemployment assistance.

Unemployment insurance applies to all employees aged 16 years and over

regardless of the le~,el of their earnings. To qualify for anemployment benefit,

the claimant must be unemployed1 capable of" and available
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for work, satlsFy the contribut~on condi~~ons and not be involved in a
strike, be socked- F_or_m~sconducb have refused an offer of suitable

employment, nor of tra.lning_at___an AnCO course if selected. Unemployment

benefit is payable normal ly to people agedunder 65, (in certain cases

extended to age 67) for 65 weeksl when the benefit period exp~resr a

further 13 pald c~ntributlons are necessary for re-qualificatlon. Pay-

related benefit may be paid with unemployment benefit; it applies to

persons insured at the ordinary or agricultural rate of contribul|ons on

earnlngs up to a ceiling of £2r500 a year. Payment of pay-re!ated benefit

may contlnue for up to 63½ weeks provlded the releva.nt flat rate E~enefit

|s also payable~ and is calculated on the claimants’ gross taxable

earnlngs :n the income-tax year preceding the pay-related benef!t year.

Reclplents of unemployme’nt benefit, whol)y unemployed, may not receive the com-

bined benefits of fiat rate benefit, pay-related benefit and |ncome tax rebate

in excess of 85 per cent of average weekly earnings after deduction of

income tax and employment contributions, in the tax year in which they

became une .mplo/ed.

’ When unemployment benefit is n,_ot payable there may be ellglbiilty..

’for unemployment asslstance_provlded that the unemployed person is aged between

:-" 18 and 67 years, has lived ¢ontinoously in. the State for at least six months at an~

time Before claiming, is cap_able_of, ayailable for and genuinely seeking

work and sat[sF_ies the means test. Women applicants have to satisfy

other special contribution" conditions.

Unemployment benefit is flnanc.ed’by’approxlmately 40 per cent

from the employee, 40 per cent from the employer and 20 per cent from

general government revenue.

T
Unemployrnenl assistance is financed in full

from government revenue.
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Chapter 3: Experlence with Employment schemes in Other Counrrles

This chapter is in two parts, the first, and longer based on ILO1

data, relating to a number of particular c6untrles ~nd to general topics,

the second, from OECD sourcesr relating to a r, umber of countries’ actions

during the present emergency. While social and economic conditions in

t

some of the countrles studied are widely different from Ireland’sr allhave

employment and underempIoyment problems, hence worthy of conslderatlon

for hints as to how to tackle the acute Irlsh problem°

I IL.O Experience
i

Japan .-

This "basically descriptive monograph" was prepared

in the ILO Branch O£~ice in Tokio. It is emphasised that it is mainly intended

to provide factual infoz~mation and "not so much as to invite comment" on

Japanese emergency employment scl/emes. We assume that this means an

absence of critical comment or sugge~ion in the report.

Right from the start of the Meiji Restoration in 1868,

the Japanese government had to carry out relief measures "by establishing

new kind~-of: commerce and implementing land reclamation project.s". We

infer that the Japanese government has had longer experience than most other

governments in coping with une~nployment as an ex~. licit’ problem.

After Wor.ld War I the government introduced emergency

employment measures kneludtng 5nd this is interesting-~"one particular

scheme for the educated unemployed" which continued to operate until 1930.

,a~ter 1945 unemployment on an unprecedented scale

(compLicated by the reLurn of a "tremendous number" of expatriates) resulted

in many relief works being set up within the framework of a "seriouslydamaged

economy". A "remnant " of these works remain (in Oc£ober 1975).

1 These are copyright. The permission of ILO will be needed for pt~blication.
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The switch from coal to ’petroleum in the 1960s was the fiz.s~

case whore ml emergency job creation scheme had to be latmched on a laz~o

scale. The report is co,ffined to two cases in the post war i, eriod (i) employment

relief works immediately after World War II and ~) the special emergency

employm’ent scheme fordisplaced coalminers. Here we col~fine our attention to the

former. Anything similar to the post-war Jap,q_nese coal minmg experience is

unlikely in h-elmld in future. J~

¯in dealing with its economic problems.has been th.%t we have~-arely been

,~p against it", compared. With some other countries at partic’ular times~.

Early iu 1946 the Japanesegovernment evolved a ’,Policy

Outline for Emergency Employment Measures" The policy line involved:
i

(1) construction (2) return to native f~rm lands, (3) tra’ming in industry and

skiils therefor, (4)¯ i~rastructure, includingtransport and commerce,

(5) resea/’ch, (6) programme for intellectuals, (~) vocational training and

"side iobs"._ __ ~ _

At the same time certainprinciples of application were set down

as regards the measures:. (1) these were not "relief per se:’ but were designed

i

!

I
|,

i.

|

for economic development, .(2) vocational guidanc e and training, (3) public

employment to be "developed and consolidated",. (4) minimum expenditure,

ma:dmum employment,

"All govermnent agencies concerned . .. were integrated
into a coherent system; manpower projections ...
were prepared; ... job placement and range of jobs to.
be offered was expanded. ,."

The programme for the educated ~memployed comprised,

teclmical guidance for increasing rice production and public health guid.~mce.

j.
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Some personz got pc:rm,’tnent work ill government. h~ ] 949 efforts to ereat.e jc;b:,

I

i

1

for intellectuals crone to a standstiil when, on the instruction of the Occupyh]g

Authority, 165~ 000 persons were .~ummarily dimnis,,;cd from govermnent officcz.

Simple public works projects, devised "primarily for public

utilfLy.., rather than ...**for the unemployed", eo~aprised relatively easy jobs

1

I

t

i

such as development of land and green zones, scrap iron collection, water

supply and drainage cleaning. ..

Vocatioflal training was considered part of tim programme

against’unemployment. By the end of March 1947 there were over 500 training

..
centres. Sheltered workshops for underprivileged persons for on-the-job

training were set up, to the number of 2,000 with 138,000 persons. Many

¯ of these ultimately worked in their own homes.

!

i

1
i

1

I

!

In May 1946 the Economic Stabilisation Board (’ESB) was

¯ established to carry out the public constr.uctlon work programme. Local .

Implementation. boards were instituted for direct admJ2ni~ration by the local

authorities. "
¯ ¯ % . ¯

Subcontracting instead of direct undertaking led to abu ses

such as low (or no) wages and other unfavourable working conditions. As a

result, ESB drew up deta.qed rules for subcontractors and at the ~me time

ln.~ructed centraland local author.ities to use direct~in preference to contract,

labour whenever possible. ~uch q n_~mtructlon.mTsht not ---.~..~

be applicable in Ireland where the "abuses" specified Would be inconceivable
i

" [ :as regards wages:_

I

i

I

In an over-increasing tmcmployment situation, in 1949 the

governmeat introduced by law a new programme of unemployment relief world.

projects, separate from existing projects, introducing a special scheme of

unemployment insurance and vocational training. The new projects were to
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be designed for uucmployment relief and the size, period and type of cach pro~r.ct

I

i

I

i

was to dcpcnd on the unemplo)anent situation in thc area for which it was planned.

Those employed were to be h~:cd through the Public Emplo)qncnt Security Office ..~ESO~

presumably analogous to the Irish employment exchanges) which had to inspect every

day the workplaces and    .l~rovide workers with counselling hn order to place

them promptly in permanent employment".

The type of work included civil en~neering for parks,

playgrounds and green zones, roads, waterways and simple clerical jobs. Works

were not to be sublet to any contractor. They were limited as a rule to urban

areas. Draft programmes were to be prepared by the prefectural or city

¯ government ancl s~bmitted to.the central ministry. .-. The placement

officer was exPected to hold consultation or counselling twice a month with

those employed on work projects.

-.                               t

As to finance, state subsidies were to cover labour cost

and adminis’~ration, local government paying for raw material and equipment.

A s the work shifted later from light to heavler,, the government introduced
.,.

state subsidies for raw material (a fixed amount per worker).

0

Rotation was introduced, whereby the average person got

.16 days work a mont]::. TheMinistry’of labour problems were how to improve the

i

I

I

I

budgetary allocation so as to increase the number of days worked’per month

and to introduce a strict control to 3’maintain work dlsciplin.e". These, we

are told,were the central issues "when the Korean War brought about a favourable

turn to the economy as a whole".

~ho emphasi’s on "relief" and the introduction of rotation would

probably have been regarded by the Irish 1945--46 committee ~. e. of about the

I,

I

I

same time) as retrograde in their application to Ireland. A good feature, from

any point of view, was the obvious concern for the,individual reHd worker,

through counselling etc.-]
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Unemployment worsened in late 1953 and in August 1954 the

government decided (1)to increase the number of public construction works,

(2) to give priority to areas Casually urban) of serious unemployment, (3)

smoothen problems of transportation, (4) provide vocational training and

guidanc e. ’It is remarked that "the majority of those hired .... were inclined

to remain continuously employed therein, which 1~; to the aging of the work

force". Furthermore, the selection of projectsbecame more difficult and

low woi-k efficiency was complained of. ¯

Since 1959 the Japanese economy entered on a period of
!

rapid growth butthe number of workers h~ the public relief schemes increased,

to about 350,000 at the end of 1960. The Employment Deliberation Council,

an ’advisory 5"ody, pointed out that employment relief works had lost. its
!

original meaning of supporting the unemployed until their .re-employment in

a normal job. In 1961 the government introduced measures for their ’,vocational

reconversion" and a s&heme Of bounties to promote their normal employment.

Of considerable interest is the treatment of middle - and old-

age worker s’ on relief work. These worker s were ¯encouraged to take vocational

guidance and counselling, public vocational and ."workshop adaptation" training,

all of which were made avail.’d~le by the PESO, As a result, it is stated, they

.began to decrease steadily in number and only those whicl~ failed to be absorbed

in the private sector remained on relief work.

°
i
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Gradually the munber on unemployn~ci,t tel/el works decreased from

326,000 in 19G3 to 217,000 in 19G9. Those who.remained had been many years

onthis %’ork and naturally were older than average; duration on re}]el work

averaged -1.1 years and average age was 55 and more than half were female.

As a statJ~-tieai summary fronl 1955 to 1973, the number of

workers on unemplo~unent relief works decreased from 220,000 to 102,000

and average.number of days work a month increased slightly, from 21 to 22.

Later many improvements were introduced into relief works,

in regard to safety and health, further employment promotion for the older
,

workers, including subsidie~ for their emploYme~:t in normal jobs.

One important later principle emerged:-

"even when relief works are needed to provide
temporary employment on an ad hoc basis they "should
be operated in the private sector, rather than in the
form of direct employment by the central or local
government".

[~his princ~pie marks a Clear break-away fix)man earlier principle. As to

"relief works", it is obvious that these are regarded as an undesirable necessity

to be faded away in time. So, there is less need to endow the works with dignity,

and the epithet "relief" remains~

There are similarities and differences between Japanese and

Irish experience. We ~ know far more about actual experience in

Ireland than in Japan since the IL~) report which we have t/sed deals only

w, Hh laws and government decislons, |n effect, therefore, w|th intentions. As

a resulb comparlson may be unfavourable to h’ela’nd. ’- - ": i~ "--. ~ .... ,.::. t:-:

Experience is very similar as to kind of works contemplated, in

r

the o~illation from time to time in favouring direct or contract labour. In

theory there has been greater emphasis on vocational guidance, training and
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genera! care for the individual m~employed person in Japan than in h’eland but,

to repeat, one does not Imow what happened in practice. In making comparison~

one must bear in mind relative magmitudes. The few fig-ares we mention for

those recently on relief work in Japan are of the same order of magnitude as

the pre sent day re~ stered tummployed.in Ireland, yet Japan’ s population is

35 times that of Ireland. Japan can clearly afford expenditure on every aspect

of relief which eoul~t not be contemplated in Ireland.

Northeast Brazil

This report was prepared by Emile Costa.

’~he’Frentes de Trabalho’ (Work Fronts) in Nor’~heast
Brazil are intended to prov~;:e rural populations who are
wholly unemployed as a result of drought with remunerated
work in labour-intensive public work programmes. The Super-
tendent for the.Development of the Northeast
(BUDENE) is now responsibie for organtsing these¯

¯ progranun es..."

A severe drought in 1958, despite large expenditure on labour

intensive projects, did not prevent a massive migration t,,wards the Southeas~

______cities. . ’ .

A Working Group specially convened reported’that drought was not

the only cause of the economic weakness; much more was required than drought

relief or prevention. ¯ These weaknesses comprised low participation rate of

the labour force, low level of capitalisation, low growth rate of per capita

income, and unfavourable terms of trade¯ " -:- -:.:"-.~ ’:Y-=-~ ::~’:~’

0

i-In Irelaud we do not suffer from drought (’) but there are large

regions to which the other conditions specified apply, so that consideration of

this Brazilian experience may be useful and relcvant.~
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The strategy proposed by the Working Group has few mary, rises:

industrial investment infrastructure, food crops for urban areas ~rcsumably
... ~ ............. ~ ...... ¯ ....................... ...

mainly h~ the region , productivity, irregation ~(’h’eland we might substitute.’~!

drainage and flood reli~ the incorporation in the region of a humid hinterland,- )

education and training° --’The SUDENE wag created in 19,59 to co-ordtuate and

/¢
reshape government development programmes in the Northeast.

J

~he emphasis on emergency due to drought m~es the report, while

lnteres.ting to read, less applicable to conditions likely to arise in Ireland.’[_ We

note that (cL the recommendation of the Working Group):-

"The question Of setting up a more permanent scheme both
to absorb the surplus labour out~ide drought periods and
to bring abouta better infrastructure to hold out against
droughts has been discussed ..."

An integrated pilot programme of "preventive works and services against

droughts in the most critical areas of the semi-arid zone" is to be started

in August 1974. ~ ’" i?

The report’s conclusions have points for possible Irish

guidanc, e. The region has an economically active pupulation of about 7½

¯ million and at the peak workers actually at work numbered 400,000. The

rapid mobilization of such a large number is justly praised. The’author

states the reasons to be (1) advance programming including number of

workers, (2) permanent knowledgable administrat.~ve sh-acture, (3) manage-

ment by technical agencies with SUDENE’s auditing and control, (4) SUDENE’s

close involvement, (5) "above all", flexibility in firmncing. Labourers enlisted

are the most needy, to whom generally the labour laws apply. There are

health problems natural from crowded temporary camps h~ remote areas and other

social problems that "the grm:ting of substantial food rations ... should

help clear up in the future." The major wealmess, low labour productivity,

is partly due to the emergency character of the,projects in a hard situation.

The interesting observation, of obviously wider application, is made that
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"high productivity can only bu expected from committed labour, not from workers

exceptionally involved in a short-term sclmme" from which the.corollary that a

more permmlcnt scheme utilizing the underemployed in non-exceptional

circumst,q.uces will bring about an improvement in the quality of work.

Maharashtra ~ate of India

The author is Sunil Guha. The report is prefaced, by a useful

account of the ILO World Employment Programme’s actions and policies. The

general intention is, of course, to assist countries in promoting employment and

improving income distribution. There is "an adtiom-oriented research

programme" covering nine major areas all related to employment, including

technologs,, incon~e distribution, population, education and training, rural

" employment, urbanisation, emergency schemes, migration, international

division of labour. ~7¢e remark that all five reports we notice here are

generally titled "Emergency Emplosument Schemes Programme" but fortunately

all reports in greater or !esser degree deal with all, and not merely emergency,

relief schemes. Anyway, action deemed appropriate for emergency will

usually be relevant for all unemploymeat.~

In the WE1~ stress is laid on the undertaldng of country-

based case studies, the aim being to make practical suggestions.

Schemes usually take the form of labour-intensive public

works. ]~iany countries use these methods but, with the exception of a few,

’~ublic works schemes generally suffered from organisational infirmities,

planning inadequacies and poor achuinistrative arrangements."

Like the Brazil report, the India report deals with ch’ought

relief, in fact with two drought-prone districts in the State, The specific

programme is the Drought-Prone Areas Programme (DPAP), which becomes
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releva~nt for us for the fact that DPAI) was merely a development of the cu.z’i’:’,;r

i~ural Works l~rogT~unune (R\VP).

~ could even be argued that the magnitude of the drought areas problem

in India makes it a world problem~. It is stated that they contain a population

of 66 million stud accoun@for one-third of the net so~m area. The problems

are, of course, underemployment and low incomes compared with irrigated

and high rahlfall areas. The discrepancy is accentuated by advances in

tec.hnology, more suited to irrigated areas. Relief work in severe drought
¯ ’ ¯

is designed to tide over the immediate emergency and generally does nothing

to mitigate the severity of future droughts. Ex~perts advocated surface

irrigation schero~s, such as collection and storage of rain water ",m tanks,

¯ when the Fourth Five-Year Plan was being considered. ¯

In 1970 the government formulated a Rural Workers Prog-ranuue

for drought-affected areas, entirely financed by the centralgovernment.

over the four-year period 1970-74 the State’s share was $14m, mostly spent

on "minor irrigation infrastructures". Each $1~ 3m.was expected to generate
"t ¯

emla, loym.ent fcr 25-30,000. Many of the thirteen states in the whole programme

on road construction. The author ~ates:-

"The RWP suffered from the ad hoc formulation
of schemes, lack of long-term systematic effort to
integrate those schemes and determine the order
of their priorities ..."

As a result of these defects the cel’lt, ral government,with the Fifth PIdL~(1974-79)

decided to sl~ift the emphasis towards ecologically integrated rural development,

financing to be equally divided between central and state governments. A ’

feature would be co-ordination with other departmental programmcs. There

is mention of strengthening tcchnical agencies.

/
/ herew¯;"

//

~hough drought is not Ireland’s problem, the type of diagram

reproduced from the rcport, might be’adapted to iri’sh problcms
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Diagram - DPAP multi-pron~e~ plsm_ning. intervention strategy--

to cope ,with drought-induced chain .of Causation

..’"           in chronically drought~affected areas        : ""
.               .;

Selection of waker-sheds;

anddevelopment and

.management of Water

resources; soil an@

moisture conservation

Mud aff0restation

I
’Long, continued dryl.1
weather and lack orl~

insufficiency of

rain ,i . |

L,

Exhaustion of soil mois-

ture, depletion of under-

ground watersupplies,

reduction and eventual

cessation of stream
flow

Restructuring of crop-

-ping pattern; pasture

development; c~anges in

agronomic practices;

livestock and dairy

development ..

" [D~mage tO crops "I I
ahdsuffering of | |

, ~ animals on crowded~-~/

land    ~ . . ]

--NB:

~-:.

-.°

Provisionof credit,

inputs and ¯subsidy to

small and marginal.

farmers;¯ and sustained

wage employment~o land-
less agricultural workers

Suffering of.human

beings in terms of

stal~Jation~ malnu-

trition, disease,.

unemployemnt and

under-employment and

migration

.. . . o

to thwart the next chain of.causation,

..-’.

¯ | :

¯ . : .

-

The blocks, below show the chain of causation which drought starts.- The blocks above
represent the action components. The points ~ show where the planning intervention must occur
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There is a very dctailcd dcscription of orgmlisation, planning

and administration at the different levels, at the centre, state, district and

on the jcb ",,A’th emplm sis~’on management of credit,, training of DPAP functiomarics,

field studies, performmme reviews. I~re must frankly confess to an impression

of over-elaboration, certainly unsuited to Ireland. One would very much like

to know how this administrative machine works in practice.].

":Planning procedures include survey of land resources and

preparation of capability maps, soil conservation works, forest and pasture

development, integrated credit plans.

There is much emphasis on the training of DPAP functionaries.

,From our studies of Irish procedures in the past, we are convinced that the

lack of success attending these was due in part to foisting control on to alrea.ly

over-burdened local officials. Prcgrammes on an adequate scale should have

their own control syste.ms with properly trained officers. In organisiug these

.training proz-rammes, Indian proce~lures will be worthy of study.

¯ "...    .

¯ As to organisa, tion .( on which we have remarked above) the

report comments:-.

..... . ".T,"

"The range and number of DPAP components
are so large and varied and so many agencies are
involved in organisation, planning and management
that its ~ecessful implementation will hinge greatly
on precise location of responsibilities ... the’
DPAP or~anisational set up, though appearing       n
to be basically sound, might cneounter difficulties...

While generally approving most recent plans the report has a

number of criticisms~ (I) too few technicians hi committees at various levels,

(2) imprecision about authority of Executive Director over district teclmical
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staff, (3) "failure to take adwmtage of massive work coni,cnt ,.. fl~ promoting

local rural workers’ organisations for.., deployment o~ workers on the fl~fraslructu~ zd

works... ’1

The same author (Sumil Guha) has another paper which may

hav.e more relevance to Irish conditions than that already ~mmarizcd which

deals rather particularly with the drought problem. This second paper deals

with the Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme as it applies to the Maharashtra

SLate of Iz~dia. This scheme

"seeks to tackle the problem of poverty of those
persons in the labour force wn6 have negligible or
no assets in terms of land, viz., small and marginal
farmers aa]d landless agricultural workers who ha~’e
the ph.’ysical ability to render manual lahour ..."

. In the first i~s~mnce the scheme applied .-r,~ly to rural areas.
.i

unskilled and workers have no choice as to ~ype or area of work including

Work is

distance to be travelled. The work was +~o "result in th~ creation of durable

producti~e’assets." In practice thes~. stringent conditions were somewhat

¯ relaxed. Many devils are given about the maintenance of registers, selectiou

¯ of works (~’priority is to be given to the completion of some 15,000 incomplete

scarcity works... ’9:¯ implementation (to be "departmental" and not by contract),

wages (fixed so as not to divert local labour). Works requiring ;’larger,

components" of skilled labour or materials are not normally permitted, except for

the "completion" referred to above. Work is to be of a type which could be

completed in two seasons;

A feature is. the establishment of a "performanc.e audit squad"

of three persons, responsible for checking of works in regard~to number of squad

workcrs, output, quality of work, deployment of labour ctc, The squadhas

%.0
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to report continuously to a collector who rcports to the govermncnt, irrcgularitics

are punished "innnediately", by suspension of the defaulling officer.

Gu_ha makes a close analysis of the worldng of the BEGS in the

two districts . He finds~t operating smoothly.on several counts: precise

planning, emphasis on completion of .spillfover works, financial simplification,

technical agencies’ acceptance of the District Collector’s authority, and others,

He has misgivings about wlmt may happen when the BEGS magnitude increases,

because of the present "make-shift arrangements", and the burden of REGS

and other schemes on the district engineering organisationF here an echo of

Irish experience"1

In his conclusion Guha is emphatic in his praise of BEGS

which provides employment for over 75,000 unskilled workers in his two

districts almost all round the year. He makes a close analysis of existing

mainly ach:dnistrati.ve arrangements and mc, kes suggestions for their improvem4nt.

¯ " -- ........ Z-",

::;..-)..-:~ur study of Ouha’s two papers has con.vinced us of the importance

.of administration m~d sensible.chains of control fur the succes.s of these

enterprises. We are also left with the impression of the importance of

involvement of local personalities (Guha’s "non-officials") in the committee and

advisor), (if not, indeed, in the decision) process.~

.- -.:... ¯ ~.’; ~.~

o...

".-- -..:
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i

EA~erienee in USA is exeellcnt:ly de~rtbed and critically

examined in an article by Diane \^!erneke of the ILO designed for publication hi

tile ILR.

interested.

::

This article is itself tightly composed and, to a cert,.in1 extent/summarises

very many sources of information 6vith full r~erenees). Our treatment here
40,

as "a smumary of a summary" is neeessarilyunsatiMaetory. We conceive our

fLmcticn as merely to supply a few notes t.o give readers some idea of the contents

of th~ ILR article wMch, be~n9 readily available, should be studJed by perions-’"

.,     , .. -.:~. -- .._.~..,.. ¯ ...: . ..~....._._..~

¯
;=;i- "" _ .- . .;’..~:" : ~’. ""~" ~" ~-~.L2 ?:

2
’~l¯ .....                             ..o

~he USLI case is particularly interesting because,¯ like

.F ¯ Ireland, it has had high tmemployment rates even in relatively good times. One

..~vould assmne that cameliorative dction was not constrained for lack of means~

. ,. :~.. ". ¯ .---~:~2-~ ¯ - :’~’5 " " -""--’-:: " .::’ ¯ "! 5’:

The author states that ~ere are three types of manpower

policies (1) those designed to make the labour market function more efficiently

(e,g, placen{ent, eounseliing, mobility), (2) altering labour characteristics

’ by training eta, O) creating employment.. The article deals only v~th (’).) and

(3),. especially (3). Earlier programmes were centrally.administered by the

..
federal govermncnt,. More recently, under the Comprehensive Employment

aud Training Act (CETA) of 197.3, programmes were decentralised, to involve

local interest and lmowledge. " " ’ " " :.:

¯. An "activist" policy beganin the 1960s when the general
o¯

tmemployment rate was g per cent, regarded as unacceptab}× Mg,b.. Amongst

blacks alone it ~u’as 1! per cent and for youhg persons the rate was 15"per cent.

l~£an), workcrs., discouraged, dropped out of the labour Force so that fhe overall

unemployment rate may be an understatement. The ¯remedy then adopted was

final, instituted to stifl~ulate aggregate demml~l. Also specific m,’mpower policies

¯ ,.,-.-,, ,~ :~,~,~’ od, nnm el v the Mnnpox}’.e:L Dev__e_l_O!?¯_me,’~t and Trnining A et__CM.DTA )
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.nnd the Eco;~omic Opportunities Act (EO.A).
./

In the !ate sixties unemployment fell to 4 ~er cent with

rlsing demand for’labo,tr. The emphasis now was on training to increase

productivity and relieve bottlenecks. With the 1970 recession, emphasis shifted to

the cyclical problems~f u_nemplobmlent simultaneous with prices~ both rls;ng at

about 6 per cent. " By 1975,. more than 8 million persons were seeking work

~md 1.2 million had dropped out of the labour force: the unemployment rates

- were 14 per cent for all blacks, 35½ per. c~nt for black teenagers.

,/
Under MDTA and EOA the largest programme ~s the

Neighbourhood Youth Cot~_~_ (NYC) for the 16-21 age group from low- income

families. The programme funded by the federal government dealt with

problems of young people, lack of experience, inadequate education etc.

Jobs were usually in ioeal e6mmunity services. Three components were

kn-school, summer and out-of-echool,all designed to induce young persons

to remMn in, or to return to, school. About 5.8 million young people

participated in the period 1964-1974.

Operation Mainstream ~OM~ is described as the adult

counterpart of NYC. It operated mainly in rural areas providing jobs (rnainly

for heads of families) in parks, schools, roads etc. Numbers engaged were

about 20,000-30,000 a year. Little attention was given to skill training. Wages

were slightly above the legal minimum.

A programme termed New Careers (NC) was desi~,med

to cope with professional shortages and to provide Opportunities for the

rj It ~!disadvzmtaged by creating subprofcss[onal employment in education, day care,

clerical or health. Subsidies were offered to public employers to hire and

train disadvantaged workers to enable them to move to better jobs. The

programme was design~ed for those with a higher level of education or experience.

Peak enrolment was 66,000 in 1972.
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Programmes meutioncd so far were ahncd mainly at public

authorities. In 1908 the National Alliance of Businessmen set up J~portm~ilic::

in the I~,usiness Sector 6vith the happy conjunction of initials of JODS), for

hiring, training and upgrading the hard cox’e ~memp!oyed. The.sehelne was

administered by the NarWhal Alliance and f, mded by the Department of Labour.

Many firms undertook hiring and training 0n a voluntary basis, i.e. not claiming

a government subsidy to which they were entitled.

There were many.other job creation programmes, centrally

administered, funded and initiated. The characteristics changed wi.th the
$

~anergency Employment Act of 1971 which created the Public Employment
Q

"Prod’am (PEP) with two main features (i) i.t was counter-cyclical and (li)

decentralised. As eomuter-cyelical, the programme was not confhmd to the

underprivileged. Local authorities were given much flexibility in planning.

Federal funds were provided for localities when the national unemployment

rate equaDed or exceeded 4.5 per cent for three consecutive months. The

scheme was strictly emergency: PEP employees were expected to move to

permanent jobs as business conditions improved. During the proga-amme’s
. ...’

: two year duration 340,000 people were employed in public service jobs and an

additiolml 317,000 summer workers were hired. ..
I

C>3TA of 1973 at{erupted to consblidate and d’ecentralise the

some 10,000 projects independently aimed at similar problems. CETA made

funds available where the unemployment rate was 6.5 per cent or more for three

months, and cut off when the rate went below 6.. 5;, 90 per cent of federal fronds

went to wages and employment benefits. Special attention was given to safe-

gitarding the ~heme from its being merely a device for s~.lbs~ituting federal for

¯
.sKate or local fm~ds by rehiring laid-off employees. Initially under CETA

105,000 man years of jobs were created. For 1975 about 325,.000 jobs were

provided, is a gloomy fact though the article does net describe it as such i
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that the prograrmne could potentially al0sorb only 5 per ccnL o[ the 7 million

unemployed.

E’,,aluat~on

The archers mention a number of methods of evaluation

including cost-benefit, cost per job createdcompared with costs of other economic

po].ioies, reduction in number tulemployed and for improvement in ’job status.

Evaluators fn other countries will not be surprised to read "it is difficult (ff

not impossible) to get an unambitious picture of programme.effectiveness".

lit is curious, in view of the..small scale of US effort (as
4

ffdjudged by stuns -:~ended in relation to US wealth), to read. "The over-all

objective of US manpower policy.., was to provide employment opportmfities

for those who needed them ...". a wording which seems to imply that it was

¯ intended for the whole corpus of the tmemployed.2

The author cites many evaiuative studies. One states that

"six factors tend to be critical in the performance of
manpower pro~’arzmes: (1) the a5ility of administrators
and project leadership at the local level: (2) the degree of
support from vested interest groups; (3) the quality of the
clientele to be served; (4) the adequacy of the supportive
services; (5) the economic climate; and (6) the tlrnins and
preparation for mounting effort."

The author states that under MDTA and EOA "the experience has

been mixed." - -. - ~- - -.._= z: ...... :. 4

-- : As regards the NYC one judgment is that while the programme

provided income and employment to poor youth ’!it appears to have done nothing

more ... than the passage of time would have accomplished". School drcp-out rotes

were apparently not improved.

’U?hus, the performance of the progra:mue [NYC~... did not
measure up to its statcd goals".
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"While oslensibly JOBS fulfi!led its programme of 500,000 t:’alnce.s

in the prlvate sector in three yeors the turnover rate was described as "high",

retention being only 47 per cent. The programme was successful when lhe

economy was strong but in the recession of 1970 firms cancelled JOBS contracts.

Even before, "Disadvanta~J~d persons were employed~, butthey were often those

who would have got jobs h~ the. absence of the programme."    "Thus, in many

cases participants received llttle training above what was normally offered, an~

thus those firms which dld apply for federal ald may have been over-pald".
",     ~s

Another pregnant comment is "in many cases the training of sup.ervlsors ..... may
L

have been more important than the training of new recruits".

The author’s judgement is that’efforts in 1960 "show a

mixed performance picture". Jobs were successfully created and filled but

"failed to provide sufficient training" for upgrading.

PEP, the first couhter-cycllcal programme, according, to

mo",t studies was clearly a success in creating as many jobs as possible "given

the level of fu, ncllng". The pace of implementation excee,Jed expectations.

"More than t:60,000 were created in the first year at an average annual cost

of $7,500 a job." Ninety-flve per cent of federal funding went on wages and

salarles. Some authoritative judgments quoted by the author are, "By any of

the measures we chose ....... PEP participants in general were better

off after enrolling than they were before".

r
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"State and local project agents ge ~erally hired the raost
qualified of the unemployed; those at a disadvantage ill
the labour market wore similarly :d a disadvantage hl
PEP".

" [PEP was a succ¢~ss] partly beca.use it came along at
the right time: a time when many experienced m~employed ...
wore seeldng jobs".

It is stated that "the CETA programmes were succes~ul in creating

the maximum employment impact ... In the first six months nearly 310,000

jobs had been created... " Erhe word "maximum" puzzles us: the 310,000 is
J

but a small fraction of the’number of unemployed.-] It was even found that

productivity under PEP was not less than ix, similar non-programme works.

The author gives several references to studies designed to e.-mmine

whether state and local works which would be executed anyway were sub stituted

by CETA programmes with effect of smbstiVation of federal for state funding

and replacement of regular employees. "The imi.,act on employment of an

additioiial federal govermnent outlay of $1 billion m’~der four alternative policy

assmnptions was tested." The conclusion is very favourable to PEP and CETA:

"Compared to public works projects ... public service employment projects

create 2½ - 3½ times the total number of jobs that would be created utilising

public works programmes for the same amount oi federal expenditure". The

authors last words on this fundamentally important displacement effect: ,’Thus,

g _ . -while public service employment programmes have beer, succes~ul fl~ cueratil;g

employment, this performance must be qualified by acma! and potential ~ , ~’

of a large displacement effect."

’’ "z. °°

We think that the author’s "Conclusions" merit quotation in full since

they have lessons for all who aspire to job creation:-
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Job c~’eation programmes h~ the US have been used to provide

employment to worke’:s who are unable to find .el~p]oyment when
labour markets are functioning efficiently and to crc:tte tcmpor~try
jobs in the public sector for unen~ployed yet often1 expericuoed wcri.-.cr~
in a recession. The logic of job creation prog’,:ammes which put
unemployed to work in useful jobs is dkfficult to dispute, tlowever,
the preceding sections have shown a less than ,quceossful porformar, ce
in the case of the former programmes and while job creatiou as a
countoreyelie~,l programme has been effective given the funds nv.~ilnble,
these progr~-m~.mos have problemsthat must be reeo~ised as well,
Thus, if job creation programmes are to be ,’m effective strate~-w, to
accomplish national goals of providing employment opportm~ties for
those who need them several critical issues must be resolved. First,
there is the question of who is to be served. With the phasing cut
of the MDTA and EOA prog-,’ammes, target groups were no longez
clearly specil’ied under CETA. Ftmda_mental]y, in the continuing
context of high unemployment, the issue is whether job creation
progranlmes should focus on human resource development by placing
priority on the employment of those who experience chronic difficulty
in competing for jobs or whether to help workers with an e~ablished
labour market attaelm~ent who have been temporarily idled by weakening
economic conditions. In fact, it is questionable how effectively
countereyclieal and human resource development objectives can be
tied together in one programme. The disadvantaged will be helped
most by job creation programmes which provide sustained help, training
and upgrading efforts. However, these fe~%tures may conflict with
cotu%tercyelieal aims or quickly providing the ~reatest number of jobs
in an easily ex~anclablc public employment project at the least cost
per job."

"Related to tbe issue of who the programrnes should serve
is the isle of training in-job creation programmes. Those progranuues .
discvssed in this paper contained few training elements in spite of
the goal of increasing the employabihly of progralmne participants.
¯ Expei’ience with institution trainh~g prog.rammes in the US in the
sixties Cmt discussed in this paper) were disappointing because often
suitable jobs were not available to progra-nme enrollees upon eompletmn
of courses. And yet if job creation programmes are aimed at alleviating
structural problems in the labour market, training and other supportive
services must be supplied h~ greater doses than {n the past, to rncrease
the productivity and the employability and earnings. "

" The inflationary impact of job creation programmes mu st
also be considered given the present economic climate, h~ terms of
their potential for genorathlg wage pressures; the extent, skill, and
composition and location of unemployment have to be considered. To
tile extent that job creation effQrts are concentrated among groups vAth
lesser sldlls, or h~ areas of high unemployment, or at a time 9f high
over-all tmemployme,nt, job creation wou).d almost certainly generate
little or no inflationary pressures. In a strong rc, covcry period, job
creation programm.es like .PEP and those oI CETA however, may
contribute more to j.nflation, This mlggest that cotmtereyclical
programmes nmst be able to phase-in and out relatively smoothly.
Experience with PEP and CETA programmcs have sho\xmthat they
can be implemented quickly but the phase-cut capacity has not yet
been tested. To ensure flexibili.ty, programme outputs shouhl be
able to be completed quickly and as many observers have noted, public
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service jobs may be expanded quite eaa[Jy whereas conl.raettng
m’ty be more difficult."

" The disl)lacemcnt effect inherent in job creation prog~’ammes
also poses a serious problem. Substi.tutio,1 in pulAic service job
programmes could be reduced if jobs wore explicitly separatexl
from the regular operations of states and localities and if the
programmcs were specifically targeted. "

We have provided a lenglhy summary of thi s valuable article

on US experience because we think that article and the many references therein

will be useful to administrators, central and local, of corresponding programmes

which, we believe must be undertaken in Irelaald. Indeed US experience

echoes in several respects h’ish difficulties in the’past, dealt with summarily

in Chapter 2, the importance of decentralisation involving local enthusiasm,

failure (not to use too strong a word) of training ~fect towards mobility up~trd,

the substitution effect nature of tasks, importance of local supervision, accounting

and appraisal etc. ".

¯ Wlmt is particularly valuable in this US experience is the

very many ingenious schemes for measuring the succoss of a programme.

What must be discouraging, however, for those who believe

in schemes of employment for the relief of unemployment is the small scale

of the US effort. All the statistics quoted seem absurdly small in relation to

the magnitude of the problem for this grdat and rich eotmtry - at one stage we

quoted that the proD’amines affected only 5 per cent of the ufiemployed. We

can only speculate as to the reasons for the low priority accorded to the problem

in federal spendh~g. Is it due to the US belief in the market economy m~d free

enterprise, to. whicl, direct employment would appear to be allen? Or a’s not

appealh~g to the p0ss’:ble clientele, the unemployed themselves, e.g. in not

offering enough to make work preferable to paid leisure? Ihe loiter

question is l.inkcd with tlfc former. The manbor of tmcmploycd induced to

work will depc,~d on thc amount offered for such work. Or was the difficulty

flint of finding suitable new employment ?
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An ILO Manual
/

So far this chapter has been based entirely on information rehting

I

I

I

I

I

[o particular ’countries, kindly supplied by the ILO. A short description will be

given here of a Manual now available in typescriiSt (but to be publ-lshed ....

shortly we hope) prepaid by a group of economists and en~neers in the

Employment and Development Department of the ILO, based on the reflections

on, and experiences of, labour-intensive public works programmes in developing

countries over the past twenty years, 1

We shall recommend public works programmes on a vastly

increased ~ale compared with the past for the relief of the unemployed and

we consider that this Manual should be an indisp~.nsable guide to all directors

I

I

I

I

I

’l

of such programmes.

As an appendix to this chapter we reprpduce the Table of

Contents of the Manual which happily is very detailed and gives a good idea of

the contents. We slmll thereby regard ourselves as dispensed of the task of

giving a summary of this very long work. We shall simply make some brief

comments’bn part II of Chapter VII, which part is entitled "Economic Evaluation",

mainly in relation to its co.,.~-ben~it (CB) aspects. .-..

Table 3.1]

[Table 3, 2]

I

I

I

I

Emphasis is laid on the importance of uniform accounting of

each project ex ante and expost on the same basis by a trained evaluator.

In Table 3.1 the various components of costs and benefits

at project level are shovm from four ~ffe~-points: the individual,the agency

responsible for LPWPs, the government and the society (i. e. the nation). In

Table 3.2 the components are classified in a somewhat different way.

World Employment Programme "Guidelines for the Organisation of Special
L%bour-intensivo Works Programmes" by Emile Costa, Sunil Guha, Ibrahim
ll~la.,’.~in. N,~,,\’cn T.B. Thuy and Aime Fardct, International l,abour Office,
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¯ 99~.’monents Of 0o~t_B_engfit Ca!cula%!o_n_ of_ia ~i.v_en LP:;~ Pro.~ect

(a) cost____~s

Opportunity costs
(net of taxes):

- possible foregone
employment

- leisure
- f~mily care and

works at home

2. ¯Loss of trar.sfer
payments:

- welfare support
-tuuemployment

insurance
- other subsidies

¯." ".,

.-3- Extra costsdue to.
the participation ..
of LPT~:

- transport expenses
to work sites (if
not paid by govern-.
ment)

-increasing energy to
¯ work ( if not paid by
govermnent)

- additional clothes for
work"                         :.

l..Project putlays:
- investment costs

(land, ~apital,. :
labour)

- operation, main-
tenance and replace-

..... ment costs.(OMR)     ¯,. ,
- administrative costs¯

. (fixed and. variable)
- additional administrat-

ive costs (direct an~
indirect)

2. Additional subsidies¯
.’. paid during LPWP:

- food aid (if not
... granted by external

.. donors).
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_Go~zernment
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1. Cost of poss- 1.
ibl e’ anti-infl&t ionar4j
policy (see Chapter VI
Section II)
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(gross of taxes):

- foregone us~ of
land, capital,
labour due to LP?r~

Cost�of ¯training the
unskilled workers.
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Table 3. I continued. "

1̄. .Increase in.
earnings due to. ¯
LP~s ~ob (net of

¯ .., taxes).           .. "..

2. Additional fririge
benefits due to incre-
ased income.

3. Benefits derived
from on-the-spot job
traininc~:
- better opportunities to
find a51e£[ified job in the¯
future with the-skill
acquired in LP’~’~]?.- ¯
- perspectives of

increased wage rate due to
the improvement of skill. -
- personal satisfaction
of becoming a skilled
worker.

%
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~PWP A~_eney    ,

I. Direct benefits
collected from LP’~?
pro j ect.

2. " Indirect benefits
collected from LPWP ¯
pro j ect.               .-.

Benefits

¯ . . ¯       .. ; ° ¯ ..    ¯
¯ .’: :...;. ". ", ¯ ".- . ... ¯: .¯ ".[:" .:

.:. .’.- ...-¯. j

¯ "7 " ¯" " .i "’ ""

2 " ." "......

/ ¯

I. Savings in ’admini-
sgrative expenses of

¯transfer payment prog-..
"r~.~ es:

- - unemplo3qnent admini-"
¯ stration ¯

’¯- welfare programme :.
- employment service

¯    operations.

..

2. Increase in taxes
- direct taxes on:

LP%’~ participants and
those who benefit from
the multiplier effect

- secondary taxes on users
of work done by LPV~.

~oeie~y

I.- Social benefits derive~

¯ ....

¯ " . . ; ¯.     -" .

¯ .¯ ¯. ..
¯ ¯ o °, .... ¯ ...._-" . .

: . " ". :
J . . ¯ . .//

: . . ... ¯ ..

... " ¯ ¯~ . .

..- .o . ¯

.: .."...:.. _’, ....¯..".-

.. - .

¯from LPWP project:
- additional output, re~all
~ing fro~’-animprovement in

:/ ’ the coventry’s infra-
structure, from resource~
becoming more productive

¯- reduction of poverty
~md ~ndmployment

- improved income distri-
bution ~-,..

" reduction of social cost~
resulting from social
turmoils control (crimes

¯ -political troubles)¯
-improvement in the

workers’ skills.

...          ¯".       ..

$..

2. Secondary benefits
resulting from the

multiplier effect.

.

3- External benefits
derived from LP~? project.
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r
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Table 3.2

..

i.
(a)

o

¯ °

¯,¯ . °

¯                                    °

2.

.,’¯.

Classification~of Cost and Benefit Co~nonents

a, costs

!

...

Direct¯ Costs
Programme outiays, orjoint    ’
costs

(i) Administrative costs
- variable costs� (labour

and r,~l~ted).
- fixed costs

.(ii) Other ad~.inistrative costs
- direct (recruitment,

selectionj placement)
¯ ~- indirect (expenditure

incurred by other
" organisations)

-.cost.of training i
(i~) Investment’costs:

" -.land
- building

e quipme nt( local,
.SmPorted)

Social Costs
~( shadowy pricing)

¯ ¯¯
¯ °, .

¯ ".. ¯
¯ ...

°¯

.... 7’’ ....... :

’" b. benefits
i

." ,    -          ¯,

I. Direct benefits:¯ ¯
-.from ¯directly productive I

. . ’ projects (land development,

... : ¯irrigation, drainage,
forestry~ and fishery ....... "

" projects) :" ~’
, - from non-directly productiv

.. ’ projects ’(infrastructuz’al
projects~ roads, trails,
schools¯ and other buildingS

2. Indire.ct benefits:¯
.̄ - "induced by" benefits i,e.

¯ ¯ increase in production of
those supplying inputs to
the LP?rP

"~temming from" benefits
.i.e. increase in productive
activities of those in volv--
ed in processiug or market-,

-Ing commodities produced
as a result of the LI,:;’~
project.

3. Secondary benefits (multipli~
e f.fe ct ) .-

4. Social benefits (unquantifi-
able and immeasurable).

°.

¯ ,’

°

¯¯,.                   ’.

°,

s
¯

°

¯ - . .¯..

c. Externalities

2’’¯ .                        .o
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The opportunity cost(or shadow price, really the true economic

cost) meutioned in Table 3.1 of any factor is the "social cost of using that factor,

i.e. the value of lost chromes to do things." In the case of an unsldlled worker

with no other offer of work available the opportunity cost would be zero: this

situation is very rare~,however; nearly all the unemployed have Odd jobs or

housework with some ,,’alue even if small, which value (i. e. the opportunity

cost) would be lost if"the individual were employed on a LPWP programme.

The oppolQunity cost concept is important mainly in regg.rd to two cost items,

unskilled labour and imports (i.e. foreig,~ excha.nge requirements). The use

of market prices for valuation purposes will distort the actual economic values;
.J

usually the over-supply of unskilled labour will res,,lt in its opportunity, cost

being far below the actual wage rate, whe.reas scarce supplies of foreign exchange

m

I

I

I

I

I

will be undervalued in terms of the national Currency by the official exchange

late.

The Manual is admirably clear in defining the items used,

particularly those of Table 3’. 2. Furthermore the definitions are given

algebraic ~/feet with much thoroughness. It is in regard to giving statistical

�/:feo(to non-n-.a~:ket values that the difficulties arise as The Marmal stresses.

It is less clear in regard to estimation of shadow prices than with other aspects

of these programmes, for the most part being content to refer to the considerable

¯
2                                                        ’ ¯

literature on the subject.

i

I

Perhaps with an undue (no doubt, old-fashioned) regard for

the sanctity of statistical estimation, the authors must confess to a measure of

skepticism in rez~rd to cost-benefit analysis in its pure!y statistical aspect. We

think we could find enough quotations from the M~nual to support us in this belief.

In particular, UhqDO Guidelines for Project Evaluation, New York~ 1972.
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~_Ihereis specific mention of "incommcnsuralfle benelits". Indeed, in the

working account~uley rabies we note that provision is always made for market as

well as shad6w price valuation. We have no desire, however, to press the present

point of view on Irish LPWP administrators. In the Manual the specification

¯ detail of all costs told benefits, even without the actual figures, is of great
4~

importance, ensuring that, in practice, no aspect will be overlooked. This alone

justifies CB from outpoint of view. We have less objection to actual CB

valuations of different projects including shadow pricing, provided that these

are carried out by the same group of skilled evaluators, sucl~ exercises being

undertaken for the purpose of selection from the vast number of possible projects,
J

I.e. for evolving something like an optimal programme. This will be one which

provides the large~ possible number of man yea.s work at the lowest cost per

worker, regard also being had to the social valueof the work done.

We encounter the familiar general economic conflicts of choice here, conflicts

which can be resolved only in a.practical way. Emphasis, we suggest, must

be on number of man years work created~. "

¯ ¯ ,.

ratio

¯ . - .

The Manual’s principal statistical instrument is B/C, the

of the economic value of ben~Jts to the value of costs. The treatment in

the Manual is theoretical, i.e. "ideal" in character. It is Inevitable that no

country could fully realise the statistical formulation [quite apart from the

point in the last paragraph] . Instead, we de~ribe in some detail the method

actually used by one of the authors of the Manual on mission to a developing

¯ country. This method is a great simplification compared with that described

in the Manual and, wc suspect, may have to be used in countries in which certain

khlds of statistics are not available.

]’he national objectives in Ihh unnamed country were to provide employment for the

~memployed, to iucrcase the incomes of the underemployed and "to capitali’se
4

the present abundancc of labour 0~ot all of it by any means unsl~illcd) h~ order
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to create investment which will bc productive but which would not ordinarily be

justified in relation to the labour input required, judged by conventional investment

criteria. "With these objectives in mind the programme consists of labour-

intensive public works projects (wugcs accounting for at least 60 per cent of

total cost) which are d~ectly productive (mainly hi agriculture) indirectly

productive (roads etc. ) and socially beneficial (e. g. amenities and construction

of schools).

The ILO author explained that the Manual guide]ines

were not closely followed because "the general methodology would require micro

data survegs for each component of inputs~ and outputs" Which there was not

time to carry out, and th~ World Bank had fairb recently estimated the main

shadow prices for a rural development programme¯

The author gives a summary of.the World Bank’s methods

and estimates from which one derives the impression of close thought being

given to each element of estimate, but the resulting estimates looldng somewhat

arbitrary. The elements with shadow (or "accounting" prices) are as follows:-

(1) Unskilled labour when "unemp.l, oyed’’ may actually have some Work content.

Price is taken as U 3.1, one-third of daily wage actually paid¯

(2) Other labour geneally priced at market rates.

(3) Tl~e official exchange rate may not be a valid measure of the domestic value

of a unit of foreign currency. After a close argument it is dec’ided to multiply

the official rate of U 6.13 (to one $) by 1.3.

(4) Tran~ortation of workers is taken to be 0.7 of the money cost.

(5) Becausc of the large import (foreign exchange) contents the cost of fertiliser

is raised by 16 per cent.                                                   ,

(6) Other imports raised’costs by 10 per cent.

(7) Land planted with trees was unproductive before, hence opportunity cost was nil.

U = currency unit of country.
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(8) Fore~ products were substitutes for imports, hence price w-as increased

by 5 per cent.

(9) Non-internationally traded goods were valued at current domestic prices.

Costs incurred and benefits gained during the three years

1971 - 74 were evaluated and the benefits and costs estimated on a per

worker basis. The assessment was necessarily tentative because of gaps

in information mentioned by the author.

We Set out the methods in some detail,
-0

posslble adoption in Ireland. " "- "
¯ _- ..... - ...... ."’". ,~r. ~.~-" ..

because of the|r

The table for costs may be ~nmaarised a~ follows:-

Cost per worker (U)

Capital

Managen~ient Variable

Fixed

Other administrative

Total

Grand total: U 5,665

National cost Foreign aid

612 715

’2,191 456

1,231 251

.. 209

4,243 1,422

°.

d

In the author’s table there,are sixteen separate estimates (as compared with seven

above), each explained in some detail.

On the benefit side agriculture is of course, by far the most

important. The approach for "directly productive projects" is by discounted

value during "the expected economic life of the agricultural projec%", taken as

50 years, stated to be used in ether analyses. Discount rate (always a problem
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with this approaeiQ is taken at 10 per cent.3

brackets arc U per worker) include forestry,

Related projects (~igures in

(1,751), mixed farming (1,357),

fodder plam%tion (413), irrigation (1,311) other (356). Total benefit (described

as "direct") from agriculture and related projects is therefore U 5,188 per

worker..

¯ Up to the end of 1973 the programme completed 12 new

primary ~hools and extended 24 schools, almost 250 classrooms in all. It

is remarked that the benefit isthe difference between what private contractors

would have charged and the programme cost. The per worker gain is U 161..

With road constructioh~ methods of calculation were those

devised by the World Bank. Construction wa~ confined to feeder roads of sho~x

length and low traffic, in fact 113 roads, total length 47 miles. Total benefit

over 30 years discounted at 10 per cent amounts to U 4.6 million or 714 per

worker.

Total benefit amounts to U 6,063 (= 5,188 + 161 + 714) per

worker. The benefit-cost (B/C) ratio is 1.07 (=6, 063/5, 665) if estimation of

costs includes foreign aid or 1.43 (= 6,063/4,243) if only national costs were

taken into accolmt. It is remarked that these ratios were not particularly

favourable but it is added that only direct bone/its from" work projects were:

taken into account. For instance, no consideration was given to the possible

long-term benefit of training on these works or the overall impact o’f the works

specified on the economic development and welfare of l~auritius,

It is suggested in conclu.sion that to improve the ben~it-cost

ratio the greatest need is grea!er efficiency at the work site involving measurement

of work, a new ~-age policy, more supervision and planning, and t~aining by

professional instructors instcad of by foremca and gangers.. Ireland has much

to learn from thls experience, partlcularl~,," Tn the manner of assessment of benefit

in relation to cost of works.

3
Note that this is far less oF a problem ~f the object is comparison of benefits from

¯ a varlety of projects, the same rote, of" course, being used for all.
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Emergency Employment Schemesb

In the earlier part of this chapter %re gave brief accounts of

experience in a few developing countries. We resume these studies here,

relying, on JLO so.urces oF information.

It may be ~bjected that experience and guiding principles in developing

countries with national income per head much lower than here, must be very

different from ours. This is: generally true. Nevertheless, as will

presently be seen, the problems associated with effort to relieve unemployment

are precisely similar in all countries. The last section (with its fairly lengthy

treatment of the problem in USA - a counterpoise to the rest of the chapter)

makes this aburdantly clear.

The preseht section is based ozl an informative artic)e by J .P.

4
Arles of the ILO. For this author "emergency" means situations requiring

remedial action of some urgency. In actual fact, as will be seen, the article

does not rigorously confine it3elf to this specification. "It is particularly useful

for application in Ireland in its theoretical and "intentional" treatment.

Schemes are evaluated mainly accnrding to three main criteria:

~[) speed and effectiveness, (1i) extent, nature, importance, (1ii) long-term

effects, on employment in particular. As to (1) there is some consideration

of agreements or laws requiring employers to hire more labour; as to ([i)

fuller utilisation of industrial capacity is dealt with and (1ii) "the widest and

most promising field seems to be that of public works..."

As to (I), the experience of Kenya, 1964 ~nd 1970, is cited.

Agreements were deliberately short-term, designed to give authoritie’s a

-breathing-space". Employers undertook for a period of one year to increase

the volume of labour employed by 10 per cent in both the public and the private

sector in 1970; it was 15 per cent in the public sector in 1964. In 1970 there

4 "Lhnergcncy Employment Schemes, "hlternational Labour Review, Vol.
.Nn.    . ]97.
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was the interestifig stipulation that most of the employment should be provided

in rural arcas. The Ministry of Labour could modify the conditions as

affecting employers. Trade unions agreed to a wage stand still and mldcrtook

not to stril,-.e.

sector.

In 1970 a total of 46,000 jobs were created, 30,000 in the private

Number of

jobs was only 10 per cent of registrations in both 1964 and 1970: It resulted

in a massive influx of new registrants that "resulted in an increase.., in the

volume of unemployment". The towns attracted a dTsproporfionate number of

registrations and placements, with labour shortages in rural areas so that

the scheme was a "total failure" in this latter respect. The tripartite

agreements had no permanent effects on employment or on business investment

decisions or methods of production. Wages were 2 to 3 per cent below what

they would have been had there been no agreements. The one bright spot cited:

was that th¢~ 1970 agreement was successful in maintaining industrial peace.

The interesting suggestion is made that the project might lmve

been successful if the agreements extended over several years. We have

noted’this recommendation in other authoiities studied.

Industrial Capacity and Shift-Work

This section of the article starts with the statement that it is

a "well-established though surprising" fact that capacity is underutilised in

the developing countries; 60 per cent of capacity is stated as a "reasonable"

estimate for the third world. It is added that there is an inverse correlation

between degree of underutilisation and size of firm.

Main external causes are "scarcity or irregular supp}y of raw

matcria]s, an inadequate infrastructure and instffficient, unreliable or unstable

markets." There is the interesting suggestion that new investments arc made
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before markets exp,’u~d and enterprises can operate more easily at very low

levels of productive capacity.

There is a suggestion that recourse might be had to

subcontracting "as a means of ensuring regular orders for small-scale

enterprises". Attention might be turned to the promotion of international

" t rasubcontracting for establishing contrac u 1 links between large firms in the

industrialised countries and small undertakings in ... the third,world".

Such subcontractors would be trained by the large firms at home or abroad.

In the case of machinery lying idle for excessive periods,

it is possible to increase the size of the workforce, resulting in an increase

in productivity. When the working pattern is sub-optimal introduction of

shift work may be the answer. In ti~eory the increase in employment opportunities

¯ may range from 2C to 260 per cent¯ In practice the increments will be smaller.

An e~eriment in Chili by an ILO expert shows the gap between theory and

practice in this matter. It was calculated that an increase in the existing

average of 1.4 to 3 shifts could increase industrial employment by 114 per cent.

Due to the main constraints of foreign exchange, srnall-scale family

ente .r2rises intersectoral dependence the shifts were reduced from3 to ] .6. However,

even the improvement from 1.4 to 1.6 led to a net increase of 93,000 jobs

(on existing 615,000). ..

unemployment,

There is so little information on structural or frictional

even if economic unemployment does not exist in the planned

economies, that a short paragraph in the article reviewed’here will be found

of interest:,
,rrhe economic history of the socialist countries affords
an opportunity to test these theoretical assumptions concerning
the effect of sh~t work on employment. G]e analysi.~ that

¯ has been made refers to phases in the evolution of five
countries when they could be regarded as economically
underdeveloped - namely, in the case of the USSR, the
period of the first Five-Year Plan (1928-32) and, Ln the
case of four countries of Eastern Europe (Bulgaria,
Hungary, Poland and Romania), the early sklges of their

industrialisation 0950-55). It has been estim~ted that, durin[~
the periods in question, the share of employment grou,ih
attributable to changes in the pattern of utHi~.%tion of m~ans
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in Poland and 59 per cent in Hungary. Thus, ’an increase

in the degree of capacity utilisation, achieved largely by an
increase in shift work, played an important part in accelerating
economic growth in i hese countries and at the same time
contributed towards eliminating unemployrnent.’ "

There is citation in the article of the familar objections.to shift work.

One of the main difficul~es is shortage of skilled workers, particularly of

supervisors and operational planners. This well-kay.own constraint may not be

so serious in the fact that night shifts do not require as skilled a staff as do

day work. There are co’nstraints imposed by legislation and by trade unions, e.g.

prohibiting night work by women andminors; and it is stated that in Columbia

there is a 35 per cent premium on night work. A World Bank mission considered

restrictions on women and minors as "anachronistic". The view is expressed

that the wide disparities in wages between night and day in developing countries

is largely the result of a preference for working at a normal time of day.

"The implications of the foregoing analysis are
highly relevant to the choice of the measures to be
adopted: it is, indeed, on the socio-physiological factors

~ explaining workers’ preferences that stress should be

,r~ ,~ ~:2 -~’-]~[fd.~li.is-i~.mainly its inconveniences, coupled with a
V feeling of isolation and loneliness, that aeeotm.t for aversion

to night w6rk, it can be said that any improvement in the
" amenities of night work (housing, transport, food, police

:. protection) will influence utilisation rates, and that the
’~ ’ preferences themselves will change under the effect of an

extension of night work resulting from those improved
amenities."

Special Public Works Schemes

There is a citation of the objectives which differ only slightly from

those given elsewhere in this chapter : (i) employment, (ii) redistribution of

income in favour of the poorer classes, (iii) execution of productive projects,

(iv) acquisition of skills.

While experiments up to now appear to have made only a marginal

contribution to relieving unemployment and underemployment in the third world

(thus Morocco 6-12 per cent, Bangladesh 3 per ce~t, Paldstan 2 per cent of the

tmemployed), the point is made that this familiar "percentage ’of unemployed"
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understates tile real impact of the projects. Several emtmples are given of
°,

which one may suffice here: in Morocco, each of 250, O00 individuals - perhaps

half of all unemployed males - were mmually employed for 60 days receiving

on average about a quarter of GNP a head. In Morocco also, the ber, efit/cost

ratio, at a discount route of 10 per cent, for all proj~ts w~s 1.4 and it is

authoratively stated "the projects ... compare favourably with thbse carried

out by other chmmels". Again "it does seem that, in many cases, these

appraisals invalidate the criticism frequently made that experiments of this

kind cannot be justified on economic grounds." ..

The marl1 point here is the distribution of work amongst

the largest possible number of unemployed a policy depreciated bY Irish axpert~.

As in usa the projects failed in the matter of acqulsltlon

Schemes are exposed concerning profits and corruption and, at theof skills.

,national level~ "disinterest~ if not dlsdaln" of the authorities.

As to experience gained on these special public works

schemes2priority should be given to kinds of w~rk that can be quickly completed.

repairs and maintenance, for example. Local organisations are essential

but national organisations are required as well, in Particular to prepare in

advance and approve an ample supply of projects. In regard to the Morocco

project, an expert team reached the conclusion that "the more serious

obstacles were administrative rather than economic." The same experts

showed that "obtaining, full employment ... in i~forocco might be ’a revolutionary

target’ but ’by no means an impossible one,’ " in fact it would have cost 6

per cent of GNP or 2g per cent of govermnent revenue, without foroi~o-n aid,

The authors conclude by arrung]ng the three types of measures

(tripartitie ag-rcements, better use of industrial capacity, special public works)

f"
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in developing countries in ascending order oF merit.

The first is described as "stopg’ap’’, the second contains the risk of a shift

toward capital - intensity.

"It is natural, therefore, that preference should be given
to the third category of measures - the public works approach -
by reason of their potential impact on labour and capital in the
ruraT sector and because they are equally suitable as a response.
to an emergency situation, in the strict sense of’the term, or
as part of a longer-run development effort.

- . This brief survey of special public works schemes suggests
that their capacity to make an effective impact on employment
depends to a great extent on political and achninistrative factors".

¯, ,,
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Increase in shift work has obvious potential in increasing

number of jobs. Our information is based on two articles5 in the ILR by

M. Kabaj. These are full of comparative statistical ilfformation mahfly

relating to socialist c~mntries which, ff they have full emplo~un~t now

and so are tmtypical of Ireland, had high tmemployment at the start of the

regimes. We deal very briefly here with Kabaj’s articles, not even attemptfl~g

stunmary but reconunendfl~g them to readers interested.

Table 3.3 Shift coefficients and employment e~qoansion opportunities for Great
Britain and six socialist countries for total industry

Year

Actual
.shift
ooeff.

kh~nployment expansion opportunities
(%) with shift coeff, of -

1.6 1.8

I

I

I

I

%    %
Great Britain          1964         1.22              31        48

Bulgaria 1963 1.45 10 . 24.
J.

Cz echo slovalda 1963 1.4.0 14. 29

Hungary 1963 1.41 .. 13 28

Poland 1961 i. 57 2 15.

USSR    . 1962 i. 51 " 6 19

Yugo slavia: 1963 1.47 9 22

I

I

I

Note

For socialist countries the shift coefficient S, is usually

S1= (E1 +E2+E3)/El,
where E , E and’E are the number of man-days worked on the first, second

3
and thir~ sh~s respectively. In Great Britain the coefficient S2 is

S2 = Bs/E

where E is the number of operatives worldng on shifts and E the total employment
sin the present.

I

I

I

I

Particulars are available for main industry branches.

The improvement in employment depends on the magnitude of the

actualcofficicnt, much lower for Great Britain than for the planned economies.

1"he coefficients in the last two columns of Table 3.3 ore theoret~ca!.

"Sifift-work and h,~uploymcnt kMpansion" . "Shift-work and Employment Expanzion:

Tou,nrds an Optimum Pattern", Interriational L’tbour Review~ Vol. 91, No. l,
1965 and Vol. 98, No. 3, 19(;8.
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not possible of achievement in Great D~’itain where full employm.ent obtained

at tlfe tin.e, with mass immigration. E~ut they could relevant for Ireland,

assumflug the actual coefficient could be appreciably improved, a matter for

investigation, having particular regard to whether increased production was

competitive in priceat home and abroad.-]

We conclude with a smnmarisation of I~abaj’s "concluding remarks"

in his later paper.

1. "The shift system is an inherent feature of modern industrial
.civilisation ... With ... increases in capital/labour ratios ...
the wealth of nations has come to depend on fuller ... utilisation
of modern industrial equipment ..."

2. Shift work has social disadvantages so that the search for an
optimum pattern is important.

3. In socialist countries two phases can be distinguished. In #
tbfi.first phase, one of "unemployment and unlimited manpower
-~lj.ike Ireland at presen~, the dominating aim was to maximise

the shift coefficient. The problem of finding an optimum pattern
arises only in the second phase of full employment.

4. Tl~s optimum is a compromise between social and economic
factors. As in Table 3.3, tim optimum shift coefficient is often
regarded as lying in the range k. 6 - 1.8.

5. The concept of an optimal shift coefficient provides the plmmer
’ " with a yardstick for the formulation of targets for the expanslon

-: of employment through the more rational use of industrial resources.

6. While it may not be possible to eliminate night work completely,
the study suggests that "there are wide opportunities for rectueing
night shifts with prejudice to production costs, labour productivity
and profitability".
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II OECD study of the ma;n tendencies in employment and manpower

policy measures in the cun’ent recession

An OECD survey was undertaken in 1975 in an effort,

"to facilitate a~ exchange of vlew~ on the relative weight and

relevance of employment and manpower measures, both direct and

indirect which have come into play in OECD countrles in varying

combinations and circumstances in the current recession".

The report states that any assessrflent of selective

employment and manpower measures is made difficult due to a lack of

quantat:ve    information about the resources allocated to such

measures and to inadequate evaluation criteria. Many of the

selective measures taken by the countries are not fui.ly operative,

q

creating difficulty in assessing their effectiveness.
,.--.

It is evident however, that governments are devoting

larger resources to restrain increased unemployment and to allevlate

.... the:hardshlps caused by unemployment. Budgetary constraints have

restricted the scale of the measures taken; whether priorities .are right

is another questlon; if is evident, however, that larger expenditures

are required and will so continue for some tlme to come.

U~mploym&nt compensation has played a useful role

in replacing wage loss, "softenlngthe hardship of generally deflationary

pollc~y, " and having some stabillslng effects by "permitting governments

to pursue rigorous measures to bri;~.g infl~tionary tendencies under

greater control." The report states that "emergency public works or

relief projects so far have been little used, reflecting budget constraints,

dissatisfaction wlth past performance, and an apparent preference
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for the acceleration of public infrastructure investment for major

. public sector objectives."
0

The recommendations of the OECD survey may be
f

summarised as follows:

Income maintenance for the unemployed

Strengthening unemployment b.eneflf systems

D|fferenlial treatment of special groups

II /V~|ntaln|ng job attachments and employment

Benef]t’s for short-time work or temporary layoffs

Assistance of weak firms and sectors

ill Recurrent educatlon

Train|ng

Early refi re4"nent

IV Restricting labour supply

V Creating jobs
t

Mability measures and public employment servlces

Public service employment and community projects

Public works for job creation

.Financial incentives for private job creation

Job creation through regional development plans

Wage subsldles for direct job creatlon

Application of subsidy schemes to special groups

Income Maintenance for the Unemployed has been achieved

by OECD Member countries uslng inlHatlves to modify existing

social security systems by the followlng methods:

Sirengthenlng Unemployment Benefit Systems has become one

of the most important methods for substanHally offsetHng wage

losses and easing personal hard~hlps. These syslems were deslgr,ed

for frictional unemployment but have had to be modified, because

of the current recesslon, parHcular!y in benefit levels, duration,

scope of coverag%differenHal treatment of speclal groups. Benefit
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o

levels have been raised conslderably to compensate for cost of

living rises wlth provision for periodlc review in e.g. the UK and

for |ndexafion in eog. Germany, Belgium, Italy.

A few countries experimented w]th "trigger" devices for

automaf’f’c extension of duratlon or entitlement to benefits°

In Canada, the government contrlbution ~s automatically increased

when the national rate of unemployment exceeds four per cent;

indNidual entitlement |s partly based’on the rate of unemployment

in the claimant’s regi’on relative to the natlanal rate. In the

United States, by legislation wlth a cut-off date, duration is

automatically increased when .the national rate of unemployment
4

exceeds four per cent for three consecutNe months. In Japan, .

benefit durat|on is extended in certain circumstances or triggered

automatically if unemployment exceeds four’per cent for more
i

than four consecutive months°

Differential Treatment of Special Group.~.. In Sweden new state

unemployment benefits is appl’ied in particular to handicapped

and older workers; Austria, Finland and Norway directly help

older workers; Japan varies in duration of benefits wlth age

and employability; in France interim supplementary allowances

help workers whose jobs have been lost for economic reasonst

older workers re6elve speclal benefits, redundant workers are

treated as a special group; Australia, Canada and the Un|ted

States have.speclal programmes to’asslst workers affected by .

adverse international trade changes.

/v~h~taTMng Job Attachments and Employment has emphasises

the necessity of malntalnlng iobs and keeplhg firms in existence.

Leglslatlon has been introduced in several countries to provlde

notice and time for consultation in prospective redundancy cases.
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Work sharing has been encouraged also and in same cases ir.d~rect

subs~dles have been made to employers through provision of

benefits to workers employed For less than normal hours.

Benefits for short time work or temporary lay-ot:rs~ while prov~dlng

beneflts~or partial unemployment also have the object of

minim|s~ng dlsmissals. Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, Japon

and Luxembourg have schemes of benefits for those work|ng

short t|mel most countries have a limit for the time for short-term

benefits. In Italy the scheme has speclal application to the

construction industry.

Asslstance of Weak Firms and Sect’,rs: Many countr|es have tried

to keep firms |n ex|stence by var|ous means of government interventlon.

Canada~ France and the UK have taken budgetary measures to

impr0ve the liqul.dlty poslt|on of enterpr|ses. ’ France and the UK

have made loans on an ad hoc basls or through partlclpatlon in

shares. The Netherlands and Ireland have endeavoured to find

new enterprises or new management to take over firms

whlch are on the polnt of closlng; th|s may be comb!ned wlth

speclal f|nanclal |ncentives and assistance for re-tralnlng existing

personnel. Special government contracts may be gTven to

provTde new management w|th ordersl |n Sweden the gove.rnment

glves bulk orders" to f|rrns~ in Finland orders forpaper-maklng

machinery were advanced.

Provldlng AlternatNes to Employment has been increasingly

recognkgd by governments and the posslbfl~fies for transforming

|nvoluntary to volun!ary retirement by development of tl~e

¯ concept of flex|bfl h/oF worklng life.
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Recurrent Education: In Germany, employees have the r]ght

to pursue further education whh .compensation for loss o7 pay

and expensesl French law permits up to 2 per cen!’ oF a firm’s

¯ labour force to take leave at any one tlmel in Belgium full-

time workers aged under 40 may be absent from work on full

p~y for a stated number of hoursl Itaiy provldes the right to’

150 pald hours’ educational leave over a perlod of three yearsl

Japan gives incentlve grants to small firms for paid educational

leave on trainlng related io employmentl every person aged over

25 years in.Sweden, who has five years work experience is

eilg~ble for a unNerslty placel Australia has found that speclal

incentives may be requked in periods of reduced activity, to

induce workers to take long service leave.

Tralnlng for the unemployed was used in most countries.
i

Contingency plans were developed in Norway, .and new

programmes introduced with.speclal emphasis on youth |n the

UK; the US has a new "deJive~ system", whereby block grants

may be used to provlde comprehensive servlces ]ncludlng

classroom instruction, institutlonal and on-the-job training

and allowances for workers ~n tralnlng. Early retirement has

been introduced by permltting the unemployed to withdraw from

the labour force and obtain pre-retlrement pensions, when thelr

unemployment benefit is exhausted or after a fixed perlod of

unemployment at a given age. Belgium, Finland, France, and

Spaln have adopted thls method. Sweden has reduced the general

retirement age to 65 and provided part-time early retirement by

people aged 60 years or over.
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Restricting Labour Supply: Soc~al attltudre changes may result

in restricting the labour force supply, e.g. Australia has noted

an acceleration of long-term trends towards lengthier periods of

¯ initial education and tralnTng.

Some countries restricted immigration for economic and social

reasons. Germany dlscontinued immigration from non-Communlty

countries at the first slgn of rising unemployment in’late 1973 in

order to maximlse employment opportunities for nationals.

France also suspended immigration in early 1.974 by gradually

replacing "part of the foreign workers by French nationals".

¯Creating JQbs by the use of activ~. manpower pol|cy, was

government strategy in many countries.

Mobility measures and public employment service were initiated

to facl litate the search for jobs and the matching of workers and

jobs. Because of extra dut:es imposed on placement staff,

Australia took care to avoid the impairment of government

p.lacement services by strengthening their services; in the US

�.fforts were made to increase services by reviewing staff

deployment and by recruiting a reserve force for claims

processing; the Netherlands reported increases of staff for the

employment service, new methods of operation, new building.

Canada; devoted extra resources to contacting employees in an

effort to find unreported vacancies. In Germany; in areas of

endemic high unemployment, a special allowance was pald to

unemployed persons, who took new jobs requiring adjustments,

such as moving house, receiving training or accepting reduced

earnings initially.
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Put~lic service employment and community projects have

¯ ’ increaslngly been used for the creation of jobs for the

unemployed. The US made extensive use of public service

. employment with the object of increasing the number of jobs

I

I

I

available to three times its former leve~, with the goal of

creatlng full£tlme subsidised jobs for the unemployed,

The NetherlandsI New Zealand, Canada and Sweden all have

programmes at vari6us stages of development. In the case of

Australia, Netherlands and France public employment has

been permanently expanded.

The Local Initiatives Programme in Canada is a direct job

creation programme for’the initiation and implementation of

communhy projects by unemployed groups during periods of

high seasonal unemployment. The UK has a Community

Industry Scheme for youth eml:/loyment on projects of social or

environmental value. Public Works for job creation have not

been very popular,although Germany and Sweden have

contingency plans and funds available for Such purposes, wh|le

Finland and Denmark have inltiate:l projects on an ad hoc basls

and Belgium also speeded up its public works appropriations to

produce immediate employment effects.

Increased expenditure has recently been projected by many

countries for housing and other public works in order to reduce

hlgh-level unemployment in the construction trades ~n the

relatively short-term.

Finar.clat Incentives by governrnents For job creation in the

prlvale sector provide incentives for private investment grants, ¯

low rates of interest, depreciation allowances, rebates on taxes.

Job creation through regTonal development plans has been achieved

by-fincmclal incentives. In the UK the di~parltles in the
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unemployment rates between areas have been reduced by

reg|onal employment prem]u,ns; France and Ireland have ,
i

|nvestment subsld~es conditional on the number of’ jobs created

and kept in existence. In an effort to reduce urban congestion

Japan gives grants to employers in less developed areas where

the |ncr~sed capacity absorbs more workers.

° eWag subs|d|es for direct job creatlon are regarded as an |mportant

strategy for creating add~tlonal jobs in a non-lnflatlonary way.

In Germany1 during early 19751 a wage subsidy amounting tG

60 per cent of gross wages over 6. months1 was pald to’firms
s

engaging additional permanent employees from the unemployed

in areas wlth above ave.rage unemployment. France initiated

cn incentlve bonus of Frs. 5001 pald for slx months for each
I

iob creafed between June and November 1975, to employers

hiring under a permanent one year contract’certaln categorles of

unemployed persons.

The appllcat|on of subsidy schemes to certain groups has taken

place in Austrla and Finland by granting f|nanclal incentives to

promote the employment of new and t nexperlenced workersl |n

Germany subsidles were glven for |nexperlenced and older workers

and in France for young people between 14 years and 25 years¯

There is a cont|nuing trend towards subsidis|ng ihe employment

of handicapped workers in many countries.
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Chapter 4

TWO IRISH SURVEYS

Thls chapter consists of two parts I a pilot surveyt conducted by

ourselves, into the circumstances of about 300 males on the LR and II a survey

of about 7,500 job-seekers conducted by Ihe NMS.

I A Pilot Survey of the Unemployed

l"hls |s’a pilot survey of men who were on the Live Register (LR)

of unemployment for a consid~.rable tlme and also the main statisHcal

results of that survey¯ The declslon to confine the survey to males alone was

arbitrary and taken mainly because of financial constraints. The long-term

unemployed were defined as those who~ at a given date~ were at least thirteen

weeks on the LR¯ About 300 men were included in the survey~ conducted by

the field force of the Survey Unit of ESRI in May 1975.

¯I

As the problem of hard-core unemployment is of national importance,

the Department of Social Welfare was approached with a request for financial

assistance wlth the pilot survey whlch.was gianted¯ The purpose was to assess the
t

characterlstic~ of the longer-term unemployed, the difficulties they have in coplng
.,.

with unemployment and how they overcome such dif’f~culties.

1. Description of the Survey

The total sample of 300 males was divlded into one-thlrd for Dublln

(i°e°~ about 100) and two-’thlrds for the rest of Ireland (about 200) which is

approximately !he proportion of the total unemployment population pattern¯ The rest

of Ireland part of the sample was two-stage: (1) a random selection of local offices

of the Department of Social Welfare and (~) a random selection of men on the LR in

each of (i). The frame for (1) was the number of persons on the LR of each local

office (ISB, December 1974). As to (i) ten local employment offices were selectec~

by probability sampling. As to (il)t the Department of Social Welfare agreed to

co-operate i.n r,,btalning a" representaHve sample of men currently on the LR. ¯ The

problem was to select a random sample of males from the designated local offices

(including two in Dublin)¯ It was possible to obtain 490 namest thus making



allowance for unavailables etc.
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From these 300 names and addresses were

I

i

I

i

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

selected randomly using a Random Numbers Table. It was not possible to

have direct access to the LR, nor to have direct contact wlth people on the

register without their prior permission having been obtained by the local

Employment Exchange.

The local offices were asked to select 35 names each of males

unemployed for 13 weeks or more on 1 May 1975. The Exchanges’ records

are kept in alphabetical order and randomness was to be maintained by

beglnnlng the selection in each office at a letter randomly selected.

The local office selector was instructed to look at,every ’card from the

first one under the initial letter and to select the first 35 cards which came

wlthln the terms of the sample, i.e., men on tb~. LR for 13 weeks or longer

at the date of selection.

The managers of the local offices asked the people selected

¯ if they would be willing to be interviewed by ESRI interviewers. The final

lists gave names, addresses and occupations of 35 people from each of the 10

centres named outside Dublin, and 70 people for each of the two Dublin
;.

offices. The selectors were also asked to state the number of refusals receNed.
....,--"

1he numbers of names returned fron. the Exchanges were:

No Per "Cent Refusals at Per Cent
Local Office Quota

Recei---ved Received local office Refusal

Dublin North: Gardlner St. 70 60 86 10 14

Dublin South: Werburgh St. 70 70 100 0 -

Athlone 35 16 46 19 54

Drogheda 35 30 86 5 14

Trim 35 35 100 0 -

Bagnalstow n 35 35 100 0 -

Bray 35 23 66 12 34

Clonmel 35 21 60 14 40

Ennis 35 35 100 0 . -

Li me rick 35 29 83 6 17

Nenagh 35 30 86 5" 14

Cahlrclveen 35 35 100 - -

490 419 86 71 14
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The return from the Employment Exchanges was uneven,

ranging from 54 per cent to 0 refusals. There were 419 names, which by making

a small further selection was b roughl up to 425, dNided into 136 for Dublin

and 290 for the Rest of Ireland. Ultimatel~ the actual returns obtained were

as follows:

¯ En~ployed Brothers
Non Gone

Quota unknown at date of in same Refusals Ill.
Contact mvaycontact house-

hold
136     I0 ’ 9 1 - ii 1 9

Returns

95

290 2 34 15 1 14 2 2 204

¯The interviewers obtained a total response rate

’ of 70 per cent. in Dublin the non-contacts were recalled by the interviewers

6 to 8 times; in the rest of Ireland there were 5 recalls. F~nally, 299 successful

interviews were,obtalned, 95 of whTch were in DublTn and 204 in the rest of

Ireland.                              "/

Unuse(
quota

15

"r ¯

The quest|onnalre used was deslgned to ellclt informotlon on the previous employment,

mobility, income from all sources, age, family structure and housing conditions

of the unemployed males to be interviewed. Questions were asked to find out

the amounts of Redundancy Pay, Pay Related Benefits, Unemployment Benefit

or Unemployment Assistance, wife’s earnings, pension receipts, other income.

Questions regarding ditficulties encountered in keeping up the standard of living

for essentials compared with a normal week when at work were asked; as

we[] as about the difficulties other than financial which the long-term

tmemployed encounteredl and whether certain types of jobs at current rotes

of pay would be taken up, rather than remainlng unemployed.
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to state that;

~)

(ii)

~ii)

(iv)"

In examining the results of the pilot survey it is essential

the sample is not strictly random because of the nature of
the sampling frame;

the survey does not cover all unemployed, as
women, school leavers until they come on
*.he LR~at age 18, farmers, self-employed, are not Tncluded;

the sample was picked from the LR and applies therefore
only to those who came within the terms of the Social Welfare
Acts 8nd were in receipt of financial support as defined by
the Acts;

the impact of the extension of tho scheme to cover all employees
has not yet been experienced. SLuce June 1974 social insurance
cover applies to all employees without a remuneration limit.
Previously only manual workers were included without limits,
and non-manual employees were covered whose annual earnings
didnot exceed £1,600 p.a.

It will be appreciated that the questionnaire used was experimental,

with too many open-ended questions. In fact, part of the object of the pilot survey

was to find out the questions which should be asked and the ability and willingness

of respondents to answer them. , ....... ’ :
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2 Prlrnary Results

First, slmple counts are given, leaving analysis proper t111 later. As

the sample is a small pilot one of 299 men three months or more on the LR,

the statistics are sometimes presented in rounded-off percentages like 35: 60;

in fact all percentages quoted should be read this way. The questionnaire

order is followed comprehensively, regardless that some particulars are less

important than others. At the analytical stage there will be mare selectivity.

Figures are percentages unless otherwise indicated. ]~omments will be clearer

by reference to the questionnaire_."]

Particularly as regards these primary results, it should be borne

in mlnd that many of the statistics dealt wlth in this survey (e.g. ages,

duration of unemployment, occupations, industries etc.) and others not

covered here (e.g., regions, sex, non-reglstered unemployment) are available
i

on a comprehensive scale officially (mainly compiled by CSO). In a survey,

statistics of these types are displayed partly to show that the survey sample is

representative but, more importantly (as here - sec part Iil) for analysis in the

form of showing the relationship between the various aspects.

Present stint on LR

weeks ""

13 - 26 25

’: 27 - 52 35

One’year or over 40

The inquiry was conducted (May 1975) when unemployment (approximately

100,000 men and women on LR) had reached recession levels. Inquiry was

confined to long-term unemployed (i.e. more than three months on LR) partly to

correct for this recession character, since the main interest is that of unemploy-

ment in its endemic character, i.e., at a more-or-less permanent level recently

of about 50 - 60,000.
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I~cation (last job)

Near home 88 ,

Away 12

Industry (last job) (omitting AFF)

4m

Pilot Census 1971 male
survey employees

Manufacturing 34 30

Building, construction 27 17

Commerce, transport 20 28

Services 15 18

Other 4 7

The higher percentage for Building and construction for the unemployed than

for male employees on the labour force calls attention to the larger percentage

in this industrial group (the largest outside agriculture) unemployed than for

. the general body of employees.

Size of establishment (last job)

Fewer than 10 employed 35

10-49 30

50-99 10.,.
100+ 25

Unempl6yment seems to affect small units disproportionately, though "- :

no comprehensive figures for comparison for the ~hole economy, are available.

Duration of employment (last job)

Less than 3 months .10

3-6 months 15

6-12 " 15

1-5 years 35

5-i0 " I0 ¯

Over I0 years 15

That so large a proportioa as one-quarter of long-term male unemployment

was five or more ycars in last job may be partly due to the recession, causing

unemployment amongst those who never e~perieneed it before¯
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Re~lar job

Manual mainly skilled or semi-skilled

" " unskilled

Non -manual

Other and undefined

Percentag~ unskilled is rather ~ess

This is a case where full statlstms are obtainable from offlclol records.

45

35

10

10

than would be anticipated.

A~cerage weekly pay (last job)

Gross £32

Take-home £26

These figures are unrealistically low because of inclusion of. long-term out-of-

works and occupation (e. g. waiters) with board and tii~s. As to the former point,

average take-home pay was £31 for those a year or less and £20 more than

a year, on LIt.

The ayerage of £26 (which would be much larger if the unemployed

had their jobs now) compares with the income they have now, namely, £20

(government £17, private £3.)

Duration of illness in year before unemployment

None 80

Under 4 weeks I0

4-13 " I0

The i0 per cent o month or more ill seems rather large. As will be seen in

part Ill this percentage is unrelated to any other condition taken account of here,

e.g. it does not depend on age etc.

Length of notice

No notice 20

(Avn accord 20

Less than 4 weeks 50

Other 10

There was little long-term notice, which would have enabled men to look for

other work. In so)me cases workers may have l<no~ informally of

the probable onset of unemployment; or employers may not have known Of

approaching slacl~ess. The majority of occupations are those which normally

employ workers on a week to week or short term basis.
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Total experience in year.May 1974 - April 1975

1. Employed

Near home 27

Elsewhere in IR 2

Abroad 1

2.~ Unemployed 70

Percentages are based on total tlme spent in each condition.

that all in the sample had at least three months unemployment,

it will be recalled

,.,,.-

It appears

Offer of job during this spell on LR

Only 5% were so offered.

Methods used looking for work

Read advert~sments 60

Phone, letters 60

Ask friends 55

Manpower, Labour Exchange 60

Tried at least one method 95

that reasonably strenuous efforts were made to find work.

Spells of uhemployment in ~’ear May 1974 to April 1975.

One spell 85

Two or more spells . 15

It will be recalled that the figures relate to long-term unemployed.
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Weeks on UB and UA d, lring present spell

., UB UA

None 14 49

1-13 weeks 7 ii

13-27 weeks ,36 ;’9

27-52 weeks 43 8

53~’eeks or over - 23

All recipients were in receipt of UB or UA, never both at the same time. It wlit be

seen that almost half the unemployed were never on UA this stint; these were

on the more remunerative UB.

.,, ,

Income ("Extra") from other than official ,reemployment

oa.v (UB, UA, Redundancy "etc:). Percentage of persons

with specified forms of extra income specified.

All      M2.rri ed
i. Pension 3 5

2. Wife working

Because of unemployment 2 3

Before 6 10

3. Children working 13 21

4. Other 8 11

5. Any source 40

Average extra income

Per recipient

Per person in sample

£9 per week

£3 per week

Percentages of numbers of men on UB and UA at time of

inquiry were

UB .-

Alone 31

With other government benefits 27

UA 43

Classified by number of government benefits

1 74

2 22

3-4 4

Here and elsewhere the term "married" includes widowed and "other".
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Percentage distribution of income from Government

¯ All

Under £10 30

£10 - £19 30

£20 - £29 30

£30 or over i0

Average income from Government £17 for all, £22 for married.

.Survey

20-24 16

25-29 15

30-39 23

40-49 18

50-59 20

60-64 8

Ages 18-19 and 65+ excluded, to compare with CP.

cent of total. The two sets are remarkably close.

CP 1971
Male GO
(excl. AFF)

14

23

21

19

7

Rest account for 96 per

Birthplace CP 1971
Survey Male

County of residence 87 79

, Elsewhere 13 21

The unemployed contain a higher than average proportion of unskilled, hence

of lower post-primary education, in consequence less mobile than average.

.

Marital status CP 1971
Survey Male ~ 20

Single 37 37

Married 60 58

Widowed 3 4

Again we notice similarity of unemployed and CP proportions.

Age at marriage,

Survey
Under 20 " i-ff

’ 20 -24 45

25 - 29 2s
30 or over 17

It will be seen from part HI that men are now mar,ylng at an earlier age

than formerly.

Married

3

40

43

14
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Number of dependent children.

Survey.

None 20

1 ~ 3 ~ 50

4 or more .30

Y
Based on married or widowed males,

¯ : .,~ Type of accommodation

¯ All
1. Rented

l~Lvate 11

Local authority 32

2. Own house 23

3.. Living with parents,
relatives etc.

Only 1% resided in lodgings

:-- Rent reduction since unemployed.

. .
This occurred in 14% of cases.

.A,

_, Last education leve!

34

- included in 3’-

"Married

i5

44

32

10

Primary

Voca tional

Secondary

University etc.

School-leaving age.

,

Under.

Over

14

14

15

16

16

B

In such cases average wins £I. 93 a week.

7O

17

11

2

10

50

15

15

10



That 87 per cent are prepared to take a job of the type indicated ("at current rates

of pay for the job, even though such job may not be what you are accustomed to")

is the most remarkable showing of the whole pilot inquiry. It remains to be seen,

however, if so many would be forthcoming on actual offers of work. The age

distribution of those wll llng to take jobs was:

Ag___.e %

20-34 44

35-54 38

55+ 18

Would accept work away fr~m home

(conditions a~ay right)

55% answered Yes

Place of Work -.

Only near home (20m) 35

Anywhere in IR 65

Dublin or other IR city 45.

Abroad 30

Percentages relate only to 55% who answered "Yes"

in previous question.

Work time preference

Shift work (including night) 50

Full-tlme day 95

Part-time 80

Occasional (incl. seasonal) 70

FlexT-work 70.

-155-

Served apprenticeship

Yes 25

No 75

Courses other than apprentlceshlp in llfe time

were followed by 13%

Willingness to take specified jobs

A~icultural drainage 40

Road Work 50

Cleaning dumps 30

Work on dwelling houses 60

Clearing farm land 40

General odd jobs 70

At least one of above 87
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Most important feature of job

Good pay 45

Liking work 45

Both equal 10

No significant difference between single and married. Thls question is of

attffude not of fact. "Non-pay" percentages are higher than might be

expected at a time when me~ were very conscious of .shortage of cash.

If enough money to live comfortably would you work anyway?

Yes 80

No 10

Undecided 10

No slgn|ficant d|fference between slngle and married.

Age at
first job

-14

14

15

16

% %

7 17 7

35 18 7

20 -- 19 2

17 20+ 4

First and regular job

1. Farming, fishermen

2. Mining, manuf, occs.

Building, constr, workers

3.     S,~illed

4.     Unskilled

Transport, communication

5.     Motor dr, iver s

6.     Others

7. Salesmen, ’shop assts.

8. Personal service

9. Clerks

10. General labourers

11. C~zher skilled workers

12. Other, undefined

13. No occupation

First

12

15

15

5

4

1

6

4
4

2

9

6

31

1

Regular

4

21

21

11

13

6

4

3

3

2

14

8

9

1

Excluding farmers and relatives assisting
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Sum~_r2"

Manual, mainly skilled and semi-skilled
(2,3,5, 11)

Manual, mainly unskilled
(1,4,6, 10)

Non-manual (7, 8, 9)

Other, undefined, none (12, 13)

First
iob
26

32 34

R~:cl,,Jar

46

10 9

32 11

s (i)As shown bye. Hutchin on the change between first and regular (presumably

last job in most cases) is considerable. As usual when dealing with occupations

there was trouble about definition. One notes the drift towards general

labourers (10). While there is also an increase in building labourers (4) there

is also a rise in skilled (3 and 21). hi the Summary one assumes that the main

change is from Other etc. as first job to Manual, skilled and semi-skilled.

One assumes that Other etc. (12) consists mostly of. messenger and other such

~.,, ..

jobs,

Number of moves since first job

No move

2

3

4

5

.6

7

8 or more

2O

i2
19

14

.9

i0

6

5

5

As 80 per cent moved and wlth so many young men in the sample (31 per cent

under age 30), one assumes that, as regards jobs, the unemployed do ’not

experience normal steady employment.

How difficult being unemployed?

All

Very difficult 65

Some di ffic ul ty 25

No difficulty 10

Married

70

25

Reasons mentioned "for finding llfe difficult

Depression 20 Financial problems 10

Degradation 15 Need to work 10

¯ Boredom 45 In the way at home 20.

Hopelessness 5 Domestic problems 5

Feeling unfit 5 No spending ~oney 10

(1)Social Status in Dublin: ~,arriage Mobility and First Employment, Bertram
Hutchinson, Paper No.67, The Economic und Social Research Institute.
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In suin, 93 per cent found life difficult. The survey does’not appear to have

isolated the par~icular reasons why, as is natural, nearly all the men unemployed

found life difficult. Boredom seems by far the worst feeling. It is remarkable

that shortage of spending money gets a low rath~g. The answer m|ght be

different Tf wives were questioned.

Reasons mentioned for helping to Ik, e w|th fact of unemployment

Hobbies 35 Getting used to 5

Work in house 30 Hope of job 10

Family support 25 . Not able to work 5

More family life 5 Good health "5

Keep occupied 10 Money saved 5

17 .per cent stated that there are no compensations; it is doubtful whether we may

infer from tMs th,~t 83 per cent thought they were some.

"r ’

Difficulty with items of expendit:Jure specified

Very Some Little
or no

Food 30 35 35

"Own ~pending 65 20 15

~’uel, light 40 25 35

Clothes 55 25 20

Housing 20 20 60

Insurance 25 20 55

HP and credit .. 25 10 65

Motor 25 15 60

In establishing percentages "not applicable" and "no answer" classes omitted.

Source of financial help :

Borrowing, relative or friend 40

Postponed payment 10

Car not taxed 5

Discontinued insurance 5

Borrowed from loan business 5

Drew on saving 15

Credit from tradesmen 5

Other 5

Some help was obtained in 70% of ca
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cLiv ity artur unen~ ploy merit
Activity ~Ol" 111 [I I

eontlnucd } reduced i ~,uve up
I,

I
Family out’." ng 40 15 35 5O

Hol~bies 55 60 20 ’zo
Smoking 80 30 65 5

85 15 " 65 20

Cinema 35 , I0 40 50

Betting 20 20 ¯ 40 40

Activity after unemployment percentages based on those

who normally participated. Hobbies were best sustained, cinema

worst.
: Living expenses

Reduction Does no
Item

Increase No change

, Ll~,Ll_____~e i ’Bi_~g .
apply
etc.

~’ood .
Bread 15~ 75 10 5 10
Milk 5 80 10. 5 15

¯ Butter 5 60 20 20 10
Margarine : 20 " 80 0 0 40
Meat 0 30 20 55 .10
Sausages 10 65 15 10 25"
Potatoes 5 70 10 20 25
Tea 0 95 5 0 10
Sugar,. 0 90 5 ’ 5 10

¯Sweets, cakes 0 35 15 56 I 35
Othe’r food 5 65 10 25 40

Drink 0 15 20. 21 25
Tobacco 0 25 30 40 25
(Jlothing

Menls 0 20 15 62 5
Boys’ 0 30 25 45 60
%Vomcn’ s .’ ¯ 0 20 15. 63 40
Girls’ 0 30 20 5,7, 65

Fuel. light 0 55 15 30 20
Housing 5 85 5 10 30
Du tables 0 70 I0 20 35
Newspapers 0 80 5 15 25
Travel 0 35 : 10 5~ 50
Entertainment ,0 35 10 58 5O
Television, etc. 0 95 0 5 25
tIP etc. 0 75 10 15 85
Children’s money 0 5n 10 4O 75
Oilier 0 65 5 . 30 ~5
Some rows do not add to I00 because of rounding to 5s. " 0" ill CO[. hlcludc:-: iLc:,,’~s
,.vith 11o cnh’y. Percentages in first four eels. based on "Does not apply etc"
exclusion, hmruases in in/erior foods will bo noted Biggest reductions (5;~ pert,:,’<
or n~ore) were in drink, men’s m~d women’s c}othihg, travel and (all at 50 l)c..rcc~,,t
meat, sweets etc., girls’ clothing, entertaimnent.
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3. Assoclatlons

P

The small slze of the pilot sample restricted analysls to two-dlmensional

tables (i.e. A XB) and~ as will have been evident From part 2~ each factor

contained few categories. These restrictions might vanlsh with a possible

substantlve large surve,y. Stat|stlcs can be made. from these returns~ probably

wlth a greater number of significant results from greater refinement of ¯

classTfication and, of course~ from large numbers.

The approach to analysis has the virtue of simpliclty.. In relation to

each question and sub-question it was consldered what other quest|ons could

have concelvable relation to |t~ the statistical Tnstrurnent, being chi-squared.

Hundreds of # x B tables were produced but only a few of these indicated

nul I-hypothesls signlf|cance,

The pr|mary |nterest |s in f|ndlng out’if hypothet|cal relations are~ or

are not, true. Consistency in.answerlng is also interesting, the "obvious"

(e.g.~ in post-primary education school ieavlng age) being shown by very

high values of chl-squared. In substantive inquiry the computer would |ndlcate

inconslste,ncy on indNidual forms.

All the statistically significant results are shown in Table 4.1. Attentlon

is particularly directed to the "Prlnclpal reason(s)" section of the table~ which

contalns most of what has take sald on thls aspect of the results of the pilot

survey. Very few~ if any, of the relationshlps are unexpected which does

not mean that they are without value: in the social sciences pre-concelved

ideas must always be checked. Even with highly slgnlflcant chl-squares it
..

is not always :osslble to state "reasons" in a simple way.
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On stailstical sTgniflcance: the critical probabllltles, it w~ll be

seen, are one-sided whlch means lower levels ’of significance than if they

were two-slded. A more subtle reason milltates against acceptance of the

probabillty levels stated. If hundreds of ×2s are produced from absolutely

random data, some fe~w~ll be found "slgnificant!’ by’ conventlonal testst

whereas to imply the Iikellhood of true relationship would be invalld. Purely

statistical inference is often suspect unless it be backed by non’stat;stical

reasoning and knowledge.

Some of the non-slgn~flcant results are as interesting as those found

slgn|ficant, always bearing in mind that failure to identity significance may

be due mainly to the smallness of the sample which also means that the

relationships, if any~ w~ll never be found to be strong (by reference to null-

hypothesis probabil ity).        --’-

There was no significant assoclatlon between illness Tn last year of

employment and any other factor investigated. This is the mare remarkable

for the fact thab as ,,ve have shown in part 2t the amount of illness seemed

apprectab[e~ at 20 per cent. Th|s result means that buslness of employert

own-j0b, age~ marital statust, education etc. had no effect on amount of

illness.

Reference to other cases of lack of significant relationship will be

brlef~ sTgnalllng only the following:- .

Bus|n’ess of last employer x

Number of spells of unemployment ~n year

Education ..

Number in establlshment x

Pay.

Education
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Regular job x

Spells oF unemployment in year

Weeks on UB and UA

Number of methods seeking work x

Place of b~rth

Marital status

Willingness to work away from home

Age x

Would take any job

Marital status x

Would take any job

Willingness to work away from home

Difficulty

Would take any job x ,

Willingness to work away from home

)’ Pay" "work", or preference

: Financial aid
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Table 4, 1 :Two factor associations significant by chi-,~uated ~..Null-hyDod~csls one-sided probability levels:

xxx~’.O01; xx<.Ol,>.O01; x " > .OC1

No. code

�, ,,

2 (c)

2 (d)

3 (a)

3 (b)

4 (a)

9 (b)

io (a)

13 (b)

2 (d)

3 (b)

6

9.2 (b)

3._LL~ x

’4 (b),

.9 (b)

17

18

19

21 (b)

’22 ~a)

9.4 o*

9.6 (a) (I)

2O (b) .
3Cb~x

9 (b)

16 (a)

.17

18

.19

21 (b)

24

2G (a) (1)

9.C (b)

26 (a) ill)

9.6 (a) (iii)

Short:title

Business of lost employer x

No. employed in establishment

How long employed last job

Regular job- detail

"     = - summary

Gross pay last job

Number methods seeking work

Age

Place of birth

No. fn ~stablishment, iast ]ob x

How long employed

Regular job-summary

Length of notice

Willing to work abroad

.Regular job-detail x

Take home pay

Number methods ,,eeking work

Education

8chooi-leaving age

App~.enticeship

W6uld take any job

¯ lob away from home

"Pay" or "work" preference

Age at first job

Moved after first Job ¯
~o.~h-summarv x

Number methods seeking work

Type of accommodation

Education

School-leaving age

Apprenticeshtp

Would ’talcs any job

"Pay" or "work" preference

Ageat first job

Moved from first job

First job-detail

First job - class

Significance

****

,qull

oe,

@�’$

$

,, #

@

e’$@

e$O

~ee

~O

@oql.

@@@

*@

#0

I,@@

@�4,

Principal reason(s) for aberration, if ascertainable

Size larger for r,aanufacturing

No obvious association

Strong association business and job

m m e ¯    I

Low pay Services, Commerce, high pay Bulldh:g

Commerce, Services tried more wa.ys

Commerce high In young persodso Building In old

¯ Manufacturing high for county of residence

Firms size < 50, short o,~ duration

Skilled and semi-skilled high for firms size > 100

Many in 20-49 employee firms left of own accord

High proportion in firm,; size> 100

Pay differentials for different Jobs

Labourers try fei¢ ’methc.ds

Laboure~s low in post-primary

Consistent with 17 ...

High for skilled, low re: unskilled ’ ’

Skilled and non-manual comparatively reluctant

Very raixed responses

Labot,,.ers high and non-manual low in preferring "pay"

Low ’~r laboure~s : ’ ’

Percent movers high ski,.led and aon-rt anual, very lov for l,~ou,

J

’Nol -manu[l tried more ways

N~, l-manual low In LA house (rented)

Unskilled low, non-maroual high in post-primary

C:’ asistent with 17

14 .~ for manual skilled and nee-manual

,% l,’.d and non-rnanual comparatively reluctant

Nt "-manu~l high on preferr:ng "work"

N, -manual high in starting over age 14

Lar,,~. proportion non-m~.nual moved

While ,:.range takes place since first job, association .

between first and last remains close

Continued " ¯

",
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Table 4.1 (continued)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

No. code

9_~x
¯ 13 (a)

~I (b)

~2 (b) (ii)

~g (b) (iv)

24

.27 (a)

12Cf) (i)x

13 (a)

15

11

.. ~i (b)

14 (a)

14 (b)

15

16

17

J ~2 (a)

"̄ ’24

.~1 (e)

!L(~x
15

16

]8

19

~.1 (b)

24

� 25

¯ ~S(a)(i)

¯ 2s (b)

’ ~7 Co),

£’/(a)

2~ (a) (i)

I
l

l:

Title

Number methods seckin~ x

Age

Would take any job

Werk anywhere in IR

Would. work abroad

"Pay" or "work" preference

Difficulty

Number of benefits x

Age

Number of dependent children

Education

Would take any job

A~.~X. I

Marital status .’

Age at marriage

Number of dependent children

Type of accommodation

Education .--

Job away from home

"Pay" or "work" preference

Financial he.lp

MaritM status x

Number of dependent children

’ Type of accommodation

Fdueation x

School-leaving age

A pptenticeship

Would t~ke any job

"Pay" or "work" preference

"Would you work if rich~"

Age at first job

Moved after first job

Enabling to live with unemployment-

Hop~ of job ,.

Would take’ any Job

Difficulty

"Is life diffleuhT"

Significance

eO*

eqt

e*O

e#e

e

eee ,--

eeo

ce.

e~

O0

¯ O0

~eql

64ql

s~

ee

ede ¯

O

eeo

,e

o~

O~

e*e

Prir, cipal leason(s) for aberration, if asccv :n- bLe

f,

The younger the more jobs sought

Greater number methods, lcss inclined take any job

Greater number methods, the more No.

w u m N m    m

Fewer methods tried, greater preference "pay"

"Very difficult" the greater, number methods gh’.ater

The older the more benefits

Spurious as due to tncl,s£on of unmarricd in chi-squared

No obvious reason

With two benefits pcrcent "wouldn’t" greater than for one be=dr:

Ob¢ious

The younger the higher percentage married

Obvious

Obvious (young llve wifll reD.qves)

The younger the highe~ post-primary

Per cent "No" increases with age

No obvious reason

Rather more for young than old

Obvious, since "unmarried" included

Obvious, since "living with rclations" included

Obvious

Higher education, higher percent apprenticed

Highcr cducati°n, low(:r disposition

Lower education, more for "pay"

Larger percent for post-primary

Obvious

High.er education, higher propensity to mo ¯

Higher’education, I,lgher "hopo"

"Any job" have higher p:rcent "very difficult"

Comfirming 27(a)
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4. Effects of Marital Status

When the first computer results were tcb handt it was evident that

several factors could depend largely on whether fiJe unemployed men were

married or single. So for these factors a second run was arranged. Some of

the results are included in part 2. The rest are dealt wlth here. The term

"married" includes widowed and "others".

It will have I~een seen from the Pilot Survey that weekly average

Government pay for unemployed rnarrled men is £22 compared with the general

average £17. As might be expected, there is a considerable difference between

slngle and.marrled as regards availab|lity of any non’government income, wh|ch

is a mere 5 per cent for single men but no less that two-flfths for marrled men.

One-thlrd married own their dwelling. Curlously, as many as one-tenth I|ve

w|th parents. "There is no s|gn|flcant dlfference between slngle and marrled

preferences regarding good wages and liking the work or whether they would

work anyway if they had enough money to live comfortably. Thls is unexpected:

one would have thought ,*he married to be mare "reallstic", i.e. to prefer pay

to work and leisure if they could afford it. Thls 15 not so. It is not surprising

to find that the percentage who find life very difficult is higher amongst the

married, 71 com oared to 59 per cent. One is surprised only that the contrast

is not greater: in facb in the small sample chi-squared does not identify the

difference as s|gnificanb though there can be no doubt about |t: reality.
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The difficulty in meeting certain items of expenditure since

becomlng unemployed showed "very difficult" percentages for single and

married and chT-squared slgn~ficance were as follows:-

Very difficult Ch|-squared
s|ngle married significance

Food 10 35

Own spend|ng 60 65

Fuel, I|ght 10 50

Clothes 50 55

Housl ng 5 25.

Insurance 5 20

¯ HP and cred|t 0 15

/Votor" 5 10

xxx

xxx

All are s|gnlf|cant (and in the expected direction) except for spend|ng

money and clothes.

For borrow|ng it is unexpected to find that the percentage for the

slng!e is significantly the larger, 50 compared to 35. In’summary, however,

there wasscarcely any difference, at 70per cent for both.

For changes in expenditure on pleasure the only heading for wh|ch

there is essentially a difference between single and married is for family outing.

For thls head we flnd that 65 per cent married men normally took their families

for outings: the percentages for those when unemployed was only 15 per cent.

The percentages for single and married for the other heads were as follows:-

Normal Conti nued after unemployment
Activity single ~marrled single married

I

I

I

Hobbies 45 55 60 60

Smoking 70 85 30 25

D r i nk 80 85 20 15

Cinema 45 35 10 ¯ 10 ’

Bettl ng 20 20 25 20

One is more struck kJy the consistency of th~s set of figures than by anything ¯else.
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The following tGble shows only the "no change" or "increcse"

percentages for the two classes:

u

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Item Inc. or no change

Food
Bread
Milk
Butter
Margarine
Meat
Sausages
Potatoes
Tea
Sugar
Sweets, cakes
Other food

Drink
Tobacco ’
Clothing

Menf s
Boys’
Women’ s .
Girls’

Fuel, light
Housing
Durables
Newspapers
Travel
Entertainment
Television etc.
HP etc.
Children’ s money
Other    . . :.

Single Married

90 95
90 85
70 60
.85 95
45 25
80 7b
85 70
100 95
95 90
35 45
.60 50
45 30
20 30

40 35
a 80
a 20
a 30

80 45
90 80
85 55
80 80
35 25
35 30
90 95
a 45
a 45
a 60

l

I

I

I

I

I

I

a: small numbers in sample

If required the percentage who reduced expenditure will be found by deducting the

foregoing figures from 100.

In most cases the percentage for married men is lower than

for single. As exeeption’s one notes bread and margarine, inferior goods. The

higher percentage for sweets etc. for married is, .no doubt, due to children.

Tobacco is another exception but both figures are small. The picture for both

sing]e and married J s one of hardship.

(In last table and perhaps the corresponding one in part 2

"not stated" was assumed to be a reduction. This may require reconsideration,)
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5. General Comment

Subject to the imperfections of" a relatively small and not strictly representative

pilot survey, the results do rot support the bellefs, which are voiced fl’equently,

that the unemployed are "well-off" or "chronlc~a!ly unemployable".

Three quarters of the men had left school before the age of 15; most

had primary education only; the majority were unemployed for less than one

year but a sizable number were out of work for two to five years. They had

experienced frequent prevlous spells of unemployment; many had worked

abroad especially in the UK. The majority were married, most havlng

families of one to three dependent children, although one third had four or

more dependent children. More than three quarters of the respondents were

manual workers, of whom 45 per cent were skilled or seml-skilled and 35 per

cent unskilled. As their work pattern was broken by frequent spells of

unemployment, the majority did not qualify for unemployment benefit nor for

pay related benefit; nor did the.y have the two years continuous employment

with one employer necessary to qualify for redundancy pay; As a large

number of respondents had been unemployed for periods ranging from one to

fifteen ),ears, their average weekly pay, v.hile employed, was low, gross £32

a week; but thelr present average income amounted to only £17 a week.
r

These men-could obviously be descrlbed as poor and underprivileged.

Almost all respondents experlenced financial and social hardship,

feelings of helplessness, hopelessness and boredom. The majority claimed to be

anxious to obtain work - almost any work; they had endeavoured to get jobs by

means of friends, newspaper advertisements, dlrecl enquiries to places of work,

the Unemployment Exchange and National Manpower Service. Only a small

number, however, (13 per cent) had taken speclal, educatlonal or.trainlng courses to qualify

for alternative employment and those who had, .dld not seem to have been able

to use the tralning successfully, as they did not obtain employment even with

the added skil Is.
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There was no evldence in the sample of soc~al welfare payments being
p

a dlsincentNe to work¯ All respondents claimed to want work even those |n

recelpt of redundancy and pay related benefits¯ Thls may be due to the

prevailing hlgh unemployment rate and the consequent fear of long-term

unemployment¯

The prime object of a pilot survey |s feas|b|llty. In th|s case the

short answer |s that a definltive sample inquiry on these lines, |.e¯ uslng the

same field force, much the same quesfionnalre,*much the same manner of

compilatlon, would be successful. As already suggested, clef|nltlve inquiry

should extend to women and to farmers and thelr relatives. The

LR falls far sho"t of covering all those "able and willing to wc~’k.but unable o

to find su|table employment", |ncludlng~ the under-employed. On the other

hand~ the LR has the |nesfimable advantage of |nclud|ng all the unemployed

pald by the State and a prime objective (but by no means the on|y one of thls

research) is to reduce the number on the LR, to release large sums of money

wh|ch could be better spent.

"r ¯

S ¯ ¯
/¯ /The strictly factual flnd|ngs are not urpnsmg~wn.cn does not mean

.,~

that the survey should not have been undertaken. There coulcl be l|ttle

¯ confidence in any pollcy proposals to alleviate unemployment without a

survey~ whlch~ |no|dentally, merely ekes out the great deal of information

already available~ mainly stat|stlcs and analys|s thereof.

The maln result of the survey may be |mpressionlstlcl but these |mpresslons

will have maior effect on what is ultlmately proposed¯ Before startlng~ |t was felt poss~ble

that, in view of the increases in UB, UA~ and other benefits, together

with increases in taxation in the form of social security premiums, the

unemployed had become reasonably well-paid members of our society. The

survey has indicated that thls is far from belng the case. The

long-term unemployed men in the sample want to work¯ There Ts little sign

*But no open-ended que:.~ons°
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that an appreclable, proporHon have come contentedly to regard be~rlg out of

work as a way of life. As one of us has prev|ously suggested, the ideal (when

we can afford it) is that everyone should havea "clv|l servlce type" lifetime

contract w|th little dlfFerence in pay between belng at work or out of work.

Thls pilot survey does not show that, in Ireland, such an eventuality would

result in a lower propenslty to work ’on an apprec!able scale. This is a very

tentatlve suggestion, subject to check int perhaps, a definitive survey.

6. The Dan|el and S|nfield Surveys

In several respects these surveys have sim|larities with ours.

Brlef comments on them may therefore be of i’nterest. A National Survey of

the Unemployed by W. W. Danlel, published by PEP, London 1974 was the

first nationai survey of the unemployed ever conducted in the UK. It was

des|gned to obtaln information on. the characterls.~ics of the unemployed, the

proportlon of those reglstered whowere not effec.~ively in the labour market~

the costs of being unemployed and of belng re-employed posslbly in jobs of a

lower quallty, the effectiveness of the publlc employment servlce in helplng

to find iobs, attltudes and experlence’regarding retralnlng and job mob|llty.

A natlonal, ly representative sample was selected of almost 1,500 unemployed

workers On the Department of Fmployment’s register of the unemployed.

The conclusions drawn from the survey were that generally the

greater number of the. unemployed were male manual workers, who had little or

no means of support other th’.n sdclal welfare benefits and ~vho were most anxlous

to find employment. Non-mc~nual workers who were unemployed tended to be

older workers, effectlvely retired. Managerial and professional and other non-

manual workers were heavily under-represented among the unemployed in

comparlson wlth thelr proportions in the worklng populaiion.
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Age appeared to be a very important factor !n the results. Older

workers had great d!ff|culty !n finding jobs, co;,sld usually get jobs only. of a

lower category than their normal work and were likely to become unfit and to

drop out of the labour market altogether; thh was true regardless of training,

skills, qualificat!ons or sex. The report stresses the necessity for developing

special prov!sTor~s for older workers, part!cularly re-tra!nlng, counselling and

leg~slatlng against age discrimination by employers. Protect!on aga|nst

unfa|r dism|ssal is recommended~also the confining of redundancy Ibay to younger

more mobile workers and the protection of older workers’ jobs.
t

The results of the PEP survey differ from. ours; they found that 22 per

cent attached little importance to finding jobs, whereas the present study found

that 87 per cent of the unemployed would take a.=y work, even though it was

different fromthelr usual job; the rema|n!ng 13 per cent were anxious to work

but would prefer to get the kind of job to wh!ch they were accustomed. Such

claims may be viewed w|th some scepticism as those on the live register must be

ava!lable for work and will be disqualified from obtaln!ng unemployment benefits

if an offer of suitable employment is refused. The survey has shown, however,

that the Ibnger-term unemployed are financially hard up wlth an average
, ,%

total’!ncome of £17 a week (60 per cent had an income between £10 and £29

a month); it would appear reasonable that people on such low incomes would

want to work.

Data was collected in ten countries for a study entitled "The

long-term unemployed." by Adrian Sinfield published by the OECD 1968;

these were Austr!a, Belg|um, Canada, Denmark, Germany (FR), Ireland,

Norway, Sweden, the Un!ted Kingdom, the United States. The def|n!fion

of long-term unemployed was applied to people who were out of work for

six months or more.
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It was found that the duration of unemployment was greatest

for all unemployed in times of high general unemployment. Long-term

unemployment may be affected by geographical and seasonal influences.

Men experienced higher long-term unemployment rates than women; the

proportion of older workers was high and increased sharply in the 5 to 10

years before normal retirement age. Married men wlth’dependent children

were least likely to become long-term unemployed. Unskilled labourers,

service workers and clerical workers once they were out of work had a "higher

probab~llty of becoming long term unemployed. Lower’education levels,

disability, a history of unemployment, all tended to diminish the opportunity

for finding work. Sinfield concluded that the caJses of long-term unemplQyment have not

been sufficiently explored, to admit of any definite pattern~ Types of long-

term unemployment, however, can be identlfled,e.g, permanent displacement

due to closure of firms or obsolescence of skill, low-wage, low-skill jobs,

disablement, prematurely retired, inexperienced young workers, the

discriminated.

The report described the poverty cycle associated wlth long-term

unempioyment, the feelings of hopelessness, the lack of public sympathy for

the unemployed, the lack of positive policy in many countries to strengthen

the position of the wo~kless. The importance of adequate social welfare

payments and assistance to maintain the health and working ability of the

unemployed and to protect their Eamilies has not been fully appreciated by

most countries.

The report recommends that the operations of official employment

services should be examined particularly ir. relation to co-ordlnatlon between

such services and assistance agencles and consideration of services from the

user’s point of view.
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It was found that there are great statlstlcal gaps in unemployment

data |n all ten countr|es surveyed. The most Jrgent requlrement seemed to

be the regular publication of estimates of the size of long term unemployment

and the character|stics of the long-term unemployed.

Although both the PEP and OECD surveys found a hlgh proportlon

of older workers in their samples~ our Ir|sh p|lot sample did not show greater

representation of older workers than theft numbers |n’ the general I~opulatlon -

30 per cent under age 29 were unemployed~ 40 per cent aged 30-49 and

30 per cent aged 50 and over. .__..
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National Manpower Service Suizveys 5umrrmr,/

%

The surveys of wlfich the results a~e analysed here were carried

out by trained interviewers appointed by the National Manpower Service under

the Regional Directors of the Service.
~

/

to obtain for the Industrial Development Authority as accurate an estimate as !
f ¯

possible of the nmaber of people available.for work near Specified towns. That

each ’survey was conducted as it was required accounts for the fact that

surveys were not more-or-less simultaneous, as would have ~een desirable

¯ from the statistical point of view. However, as Table 1 shows, all were carried
". . ,

out in 1974, most before the recent great rise in unemployment started.

Most of these sur~;eys were designed

The catchment area for each of the thirteen surveys specified in Tablel

was a set of contiguous District Electoral Divisions containing the town

: specified, extending generally to some ten miles from the town, i.e.

covering an area that persons could travelto work in the town without
¯.                                                                          "              t"

¯ undue inconvenience. It will be noted that these towns were all small: the

picture that emerges’is essentially that for the rural areas of the country.

It is remarkable that each area was,in principle, surveyed completely.

However,, the thirteen areas cannot be regarded as a random sample from

any definable sampling frame, in view of the ma~.ncr in which the to.ms

Were selected. "

¯ It should be understood that the questionnaire was devised for a

particular practical purpose, namely to identify persons aged 15 or over

individually available for work, and their relevant particulars. This means

that inquiry falls short of what would be needed for a fully-structured social

and economic research into job seekers.

..

Table 4.2 shows that the total population in the *~hirtcen catchment

areas in 1971 was 207,000 of which job-seekers number 6, 90.0, or about

one-thirtieth of the population. It happens that number of job seekers is of the

i
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same order ef magnltude as the number of the Live Reglster (6, 100) in the local

offices of the Department of Soclal Welfare located in the catchment areasr the

LR of each belng taken at the time of its NMS survey. This slmilarity intotal

is fortultous, as the indexes in column 9 makes clear: they range from 1.75 to

0.23; futhermore, as the analysis w~ll show, the proportion of persons descrlbed

specifically as "unemployed" ~s only a fraction of the toial number of job-seekers;

we do not know why. It is a pity that the questionnaire dld not ask "Are you at

present on the hlve Reglster?" This quest|on mlght be included ~n any continuation

of these surveys, though we understand that it.was del|berately excluded as it might

be interpreted as questior~ing entitlement to UB or UA.

The analysis that fallows concerns itself wlth the aggregate

number of job seekers, with no distinction of individual areas. We understand

lha~ it ~s the intention of IqMS to issue separate reports for each catchment area

surveyed.*

The aggregate computer analys|s extends to 7,571 job-seekers,

compared wlth the 6,933 Table in 4.2. NMS has k~ndly furnlsed us w|th an

¯explanation of the difference: the results of a new survey and small extensions of

surveys mentioned in Table 4.2 account exactly for the difference. We are glad,

of course, to have the larger number, as affording the firmer statistical base. As

in part I, nearly all figures are percentages as though not so d’escrlbed.

¯ i~
Simple Cat~gor|zafion .~

Of the total of 7,571 (=5,385m + 2,186f~ percentage of"r -

males was 71~ females 29. Percentages willlng to take production line jobs

were 87~for maies, 82 for ferrules. As regards work-tlme, first preferences

were proportionately as follows:

*At the moment of writing eleven reports have been published by NMS and hvo
are with the printers.
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Shift work ~ ¯

Full-time day work

Part-time day work

13

75

7

"" .

8

52

35

I

I

I

Occasional or seasonal .5

No preference 0 0

---- ~swe shall see further, dome,~ic duties of housewives are mainly

responsible for women’s preference for part-time day.

Distance of residence from towns
.. . :’..

I
i

I

!

i

I

I

i

I

°
#

M
"15

Miles

.0-2

3-5

6-10

11-15

16-

17

38

:19

..’.. ..

¯F"

29

’1’7

82

15" -’

"7

Women job-seekers live nearer town than do men. It Will also be recalled

that women are proportionately fewer in rural areas, i.e. away from tovms.

Clearly the town is envisaged as the factory site ()r other place of work.

We shall give this distance of work from residence’ some attention as having

an interest beyond our imme~ate purpose.

Work-time first preferences for females in relation to distance

are as follows
Full-time

Miles Shift day

0-2 12 35

Part-time
day.

50 100

*
Seasonal     Total

"" 3 ’

3-5 8 52 36 4 100

6-10 7 58

11-15 4 68

16- 4 67

29

22

22

6) .

6
L    ¯

7

1.oo

100

¯ 100
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The sharp decline inthe percentage for part-time day with increasing distance

will be noticed. The showing of the corresponc~ing figures for males is quite

different, in fact distance has little effect on work time preference: the full-

time day percentage is 72 for distance 0:2 m[!es..and 74 for 16 miles and over

The similarity of the percentages for fema!es at distances 11-15 miles and

16 miles or over shown above is also apparent from the male figures: distance

doesn’t matter in work-time preference after a Certain point. Incidentally the

regularity of percentages here and elsewhere gives confidence in the reality of

the Se staff stic s, e s sentially bearing on attitude s, as di stinct from fact s.

t’ran sport.

Mode 0f transport

IJublic

Lift

Motor (private)

¯ Cycling

Walking, . ::

’~}on’t know", other

Obviously the lower percent

Obviously related to distance is .anticipated mode of

This differs considerably for men and women

4

14

48

F
’6

2O

"19

5 5

8 " 21

24 80

for motor and higher for walk~g for women

is related to sho,~er distance of home from town. The low perce~tages for

public transportwill be noted..

o

While, for both men.and women, there is a

strong r’elation (as indicated by chi-squared -.see Table 4.3i between distance

and mode of transport, this is by no means simple. Certainly the last category

above C’don’t k~mw, "other ) increases steeply and regularly with distance and,

of course, "walkLng" is practically confined to distance 0-2 miles. What is

curious is that the percentages for the principal travel mode for men, namely

by mot r, does not change regularly with distance. At a lower level the same
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iS true for women. For both, propensity to travel by private motor is highest

at distance from home 3-5 miles.      ~

The proportionate number of male and female job-seekers wlth

no pr’evious experience was nearly the same at 23 per cent. The percentages

were much lower for those living near towns, 15 and 14 respectively.

o

Fewer than half the applicants worked in a factory before with

the female percentage the larger: 27 per cent for males, 36 for ferualbs. In

¯ both cases the figures were larger for residence near towns. t

thau for males

As always,one finds the educational level for females higher

Primary

Vocational

Secondary

’ Third level, 6ther

M’" F’

¯ 62 " 50

23 ’ 21

i’,     14 26

1~ 2"

For males the nearer town the higher the proportion for post-prlmary as might

be expected. But the opposite is true for females: percentage post-primary

distance 0-2 miles 48, distance 16 miles or over 59. One recalls that the OECD

Report on Investment in Education found that the soclul group (other than professionals)

I

I

I

i

I

I

with highest participation in past primary education was farmers’ daughters.

While, for both males and females the relation between age__.~s

and distance of town from home is highly significant (by chi-squared) the pattern is

irregular. For men, for instance, percentage (19) of applicants aged 45 or over is

the same for distance 0-2 miles as for 16 Or more miles. It is true that the percentage

for females diminishes but not in a marked manner.

.Education training and work experience

Crude level of educatlon percentages for males and females

/

have already been given. About the main dlstlngulshing feature between those
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willing and not willing to accept a production line job is level of education: In each oF

the four categories specified, numbe~swith F~ost-prlmary education as percentage of ¢ota! are

M F

Willing 36 44

Not.willing 55 79

The well known progress| on. ,., with age is borne out by the following

post-primary percentages

Age

15-19

20-24

25-34
."

35-44

¯ 45-54

°.

M
¯ °

77

5̄3

30

15

F

as

59

49

33 ¯

9 24

55-64
q

Total

¯ .Including not, specified

An obvious point:

4 15

38 49

as better educated, young people have better prospects than

have older people in the jobmarket, ceteris paribus.

For both male and female applicants ~,3 per. cent had no previous

employment experience. Of the 7.7 per cent who had, following are the post-

¯ primary percentages classified by type of occupation..

type are also shown ..

Proportions in each

b



Type

Supervisory, professional

Clerical

Sldlled

.~

Semi -skilled

Unskilled manual

Total

o

.Perc cntage
post;primary

M F

50 82

76 . 93

50 48

47 44

¯ 26 36

35 51

Percentage
of total

M F

2 6

2 13

14 5

20 36

62 40

100 100

*Including not specified, with previous occupation

Amongst applicants, those in the "highest" grade sho.wn are not the best educated.

That the largest proportions are for unskilled exacerbates the problem of

finding work.

:o

¯ Amongst females the percentage post-primary who ever worked

in a ,factory is much lower than amongst those who did not, 37 compared with

58. The difference is not significant for males, about 4C,per cent in each case.

"Amongst male iob-seeke~ .: those with special training or skills

’were 26 per cent and females 31 per cent of their respective totals.

Educationally the two classes compare as follows
¯ .

Percentage
Sp’ecial training . post~primary

¯ M F
Yes . 51 66

No ¯ ’ 34 57

Amongst males who worked in a factory the special training

percentage is nmch higher than amongst those who had not,36 compared with

23. At about 30 percent there is no siguificant difference for females, i.e.

L ’..between those who worked in a factory and those who did not.
q
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Male job=seekers who have been apprentlced are 6 per cent of

all male job-seekers. The proportion amongst those who did no.__t, want a productlon

llne job was far hlgher than amongst those who dld._, 18 compared to 5 per cent,

presumably because production line jobs are mainly semi- or unskilled ~vhile those

apprenticed are skilled. The percentage apprenticed amongst females was negliglble.

The 23 per cent males who attended vocational school had by far the hlghest

apprent|ceshlp percentage, namely 13, amongst educational categorles.

experience:

There is some interest in comparing job. aspirations with

This can be done only for those who did no__t want a production

line operative job in a factory, namely the 13 and 18 p.ercent for male and

female job appliuants.

¯ Male Female

Type "

Supervisory, professional

Clerical

Semi-s~lled

Unskilled manual

a: type of job in previous experience

b. " " " desired

i
t

a .b.

4" 6’

10

32 36

19 16

4i 31
¯ ¯ ...

3,

°

a

14

36

6"

20

25

b

li

58

5

12

13

In each Case one notices the wish to swing away from the unskilled.

Percentage distributions according to present occupational status

for (i) all ages and (ii) under 26 years of age are as follows

°
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All ages

F
e

Under 25

M F

I

I

I

Farmer

Farmers’ relative assisting

Casual, temp. worker

Self-employed

Unemployed adult

24

13

18 ..

4

27

1

3

8

1

17

11 0

4

ii

1

24

Unemployed sch. leaver

Housewife

9

54

.. 15

34

Other 8 7 9 ’ 10

While "unemployed adult’; is the most numerous category it constitutes but

a small fraction of job-seekers. Many unemployed must be concealed under other

heads. We give sepa~te..figures for the under 25 agegroup as likely to be of

most interest to possible employers.

Sex, age, conjugal condition of applicants

.. ,. ", " Ireland’s proportion of women in the labour force (31 per cent

for non-agriculture in 1971) is low, yet the sample proportion of job-seekers

is not very different, 29 percent. Lest it be inferred that this is a harbinger

I

I

I

for no increase in the percentage of women in the labour force it should be

remembered that the sample relates to small town- rural areas. The large

town areas have higher proportions of women in the labour force, e.g. Dublin

36 percent in 1971.

Broad age-marital percentages for job-seekers ore

I as follows
Male Female

Age Total Single Total Single
% total % total.

15 - 24 41 95 40 87

I ’ " 25 -44 38 50 36 17
(-.

4s - 9._L 9._ 8 24

I ~,.,. ~ ~nn C,a ~Od) 43
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The proportions by age are much tile same for males m~d females, namely two fHths,

two-fifths,one-fifth in the three age gro’ups. While there has been recently a

great increase in the marriage rate, the once notoriously low marriage rate

is reflected in the high figure of 28 percent obtaining for the older cohort of males

aged 45 or over. . ¯

’Amongst women,job-seeking is emphatically not the preserve

of ’the unmarried, for it will be seen that five-sixths of women aged 25-44

are married. .°

Relationship S . : -

The computer produced a great number of analytical tables
.,

of type Ax B designed to indicate probable relationship, {or, what may be

equally important) absence of relati_.onship, using chi-square~l. As a specimen

of the type of table we reproduce the follo,~ng for males

3 Work-time ,,first choice) I~ow

2(a) Would you take a NO Shift Full-time Part-time Seasonal ¯ Total

~roduction line job ? pref. day day etc.

Yes 6 623 3,483 349 222 4,683

3 6O 548 57
I 34

702

.

Column total 683 4,031 406 256 5,385

ChL-squared = 15.6 with 4 d.f.

Using Table 8 in Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, Volume 1 (edited by E.S.

Pearson and H.O. Hartley) and working to one-sided null-hypothesis probability

points ~or 4 d.f.P.05: 9.5; P. Oh 13.3; P. OOI: 18.5) we accord the foregoing

the star-score x~. The computer also provides row a~id column percentages.

helpful for appraisal of reasons for an aberi’ation (i. e. a high value of chi-

squared, if any): see remarks column of Table 2. Throughout ali the tables

males ,and fenmles are separated, i.e. in every case tables are identical in
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form for both. It is difficult to give a coherent account of such a mass of

material but we must try -see Table 4.3.. Titles .of factors are necessarily

abbreviated: the full version will be ascert.’dned by raference to the form

reproduced as Appendix A via the number code.

We have little to add to the showing of Table 4.3. As we

¯ found in the case of our own survey the res~llts of these NMS surveys are much as would

be expected, which is reassuring from the statistical point of view. In many

cases also the magnitude of chi-squared is revealing in indicating strength of

relationship.

°

...~,

°~ .

?

,J
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Table 4.2: Number of Job-seekers and other particulars in each of thirteen catchmen~ areas and total

Catchment Area Fieldwork Job-seekers Total Population Total Col. 5 Col. 7

month Male Female 1971 Live L

1974 (000) Register Co!. 6 col. 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 ’7 8 9

¯
1. Birr June 1£3 151 344 20.6 308 .017 0.90

2. Buncrana July 717 134 851 20.9 1,493 ¯ 041 1.75
.. ! "

Listowel Aug. 639 228 867 21.0 689 .041 0.79

Kenmare t! 440 165 ¯605 7.0 153 ¯ 087 0.25

5. Swinford 475 2̄05    . ,:. 680 14.3 464 .048 0.68

S. Clifden .F tt 341 121 462 5.4 448 ¯ 085 0.97

7. Skibbereen ¯ Sept¯ 442 195 637 16.2 147 .039 O. 23

8. Cavan tt 355 151 ’ 506 26.1 389 .019 0.77

9. Ballyshann0n tt 187 9O 277 9.4 253 ¯ 030 O. 91

10. Manorhamilton tt /414 89 503 9.5 457 ¯ 053 0.91
..

11. Duhallow Oct. 302 190 492 21.5 " 54O .023 1.10

12. Arklow Nov. 261 186 447 16.9 ¯ " 451 .026 1.01
. .

13. Monaghan Nov. -Dec. 181 81 262 ¯ - 18.5 " 313 .014 1.19

:" Total June -Dec. 4,947 1,986 6,933 207.1 6,105 ¯ 033 O. 88
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Table 4.3: Two factor asmcla~om wlth’Indf~tion of significance

No. code Short title No. of Significance Remarks
tables

11 .F

2A xx .Production line Job x.

3 Work time preference 2 ¯ XX XXX F: " No for 2A would prefer fuil-tlme day~

3x4A " " " x distance I0 "a. a Distance does not matter much in work time preference.

3 x4B " " " x mode of travel 16 a a No definite showing for any of 16~

5B Previous type of work 2 " xxx . x~ M: No for 2A high in skilled for 5B, , ,
F: .... clerical for 5B.

6B Period spent in factory 2 xxx x F: Yes .... year or more in factory for 6B~

9A Apprenticeship 2 xxx b M: No for " " ~ apprenticeship (9A).

llA ~-/3 Age x present occupation 8 a a No definite showing for any of 8.

3 x 14B Work time preference x no. children - F only.

No children 1 u. a° xxx ¯ Single included,No for .2A hlgh full time day,

One or more children 8 No chi-squared significant for any of 8,

2B x Non-production line Job X. "-

7B ~pecial training 2 Very large chi-squared, due to association between Job desired and tralvSng
(e.g.c.lerlcal), ’

8 Education ’ / .2 Very large chi-squamd, due to obvious association between Job desired and
¯ education,

8x llA " X age 16 xxx xxx Very large chl-squared for nearly all ages.

3x Work ,time preference x "

11A Age \ 2 xxx" xxx Very large chl-squared. Younger applicants prefer full-time day.

13 Marital status .2 xxx xxx" Vevl large chi-squared for.Fwho, when married, prefer part-tlme day.
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mm

No. code Short title No. of Significance Remarks

tablea M F

4A

4B

5A

6A

8

IlA

12

13

4B x 11A

5B x 6A

5Bx 8

6A x ?A

8xgA

12 x 13

Distance of home from townx

Mode of travel
Previous experience

Ever work in a factor7
Education

Age
Present occupation

Marital status
Mode of travel x age

Previous .type of work x Ever work in factory7

Previous type of work x education

Ever wor.k in a factory x
Special training (Yes, No)

Ever work in a factory.x "-

Education
Specia~ training x

Education

Education x
Apprenticesl~Ip (Yea, No) "’

Present occupation x marital sta~ "

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

"2

2

2

2

2
2

¯ XXX XXX

XXX XXX

XXX XX

¯ XXX X

xxx

xxx

x

xxx

xxx

xxx

¯ xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

XXX

XXX

xxx

xxx

XXX

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

Chl-squared very large, Association cbvious.

Chi-squared large. Short distance, most experience.
Chi-squared much larger for M. "Didn’t" larger for longer dlstances for M.

M: primary larger, post-primary smaller the greater the distance from
home.

M: irregular effect. F: ~ older the less, the greater the distance,-

M: farmers live far from.towns. F: housewives wanting jobs live
nearer towns.

F: the longer the distance, the larger the percentage single.
While chi-squared is large, effects irregular, but, for F, when

young low on walking, high on llfts.

Chi-squared very large, For those who worked in a fac~ry, % semi-
skilled high.

Chi-squared very large, Clerical and other.
Non-manual high in post-primary.

Chl-squared very large for M but insignificant for F.

Primary Percentage very large for F who had factory experience. Chi-

squared for M insignificant.

Chi-squared very large. For both M and F, higher training, h~gher
education level.

M: apprenticed high in vocational school.
Cbl-squared ¢xtr=mely large for M and F for obv!ous reasons, e.g. :

home duties and marr!ed for F.

a: All chl-~uared values low, though some formally "significant’. b: negligible

M: Males, F: Female
Significance (null-hypothesis one-sided pmbabLlity P):.-

xxx: P <.001

xx: . 001 6 P<- 01
x: . 31 ~P<.05

No te~
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SECTION 1 - ATTITUDINAL

Q.I

If "YES" - Go to A.2(a)
If "NO" - CONCLUDE INTERVIEW

Q.2-(A) Would you take a "productien llne~
operation job in a factory?

If "NO" - Go to Q.2 (b)

Q.2(B) If "NO" to Q.2(a)
What kind of a job would you take?

(P) Name and Description .ooeooooesoeooo~oeoo~eoe

No applicable
Unskilled Manual Outdoor
Unskilled Manual Indoor¯

Semi-skilled Outdoor
Semi-skilled Indoor ¯

Skilled Outdoor
Skilled Indoor
Non-manual/Clerical
Supervisory ~m

¯ Managerial and/or Professional     / :
Other    Please specify .6.o6.ooooQoo.eooooeooo

Don’t know
°

Would you be available for?
Please rank in order 1 - 4. If considered
"Definitely Not Suitable" Please enter zero
in box.

(A) Shift work (including nights)

(B) Full-time day work

(C) Part-time day werk

(D) Occasional or seasonal work

Would you take a job in . .¯.. town if one
were available? Yes: 1

No: ,2

Y~s: 1
No : 2.

mm mm m m mm m m m m
t,

x
c
1
2

4
5
6
7

8
9
O

Appendix A

Form use ~ in Surveys ..

Q. 4 (A)

O. 4 (B)
(P)

g

1
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m

How far do you live from . . . . . town?

In miles ....

How mould you travel to work?

Walk
Bicycle
Motorised (own car - scooter - motor bike)
Lift
Public Transport
Other - Please specify .....................
Combination of any above
Don’t know

¯ SECTION 2 - WORK EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING

Q.5~A) Ilave you had any previous employment
experience?

If "Yes" go to Q.5(a)
If "No" go to Q.6

Q.5 ~A) If "YES" - At what did you mainly work?

(P}

Yes: 1
No: 2

Name and exact description ......................

Not applicable x

Unskilled Manual Outdoor c

-Unskilled Manual Indoor 1

Seml-skilled Outdoor 2
3Semi-skilled Indoor

Skilled Outdoor 4

Skilled Indoor 5

Non-manual/Clerical 6

Supervisory 7

Managerial .and/or Professional 8

Other - Please specify .............. ~ .....

96eeeeoeoo.eeee....oeoeoeooaoo-e*oeoo

Don’t know O

N
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Q.6 (A) Have¯ yQu ever worked in a factory?

If "YES" - Go to Q.6(b)
If "NO" - Go to Q.7

Q.6 (B) Have you worked in a factory for? .

No applicable
Less than 3 ¯months
3 months - 12 months
1 year +

Q.7"(A) Do you have, or are acquiring any
specialised training or special skills?

If "Yes" - Go to Q.7(b)
If "No"    - Go to Q.8

Q.7(B) Please specify:
Exact Description ...............................

Q.8    What was the last level of education you attained?

Primary level
Vocational level
Secondary level
Third level
Other

Q.9 Have you done an "apprenticeship"?

If "yes" - Probe ¯ . Go to Q.9(b) .
If "no" - Go to Q.IO

Q.9 (B) If "yes" - Please’ specify
Exact Description

¯
o s . o o e    oooeoo DeOoeeOQoeeeolgoQoe

Construction
Furniture "
Engineering "
Motor " :

P~inting ’.
Electrical :
Dental Craftsmen ".
CERT
Other - Please specify .....

~,...o....o.e. oo.eoe.olooeeemooo6

¯Yes : 1
No : 2

X
" 1

[’" 2
3

Not applicable

Yes= 1
No: 2

r

2
¯ ¯ ¯ 3

4
5

Yes= 1
No: 2

1
2
3
4
5
6

¯ ’7

8

0

X

SECTION 3 -     CLASSIFICATION    (PERSONAL DETAILS)

Q.IO Name ....................................
Address ....................................

D E D " .......e ¯ ¯    eeeo le ¯ ¯

Sex

Q.II "Age

.o

i/

Male
Female

15-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
Refusal

1
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Q.12 Present Occupation

Farmer 1
Farmer’s relative assisting 2
Casaul/Temp. worker ~

3
Self-employed 4
Unemployed adult 5
Unemployed school-leaver 6
Housewife/Widow/Housekeeper ¯ 7
Other - Please specify .................... 8

Q.13 Marital Status ¯ Single 1
¯ Married 2

Widowed 3
Other 4

0.14" "If married Female or Widow
ASK: Doyou have any children for whom

-supervision/care would have to be
arranged if you went to work?

Yes: 1
No: 2

If "Yes" Actual No.
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ECONOMETRIC ASPECTS

The chapter con~sts of two parts I a simple model, based on a chart of three graphs

and II the COMET model of EEC.. Neither will be shown to hold the smallest

prospect of the realisatlon of full employ.ment with low net emigration, without a

drastic change of policy and outlook.

I A Simple Model

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Our first approach is so simple as scarcely to qualify as

"econometrics" at all, though one of us has always insisted that econometrics

encompasses simple methods - the simpler the better. In fact, this approach is

based almost solely on the accompanying chart.

The chart is deliberately confined to the period 1958.-1973, .i.e.

the recent years of depression are exclu_d.ed. The data, in principle, relate to the

"S ’economy outside of agriculture, forestry and f. hmg (AFF) except for I (gross fixed

capital formation)which relates to fhe whole economy: it was scarcely worth while

trying to exclude AFF, since correct figures would be certain to show much the same

percentage changes, wlth which only we are concerned here.
;.

(Chart here) ..4.

The differences in trendin the three v:rlables is enormous. To

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

the eye at least, it is satisfactory that the log versions are so close to Iinearity.

The eye can also’detect changes ca. 1965-1966, particularly evident in the I graph:

the year-to-year changes become more irregular in the later period.

To eliminate accidental variation in the single year figures, five-

year averages as used at the beginning and end of the 1958-1973 period may be

regarded as 1960-1971. The annual average percentage changes in the three variables

in the eleven years were es follows:-
. .%

I 9.04

Y 4.65

N 1.38

B. M. Walsh’s projections (implying full employment for Ireland in 1986,

assuming, in fact, an unemployment rate of 4 per cent and two assumptions

as regards annual net emigration, namely of 5,000 and zero)
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pertaining to the non-family farm population at work (i. e. closely similar to N)

imply a "low" and a "high" estimate of annual average percentage growth in rigs

population in the period 1971-1986, of course not allowing for the depression,¯

as with N above. Walsh’s percentages are 2.10 and 2.34.

We shall not be so naive as to have recourse to simple

proportion to estimate what Walsh’s percentages imply, i.e. to pose the

¯ question in this form: if an increase in N of 1.4 per cent implied percentage

Lucreases of 4.7 in Y and 9.0 in I, what would these percentages have to be to

secure an increase of 2.1 per cent (to say nothing of the 2.3 per cent) in N?

Without citation of actual percentages required for Y and I, we can confidently

state that they would be far and away in advance of any contemplated for Irish

economic development in the future, adhering to methods and outlook of the

recent past. They would imply a great incre~ase in Irish ex~orts (already

with a high ratio to GNP) since the home population, though increasing, v~.ll

be small. The rapidly increasing per cent per annum would imply greatly

increased rate of foreign investment in ~reland. We do not see any prospect

of the Irish, eccuomy as operated at present levels and with present policies

ever achieving iull employment in Ireland.
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I[ The COMET
p

The COMET model, the essentials of which will presently

be described, holds a dismal future for Ireland’s unemployment, as Table 8.1

"SHOWS.

Table 5.1. Simulation of unemployment rate (U) from COMET for EEC
countries: 1973-1980, with annual averages 1975-1980.

Year D F I NL B UK IR ¯ DK

I

I

I

I

1973 2.9

1974 3.1

1975 4.1

1976 ’ 4.1

1977 4.2

1978 3.2

1979 "2.0

1980 0.9

1.7 4.1 0.8 1.0 2.5 7.2

1.6 6.3 1.5 1.3 2.0 9.5

1.5 5.4 2.1" 3.1 2.0 11.2

1.3 6.6 3.4 4.4 2.0 12.7

1.3 5.9 4.2 5.3 2.0 14.0

1.0 6.6 4.7 5.5 2.3 14.9

1.0 6.3 5.0 5.5 2.8 15.8

0.9 6.9 4.9 5.3 3.4 16.5

1.1

1.4

1.6

2.0

2.5

2.7

2.6

2.3

Average 1976-
"1980 2.9 1.1 6.5 4.4 5.7 2.5 14.8 2.4

|

I,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Source: A.P. Barten, G.d’Alcantara and G.J. Carrin, "CO~IET:’:A medium-
term macroeconomic model for the European Economic Community" European
Economic Review, Volume 7, No. i, January 1976.

° Notes

U = (NA - N) / NA, NA = Available labour, N employed labour, in million man
years.
D = Federal Republic of Germany
F = France
I = Italy
NL = Netherlands "
B =’ Belgium
UK = United Kingdom (incl. NI)

¯ LR’ = Ireland
DK = Denma’rk

The figures in Table 5.1 would be unacceptable if the model were unreliable as

regards Irish unemployment or if future ecoimmie and social policy were

changed drastically compared with that of the estimation period of the model,

roughly 1954-1971,though the periocl vari’es for "be different equations. The
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1976-1980 avcragcs for the unctnploymcnt rate are twice as lfigh as for Ih~tly,

sometimes compared with Irchmd, six times a~ large as those of our main

trading partner and, at a high level, ~onstml!ly increasing.

" ......... Description of t’t~5 ?,i0del

¯ The model is stated to have been developed under contract with the

EEC " Commission (whose staff membershelped in making it) but the Commission

is not responsible for the views expressed, in the article (noted at foot of Table

5.1). It is stated, indeed, that the model differs in some coefficient values and

in the assumed future time path of exogenous variables from the Version in use

in EEC. One assumes that these differences would not materially change the

showing of Table 5.1. If this be accepted, Ireland must be regarded not only

as the poorest partner at present, but likely to ge: relatively worse and to

remain a perpetual burden on the charity of the other members of EEC, a

situation surely not consonant with the national dignity unless, of course, the

figures in Table 5.,1 are wrong for whatever reason.
.o

We first give a short description of COMET. It is by far the

’ ’ ~b
most elaborate general economic model ever produced for Ireland. ¯ We may

state, at’ once, that the methodology of the model is admirable from the purely

economic and statistical.points of view. In Table5.2 we reproduce a table from

the article listing the variables in the model.

.. . [~i~.~
¯ ¯

..

introdflced into the equations, usually as auxiliaries in process of deriving final

There are several other variables

equations, i.e. those actually estimated.

There arc 62 equations in all,. 30 to be estimated and 32 identities.

Most of the estimated equations are of the log-linear type, very convenient (as
¯ o . ¯

regards lincarity) even for some of the identities, e.g.

Some others are:-
Geary, IIenry, Simpson, Wa] sh-others ?
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variables (alphabetic list)¯

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

CGO, CGU. PCG
CPO, CPU, PC
DPU
DTC
DUC
e

*EX
*EXE

FDO, FDU, PFD
FMO, FMU, P]?M
FSO, FSU, PFS
IO, IU, PI

*ITR
*LI
MGO, MGU, PMG,
MGUxi

MIO, MII}, PMI
MTO, . MTU, PM
N
NA.
ND
ON

*POP
*POPA

PWG
PMIW

*SI
*SSC
STO, STU, PST

*SUB
TBR ","
UR
y    , ~ : .-?:

¯ WBU
WE
XGO, XGU, PXG
XGW$.
XIO, XIU, PXI
XTO, XTU, PX
YD

¯ YN
YQ, YU, PY

,f"

Public consumption "

Pri~te consumption
Depreciation
Direct taxes on corporations
Degree of capacity utilization (1963-90)
Residual term
Exchange rate
Auxiliary variable for flexible exchange rate
Final demand
Calculated total import contents ¯
F̄inal demand excl. variations of stocks
Gross domestic fixed asset formation
Indirect taxes minus subsidies, divided by YU
Long-run interest rate
Īmport of goods (als}) with $ suffix)

Import of goods of eountryx from country .(also with
$ suffix)
’Import of invisibles"
Import of goods and services including factor income

¯ . Total employed labour in millions of man-years
Available labour in millions of man-years
Occupied employees in millions of man-years
Other income incl. profits of corporations
.Total population in millions of man-years
Population between the age of 15 and 65, millions of
man-years
Competitive export price
Auxiliary variable for PMI
Short-rtm interest rate
Employers’ contribution to social security
Variation in stocks :
Subsidies
Trade balance in percentage of YU
Unemployment rate
Capital user’S cost
Compensation of employees
Wage rate
Exports of goods (also with $ suffix)
Ex~orts of goods to non-EEC member countries
Exports of invisibles

-Exports of goods and services incl. factor income
Disposable income of households and private non-
National income at factor cost
Gross national product at market prices
Time trend (1953 = l)

I

I

I

I

I

Source: See Table 8.1
¯ . %.

"o
Notes ’ "

U at end means that symbol is a value at current prices;" O at elid means
value at constant prices; P at beginning means price index. R at end means
rate. Asterisked items are exogenous, the rest when current are endogenous.
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In PYt = in 100 + in YUt - In YUt -
p

But not for all identities, e.g., the plain linear

~, YOt.

FDUt = YUt + MTUt

The result is that the whole system had to be regarded as non-linear, to be solved

(i. e. for e~imating the coefficients in the 30 equations) by iterative methods,

the Gauss-Seidel algorithm being generally used.

Several of the equations had" initially time-lagged RHS variables

with co~fieients in geometric progression ~. e. Koyck-type). These were

transformed by the familiar process, i.e. by introducing the LHS variable

(i. e. depvar) lagged one year. Partly because of this transformation, the

coefficient system was non-linear.

As a result, no doubt, of this non-linearity, the system was not

solved using FIML. Instead, each equation ~vas estimated separately, using

OLS regression. Fr_ML, if it were conceivable in a nonlinear situation, would

result in consistent and efficient estimates of the coefficients. Since Geary

(somewhat notoriously) holds that in time series analysis, estimates of

individual cvefilcients are generally meaningless, recourse to single equation

OLS is.unobjecti~’nal provided it results in a good fit to the actual endo data,

i.e. with high R2 and values of DW or tau near residual non-autoregressed values

Admittedly these tests lose their force when one includes the depvar lagged

I

I

I

I

I

one year among~ the indvars (or preditermined variables), as one sometimes

does with this system.

.Acceptability of Model Forecasts for Ireland .

¯0

Most of the 30 behaviouristic equations are set up using very

thoroughgoing economic rationalisation, sometimes througi~ several tntermedia~,
v’"

equations; indeed, if anytMng,the approach is over-meticulous, havLag regard

to the statistieal quality of the basic data and the resulting equations, as

adjudged by goodness of fit: Almost all the equations are in the form of a
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single current depvar on tile I,HS mid the selected ex-planatory variables on the

RHS i.e. each equation is a cause-effect ~a~ement.

An interesting aspect of some of these intermediate equations i3

their being regarded as non-stochastic, i.e. exact, logically enabling the

analyst sometimes to solve them for a RHS va’riable.

A feature of the model, much to be commended,is the small number

of current exogenous variables, as well be seen from Table 5.2¯ E~en so, it

is the stated intention of the compilers to reduce these still further in new

versions of COMET.

There are many other interesting features of the model that we

would like to mention but this might.lead us too far sfield. COMET well merits

the attention of econometricians for its methodology and economists for its

¯ . : ¯ . o

results. .

A s to the acceptability o~ COMET for forecasting Irish economic

data we observe first that the observation years, approximately 1954-1971,

for coefficient estimation is not too well suited for Ireland, since, the period

Of 18 years includes two quite different epochs 1954 - ca, 1960, ca. 1960-1971.

In fact, 1960 was a take-off year for the Irish economy, ff not indeed for

employment. Also, the activities of the IDA intensified after 1971 i?).

- . :              ..                                . "

J

In Table 5.3 we.compare the deviations of the estimates for Ireland

from the model with the average absolute deviations for seven other EEC

countries during part oK the estimation period (including 1972 though this year

’was only occasionally in the estimation periods which, as already stated, were

generally different for eaoh equation estimated).
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Table 5.’3~

Table 5.3 shows that generally the fit of estimatcd to actual is

poor for Ireland. It is true that for five of the fifteen variables (on both A and

P bases) the Irish fit is near or better than the average: it is mildly interesting
L

that three out of these five are price indexes. Unfortunately, the remaining

ten contain the more important variables¯ It may be enough to cite the first

and most impor~’mt. YO - namely,. GNP at constant prices¯

Does the fact of poorness of fit of estimated to actual disqualify

COMET for assessment of the near future of unemployment in Ireland? What

any forecasts (or "simulations" as our authors call them) of this type are doing

is saying (speaking in ca. 1971) that "according to our knowledge of the recent

past, we expect the variables indicated to have the values givdn". Tills

statement of faith implies timt the coefficients, in the various equations in

reduced form, estimated from data in the recer~ past, will apply with little

change in the future. This hypothesis is rarely true: the coefficient estimates
% .

are based on the data for only a few years and are therefore’ subjectto large

random sampling errors. But there is a larger formal source of error 6vhich

applies particularly to the showing of Ireland in Table 5.3), namely that for

any given future year of estimation there isno possibility of eliminating the

error of estimate of extrapolati’on of the depvar, i.e. : the standard error

estimated by s_ during the estimation period. This error source transpires

however long the period of estimation.

In simpIer terms these forecasts are not prophecies. They are

policy instruments. They purport only to show what is likely to happen if policy

.o
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Comparison of absolute values of percentage deviations of estimated
values from actual values or speeigied economic variables durir,~ the
estimation periods. Ireland v. average for other seven EEC countries.

Variable Basis A Basis P

7 - Average Ireland 7 - Average Irelm~di

I

I

I

I

I

YO

CPU

CGU

*DUC

IO

N

*UR

WR

PC

�ONR

XTU

PX

MTU

PM

*TBR’

1.9

4.3

5.7

1o2

6.7

1.4

0.8

4.5

3.0

0.9

5.6

2.4

5.8

2.3

1.0

6.1

8.2

11.0

3.3

23.1

2.6

1.7

7.3

1,7

0.6

2.6

2.4

11.1

2.2

4.9

1.8

4.8

5".4

1.5

10.9

1.7

1.6

5.3

3.8

1.4

¯6.9

9.s

7.7

2.1

2,1’

9.7

16.7

23° 4

1.2

43.8

5.1

4.5

14.8

0.0

1.3

5.8

2.7

17.7

1.3

11.1

Basic source: See Table 5.1.

Notes

For variable code see Table 5 ~ 2. "

Basis A: root mean square percentage deviation between actual and estimated
values.

Basis P: P absolute value of percentage difference between ’actual and estimated
values in year 1972.
These definitions of bases A and P apply only tc non-asterisked variables. For
asterisked variables, as rates already, actual figures were used, not percentage
changes.

¯ ¯ ° °
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is unchanged. More often than not (as ill the preseat case where Ireland is

concerned) they are merely cautionary: unlcss you change your policy this or

tlmt undesirable thfllg is likely to happen. The calculations are usually made

so that the forecasts (or simulations) will be found in the event to be wrong,

as we fervently pray will be the case with the Irish unemployment rate forecasted.

The answer to the question posed is a somewhat qualified No.

We would certainly wish the Irish forecasting formulae to have made a better

showing in the estimation period. The results mean only that the Irish

forecasts are usually to be regarded as having larger extrapolation errors

than the figures for the other seven EEC countries. It will be noted from Table

5.3 that the fit for N (total employed labour) one of the variables involved in the

estimation of U (the unemployment rate) is one of the less satisfactory. Though

the showing of COMET for the future of the Irish unemployment rate is so

decisive, we cam~.ot reject it as a qualitative fact, though we may consider

that the figures exaggerate the phenomenon, even given the hypothesis of no

change from the estimation period. After all, COMET is not the only piece

of evide-uee we have leading to the conclusion that something like a revoiutionary
" .                                   °                                                          * ¯

change in policy and attitude (e. g. to mobility of labour) will be necessary to

make a sizable impression on the unemployment level in Ireland.

The cOMET estimates were made before the recent economic

depression a£fccting all EEC countries¯ This has involved a near doubling of

the number of unemployed in Ireland. In many countries (including Ireland) a

grim view is taken of the possibility of reducing the number of unemployed, even

| ¯

i

I

,°

by people who anticipate economic recovery in the near future. Even with

interest rates of over 15%, labour is re~.~arded as more expensive than capital,

i.e. capital-intc.usive industry is more likely, autonomously, in the future than

in the recent past (?).
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The Exogenous Variables of COMET

A considerable merit of COMET is the fex~]ess of

the exogenous variables (deemed given for each year 1973 to 1980)2 in fact

there are ten, eight national (EX-rate of eachange, SI and LI - shoz~ and

long term interest rates,¯ growth rate of SUB - subsidies, ITR - indirect

tax is less subsidies, divided by GNP, annual percentage change in POP -

total population aged 15-64). The two #:orld variables, i.e. w{th common

values for all cotmtries are annual percentage rates of change for rest of wor!.d

imports from, and exports to, EEC countries. One notes that the rate of

exchangeis the same for UK and h’eland, withno°change during the period

1975-1980 (already falsified by events). Interest.rates are assumed to be .

much the same in UK and Ireland, with Ireland a little higher. The Irish

indirect taxes less subsidies rate is estimated to be the highest (about one-

sixth of GNP) in 1973-1980 of the eight, but to be ex%sected indeed from the

poorest country, in COMET. Employers’ rate of contribution to social security

in UK, Ireland and Denmark is taken to be far lower than for the ether five

countries.

%

The 0.7 per cent per annum growth rate for population

during 1973-1980 is ¯much below Walsh’s estimates*. " Britain’s ....
t ..

increase is assumed to be less than half of this, with population aged 15-65

decreasing. Ireland’s assumed population increase is much the same as

that for the remaining six countries. The postulated increase for population

aged 15-64 is in all eight cases not greater than for total population, in

Ireland in fact 0.6 per cent, which means, however, that the very large

Irish dependency ratio is assumed to increase still further, if by a small

amount, confirming an antlclpation by Walsh.

National Ecol,.orate and Social Council Population and Employment Projections:
1971-86. Walsh’s estimates (per cent per annum growth rates 1971-1986) were "low"
1.1~ "h~gh" 1.6~ depending respectively on annual emigration of 5,000 or zero¯

e

¯ d," /.
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In Ihe annual percentage rates ot" change el: rest of the world

imports and exports there are conslderable changes postulated from year to

year.

On the whole~ we conslder that the values assumed for the Irish

exos are reasonable and the COMET cannot be faulted |n thls respect.

Conslstency of the COMET Forecasts as Affectlng Ireland

We are really looking for clues as to why the unemployment

prognost|cs for Ireland are so unpropitious. It is true that the model does

not behave Well (in the statlstlcal sense) for Ireland. We had conslclered

settlng up our own model much simpler than COMET (though not so simple

as in part I of thls chapter)¯ encouraged by the experience of others in thls

field that so~netlmes simpler models glve more s~:t|sfactory results than more

compllcated models. We did not do so because~ as regards the unemployment

rate the COMET results were so emphatic as to render it most unlikely that

they would be negatived by another model.

It |s not enough for a model to show that the future unemployment

rate~ under condhlons posl:ulated, is likely to rerna|n high. We must try to

"r ’

find out just where the weakness lies (over-shedd|ng of agricultural manpowei,

toc~’many children~ industrlal investment !oo capltal-orlented, manpower

insufflclently trained etc)~ though elementary analysis may serve us as well

in findlng answers.

In Table 5.4 the’U rate is that already quoted in Table 5.1.

Its comparatlve shoWTng is conslstent wlth the y.ears increase in CPO (volume of

prNate consumptlon) and a fall in IO (volume of fixed asset formatlon).

The rates of increase in export and import volumes (x’.ro and MTO) are lowest except
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CO~dET forecasts for E].:C countries. Annual average percentage year-
to-year change for certain economic variables*, 1970.-1980.

Variable    D F I NL .B UK IR DK

I

I
i

I

!

I

I

I

YO

CPO

PC

IO

CGU

XTO

.: PX

MTO

PM

*TBR

N

W

*U

*ONR

*DUC

5.6 5.0

4.2 4.2

8.2 13.9

7.4 6.8

14.7 18.7

9.9 13.0

11.1 7.3

9.8 12.1

9.9 6,3

13.2 0.3

1.3 1,0

14.1 18.6

2.9 I.i

24.4 30.6

97.7 90.5

POP 0.7    0.8

POPA 0.1    0.65

5.3 4.2 3.1 0.8 2.0 5.1

4.5 1.8 0.1 0.6 0.0 3.5

11.4 11.0 9.0 17.1 9.7 16.3

9.5 6.0 3.4 1.2 -1.5 11.5

17.9 15.1 12.9 23.3 12.2 ¯30.9

13.8 9.8 i0. i 1.2 6.7 8.4

7.8 9.9 9.6 13.4 11.1 11.4

15.8 8.5 7.6 3.0 3.2 12.0

10.9 9.4 10.0 9.4 9.9. 9.6

-16.0 0.5 16.5 2.4 I0.1 -i. 8

-0.8 0.2 0.2 -0.8 -0.6 i.I

18.2 14.6 11.3 20.5 11.3 22.1

6.5 4.4 5.2 ’ 2.5 14.8 2.4

17.9 22.7 37. S 15.9 22.0 25.5

90.0 90.5 87.3 91.3 76.1 96.4

0.9 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.7

0.4 1.0 0.2 "-0.1 ’ 0.6" 0.7

I

I

I

i

I

I

i

I

I

Main source: see Table 5, I.

Notes

For country code see Notes to TableS. ! ." : ~ ,
For variable code see Table 5.2
Asterisked (*) ~riables: TBR = trade balance as percentage of GNP; U = unemployment;
ONR = non-employee income as percentage of GNP; DUC = de~’ee of capacity
utilisation bvith year 1963 as 90), as rates already ere not perdentasedhahges. ""
The last tw,o variables (POP and PO, PA) are exogenous.

.=
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for UK, which indeed we not ~mplausibly resemble throughout, though later we

!

!

!

|.,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

II

I

I,

I
¯ ,

cite notable exceptions.

It is in the showing of rate of change in N (total employment),

negative as in the case of UK and Italy, that we find the most useful clue to

the high value of U for Ireland¯ From the last row of Table 5.4 we note that

POPA (size of population aged 15-64) is to increase by 0.6 per cent in Ireland,

compared with a fall in UK. We infer that, had the figures been available,

NA (available labour) would make the same comparative showing. This is

why the UK isslated to have so much a lower unemployment rate than Ireland¯

As one would expect from its N and its POPA figures U for Italy is to be some-
...

where between Ireland and UK.

On this analysis, Ireland is expected to have a high unemployment¯

rate because the rate of development of the economy will not be sufficient, on

the showing of the recent past, to absorb the number looking for jobs, It is

here we should remark that COMET has taken no account of the possibility of:

migration. *
"4 .

" . .

¯ It is hard to explain how the change in PC (consumer prices) is.

to be merely twi~e as high in UK as in Ireland. In the past these price trends

have been closely similar, but with Irish price rises a little ahead of those of

UK. The consumer price index has a considerable influence on the wage rate,

W: real wages are to rise by only about 1.6 (= 11.3 - 9.7) per cent in Ireland

but by 3.4 per cent in UK. it is true that UK unions with a lower unemployment

rate would be in a stronger bargaining position.¯

It is not unexpected that Ireland is to have £he lowest figure for

caimeity utili~tion (DUC) sine~ labour as well as capital slack is taken into

account in its formula in tlm model¯ We have also remarked, however, that

the volume of gross fixed capital formation is to decline for h-eland on ammal "

.average in the five years 1976-1980. Since in COMET the capital concept is

*One suspects that if B. M. Walsh’s low on no emigration hypotheses had been used
¯ in COMET Ihe u’nemployment rate forecasts would be even higher.
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gross (i. e. includes the provision for fixed capit~:l replacement as well as

net addition to existing physical capital, this’must me.’m that., in the case of

Ireland, actual volume of the latter is expected to decline.

Conclusion from COMET

While, as regards Ireland, this model has its peculiarities, on

the whole it is consistent in painting a sorry prognostic far the. next five years

and, we surmise, there would be little, if any, comparative improvement if

the "simulations" were extended to, say, 1990. To repeat, the basis of the

elaborat~ calculations for COMET were approxinmtely the 18 years 1954-1971,

most of which would be regarded as ’,good’, years for Ireland, and certainly well

before the pre~cnt depression. The depression has postponed recovery in the

case of all EEC countries. Our personal answer, without proof, to the q,.~estion

"Ira re~,ised COMET were based on data for years up to and including 1976,

would the comparative showing of Ireland in EEC be much better as regards"

.:
’unemployment7", wou!d be a gloomy No.                  ..

It is not enough, from the fact that statistical goodness-of-fit.,.

of calculated to actual for estimation periods is ur[satisfactory in the case of

Ireland, to reject, out of hand, the showing of this model. Simpler analyses

were leading us to suspect that the national objective of full employment and low

emigration, simultmleously by some future year, say. 1985, was unattainable,

the depression merely exacerbating the situation.

’ It is impossible for us.to contemplate unemotionally the showing of

COMET as regards Ireland. " Our main objcc’t in presenting its results is to

ensure ’that these will not be realised. We have no illusions as to the magnitude

of the tasks facing the people to ensure a substantial reduction in the unemployment

rate. We want to have these tasks accorded the priority they deserve. COMET

Ts the main ]mpuls;on for the drastic proposals in our last chapter.
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Chapter 6

E. Costa’s Outline of a Scheme for Relief of Unemployment in Ireland *

Introduction

With more than 116,000 persons on the Live Register in March 1976,

representing some 10 per cent of the economlcally active population, it is general ly

agreed that reductlon in the level of unemployment should be a prime objective of

policy in Ireland. The current recession and the structural adjustments which are

a consequence .0f. Ireland’s entry into the__EEC resu!ted in mo_re..i0_b I__o_sses_and

redundancies than job: created in the industrial sector in 1975"in splte of’the

vigorous efforts of the IDA. Titus it does not appear that the "employment situation

can improve in the near future. Moreover, one cannot overlook that the Live

Register does not glve a full picture of the unemployed - young people~ particularly

young women, in search of a first job usually do not apply for unemployment

assistance, but some of them do register for work -, i hat ’there is a substantial

amount of underemployment in agriculture1 and that the num’ber of women who,

although they do not register as unemployed, would be able and willing to work

if pay was sufficient is probably not negligible.

r In such circumstances, in order to prevent a deterioration ~n the.

social slfuation, there is an urgent need for a Crash Employment Programme. This

requires sacrifices and bold decisions by all concernedt more particularly by the

Governmenl and the Trade Unions. This also requires the adoption of a whole     i

set of measures, as direct employment creation through a Government financed

special works programme does not.seem to be possible on a scale sufficient to absorl~

all the unemployed - those long-term structurally unemployed \

I

I

I

I

1As stated in the Report of Committee on the Review of State Expenditure in Relation
to Agriculture (1970), 53 per cent of holdings over one acre, if equipped with average
facilities for their line of production, had an employment requirement of under 200 man-
days per year in 1965. And there are now about 40,000 "part-time farmers".

*This chapter was prepared for us by Dr Emile Costa, Rural and Urban Employment
Policies Branch Employment and Development Department, International Labour Office, or’.
a short mission at our invltation~ to Ireland. We are extremely grateful to Dr Costa and to
the ILO. We have decided to present this paper without comment, emphaslslng there.~ore

that Chapters 6 and 7 were independently prepared, with inevitable differences.
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who were already jobless before 1974 (some !17,000) and those unemployed

as a result of the recession and of the move to free trade. Nor would it be

appropriate for all of them. Mainly the hard-core would provide the labour

for an "emergency" works programme, which consequently might well last

for a number of years. Any other measures which Would permit |f to be kept to a

manageable size are therefore all the more relevant.

A - Policy measures suggested as part of a Crash

Employment Programme

As pointed out by Dr. Kieran A. Kennedy in his paper on

Increasing Employment in Ireland read at the Symposium of the Statistical

and Social Inquiry Society on 20 November 1975 it would first be necessary

to introduce a package of policy incentives which would maximise the use of

scarce resources in the creation of adequate employment, in order to try to;

reach the target of 300, 000 net new jobs outside agriculture to be created

between 1971 and 1986 which was suggested by Prof. Brendan Walsh, a target

towards which little ff any progress has been made up to now. Quite naturally,

most of these incentives and other policy measures would affect incomes policy

and the industrial development strategy, since industrialisation has been

considered in the past few years as the basic source for employment generation.

Other measures would be related to training policy and possibly to emigration.

Incomes and investment policies \

(1)+ More and more it is agreed in Ireland that there is a

trade-off between incomes and employment. While wages are rising far more

rapidly than productivity, the share of profit~ in non-agricultural national

income has fallen during the present decade and the rate of return on capital

in Irish manufacturing industry is only in the 5 to 7% range - and lower ff

2
proper inflation accounting techniques were applied. Obviously there is a need

2 Contribution by Derek Chambers, Confederation of Irish Industry, at the
Symposium of the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society.
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for fostering investment through increased profits - without going into the

political and institutions] problem of the ownership, control and use of

profits, and wlmtever the level of foreign borrowing and of assistance from

the EEC Regional Fund. It is suggested that higher profits might be ensured

through (a) a w~ge restraint policy as proposed under (2) below; (b) tax relief

on profits as proposed under (6) below; (c) possibly, labour subsidies to

enterprises to keep the labour costs to the level of productivity, after a full

discussion of the problem among Government, Employers organisations and

Trade Unions.

(2) A policy of wage restraint through the temporary non-

payment of the escalator clause, which would involve a non-negligible fall in

real incomes for those in private employment, could of course only be proposed,

again, after a~ in-depth tripartite discussion and would involve the Government

in pay determination. It might only be accepted by the’Trade Unions as one

of the austerity measures under a Crash Employment Programme and as an

evidence of the solidarity of the working class. It should anyhow be distinct

from a wa’ge freeze. The limitation of wage increases to the level of labour

prodi~ctivity increases would seem to be the most reasonable approach and the

most acceptable to the Trade Unions.           ..

(3) As soon as the present recession is over and with a

view to alleviate unemployment during possible future recessions, "crisis

reserves’" might be constituted by public and private enterprises.3 Enterprises

would be encouraged, through tax relief on these reserves, to defer certain

investments until the Govermnent would cons.ider them as appropriate, i.e.

when a recession occurs. A percentage of the reserves might have to be invested

in Government loans, thus producing intcrest for the enterprises concerned.

3. Such reserves have been constituted in Switzerland since 1951.
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(4) The adoption of the above measures would imply a

certain degree of active planning by the GovernmeDt and consequently changes

in the administrative structures. This is true also of the special works

programme suggested under B hereafter¯

Industrial development strategy and related measures

(5) Due to the small size of the domestic market, emphasis

has been laid on a~d tax relief granted to export industries. If a labour inten-

sive works programme is launched, some reorientetion of investment priorities

would be necessary to meet the increased demand for wage goods from the

¯ formerly unemployed workers. This would pclmit I imltat|on of the possible

inflationary effect of the programme. In addition to the need for supporting,

as a general rule, the processing of local food products and mineralst IDA

would therefore have to consider giving a higher priority to food processing,

clothing and footwear, furniture and electrical appliances industries than

4
has been the case up to now. Incidentally, textiles and clothing, as well as

food processing industries, are among the sectors where the numbers of un-

¯empIoyed are relatively high.

{6) Much has been said about the preference which should
/.
!

be given to labour-intensive technologies in Ireland. Generally speaking, it is l

perfectly, understandable that IDA - although it happened to pay up to 60 per    1

cent of the capital cost of small labour-intensivc industries - prefers industrialI

projects with the best capita l-labour mix which meet commercial viability

criteria and are competitive on foreign markets. Moreover, the Mgh income

levels to which the Irish people aspire may just rule out labour intensive

I

I

I

4 Of course, an increase in agricultural production would also be necessary.

As stated below, the labour-intensive works programme itself should help in
coping with this necessity.
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industries as being uneconomical. Nevertheless, in a quasi-emergency

employment situation, particularly if a wage restraint policy is acceptable,

it seems that labour-intensive industries should deliberately be given some

preference.

This could be made by granting tax relief on profits to

new labour-intensive industries. For instance, s tax cut of 50 per cent could

be granted for a number of years (let us say, five years) to enterprises whose

fixed asset investment per job created is under £2, 500; .the tax reduction could

be 25 per’cent when fixed asset investment per job is under £5, 000.

Of course, there is no ques’Aon of introducing In Irish

industry the simplest traditional methods of production. But the Department

of Industry and Commerce might wish to collect information on intermediate

techniques from the Intermediate Technology Development Group in the

United Kingdom or from the ILO (TechnoLogy and Employment Branch) and

to disseminate such information, particularly to small enterprises.

It is hardly necessary to add that it is in the construction

industry sector that intermediate technologies are both most practicable and

most needed due to the high unemployment rate.

(7) Undoubtedly there is scope for fuller utilisation of

,existing industrial capacity in Ireland.    It is considered in the Planning and

Research Division of IDA that there is an undel-utilisation of 35 to 40 per

cent of the capacity as compared with 1973 in.about 90 per cent of the enter-

prises, especially in mechanical, textiles and food processing industries.

Clearly the main cause of under-utilisation is the lack of outlets due to the

recession and to the lin.~ited size of the domestic market, but deficient manage-

ment practices and high labour costs particularly on over-time, may also

prevent the full use of machines. An in-depth study of this problem seems

to be needed so that when the economy recovers or when there is an Increase
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in internal demand for wage goods as a result of a special works programme -

any possibility for increasing outptlt and employment, for instance through

more shift work, could be utilised without any substantial increase in capital.

(8) Possibly the measures in favour of redundant workers

and to promote occupational redeployment could be m~de more flexible.

Surely the present system including the Premium Employment Programme

on the one hand, and the Redundancy Payments Scheme and the Resettlement

Assistance Scheme on the other hand, is more than reasonably effective.

Also the Training for Individuals Programme in the Industrial Training InstitutG

(AnCO) provides good opportunities for training or retraining the unemployed,

including the payment of training allowances. However, the following steps

are suggested to facilitate occupational redeployment or to aUeviate certain

situations:

- Special allowances could be granted to older workers

who are over 55 at the time of their dismissal and cannot be redeployed.

These allowances would provide beneficiaries with 90 per cent of their former

wage for a 40 hour week up to the age of retirement;thus these older workers
..,,

would no longer look for employment (this system is working under the French

National EmNoyment Fund). ’"

- The Resettlement Assistance Scheme could be expanded

to cover, on the one hand, the ’"~ey workers" in undertakings which are decen-

tralising their activities and, on the other hand, those recruited by firms

moving into areas of acute unemployment who.are sent from these areas to

the firms’ headquarters for special training (like in the "Key Workers’ Scheme"

and the "Nucleus Labour Force Scheme" in the United Kingdom).
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- A "double residence gr~nt" could be paid to redundant

workers with family responsibilities who are unable to move their family

residence immediately to their new place of employment (like under a French

decree of 24 February 1967).

-"Income maintenance allowances" could be granted to

workers who are downgraded in the process of transfer within their enter-

prise and, for a limited duration, to redundant workers who are obliged to

accept a lower paid Job than their former one whilst awaiting more suitable

redeployment.

/
(9) The setting up of worke::s’ co--operatives by the         /

unemployed sbould be considered with special interest by IDA which, in

addition to the special working capital arrangements for small industries and

to providing its usual advisory services, could provide them up to 100 per

cent of fixed asset cost as cash grant, particularly in Western regions. These
¯+

co--operatives would particularly aim at meeting the iaLernal demand for wage

goods, as Stated under (5) above, and fish and other food-processing, furni-

ture and furnishing fabrics industries, as well as clothing industries and other

consumer goods factories, that IDA is already largely supporting, would seem

to be particularly appropriate. " The co--operatives should require

little investment per job created and work on a multiple-shift basis.

They would’be composed, firot, with unemployed skilled

and semi-skilled workers but, with AnCO’s assistance, they should also engage

unskilled workers on a training-cum-production basis. The need for training

in co-operatives management should be considered wiih AnCO before setting-up

any co-operative of unemployed workers.

Such training, and indeed the management of any workers’

cooperative, might possibly be entrusted to trade unions or at least organised

with their collaboration, drawing on the experience of Histadrut in Israel. This,

however, seems difficult to implement in the Irish context.
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For unemployed women, the possibility of setting up

knitting and weaving units in rural areas might be envisaged. IDA advisers

should be made responsible for a number of villages and deal with obta~nTng

raw materials and marketing and sales of handicrafts products produced

5
by the women.

Other measures

6
planning ,

(i0) There is definitely a need for vocational training

which should be a task for the Natio,mI Manpower Service. No

systematic assessment of manpower requirements is being made at the

moment. Out of AnCO’s 9000 trainees per year - who should be 11, 500 in

1978 as a res:,It of the on-going expansion programme -, about 8,000 are

adults, most of them unemployed, and out of these some 50 per cent only

can be placed into employment. Selection of training courses In AnCO is

made on the basis of various manpower surveys carried out by AnCO’s

Research Department, of advance warning by IDA, and of consultations of

employers’ and workers’ organisattcns in the training centres. Clearly the

placement, rat~ would be higher if vocational training planning were systematic.

%

(11) As regards training of young workers within industry.,

the Government might consider the possibility of paying the enterprises which

recruit and train unemployed workers under 25 years of age, an allowance varying

according to the duration of training, plus an amount equal to the minimum wage

for the same period (system a’pplted in France under a Decree of 4 June 1975).

It can be hoped that some firms would undertake hiring and training on a

voluntary basis in response to a publicity campaign for the Crash Employment

Progra mme.

5. This approach has been experimented in Cyprus, where "Home Economics

Agents" have been appointed by the l%~inistry of Agriculture to be responsible for
6 to 8 villages to advise displaced rural women. Dressmaking instructors had
first to train those women.

6. Apart from educational planning, which can only produce results in the long run.
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(12) For various social re,~sons, emigration is not to

be pushed at present in Irela’nd. However, to the extent that emigration

would not completely wnish, it might be advisable to train migrant workers

7
to specifically meet the requirements expressed by other countries, for

instance EEC countries. A study of this problem is being prepared in AnCO.

Such "planned emigration" is primarily of interest to the workers concerned

but the expenditure on training would rio: be lost by Ireland because of the

balancing effect of emigration on current international payments and of the

possible return of the workers to Ireland after a few years with improved

capacities. The problem could be discussed by the Advisory Committee on

¯ Emigrants’ Services in the Department of Labour.

The set of the above measures could go part of the way to

relieving unemployment in Ireland, and some of them may have fairly quick

results. But in the short run the major impact can only be made by a special

Works Programme which would directly create employment for a mass of

unemployed. This programme would be the main component of the Crash

Employment Programme at least for a few years.

B. A Suggested Special Works Programme

Possible scope and cost of the SWP

As a basic pginciple, the SWP shouldtry to give work to all

thosewho are totally or seasonally unemployed and are prepared to work. It is

very difficult to estimate this "deployable labour surplus" at present. Assuming,

on the basis of available data and information collected, that the LR population

(116,000) represents only 88 per cent of all job-seekers, including young people

and the self-employed,8 one ~,ould reach a total of some 132, 000 unemployed.

7 This is done by a number of countries of emigration.

8 B.~sis: NMS surveys carried out in 1974 in thirteen catchment areas
(6, 900 jobs-seekers as against 6, 100 on the LR). But this proportion may be
fortuitous.
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In terms of man-years available for work, however, this number should be

reduced, considering that, according to the latest figure (September 1973),

the average number of weeks of employment obtained during the previous 12

months by men on the LR was 12, i.e. 25 per cent of a year ff allowance is

9.
made for four weeks annual leave. The number of man-years available for

work then comes down to 99,000. Finally, assuming that 87 per cent only

would be prepared to take a SWP job at current rates of payl? the latter number

should again be reduced to 86,000.

Now, ff the SWP would also aim at absorbing rural under-

employment (as desirable), one should add to this number the equivalent in

man-years of 100 days per year for the 40, 000 "part-time farmers", I.e.

roughly 13, 000 man/years, which brings the total deployable labour surplus

to some 100,000 man/years. Although this figure has been obtained on the

basis of a series of assumptions, it seems to give a fairly good idea. of the

magnitude of the actual availability of labour.

What proportion of this surplus could be absorbed by the

set of measures suggested under A above is obviously a guess. But it would

not b~ unreaso.n~bly optimistic to say that it could absorb up to 30, 000 man-

years, including the effect of the special allowances to redundant older workers,

which in fact would set them out of the labour market. Consequently the SWP -

taking into account its indirect and secondary employment effects, some of which

have already been taken into consideration under A (5) and (9),should absorb

at least 70,000 man-years.

Considering the experience of developing countries which

have launched such special works programmes, particuLarLy the Brazilian

and Tuuisian experiences, thi’s iS not an impossibletask. The average propor-

tion of the GN’P which has been devoted to these programmes in developi,~g coun-

tries is 2 per cent. Since GNr per head is much higher in Ireland, it should be

V. R. C. Geary in Chapter 1 of this study, p. 5.

10 Ch:::~tcr 3 of this study, p. 12.
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I
I acceptable to devote to a SWP 3 per cent of the GNP, which on the b.~sis of

an estimated GNP of £3, 533 million at market prices in 1975, would mean

............... ariexpenditure of £i05 million per year.

I If the SWP is labour-intensive enough - and depending

upon the content of the programme, to be defined below - labour costs should

I (" amount to 60 per cent of total costs (including equipment, materials, and

administrative costs), i.e. to £63 million per year. Again, this

60 per cent is based on the experience of other countries, although in some

I schemes in Asia it reached 75 or even 80 per cent:"

Assuming that the bulk of the labour would be paid the

normal rate for non-agricultural unskilled labour, the labour costs would

I amount to some £45 per man/week on the basis of a wage of £40. Of course,

the skilled workers would h~ve to be paid’a higher rate, .but they would not be

I a high proportion of the total labour employed and,    on the other hand, young

workers under 19 and workers in rural areas (who could be paid the minimum

[ agricultural wage set at £33.40 or £33 at the end of 197S) would get a lower
t

I rate. Keeping then to a labour cost of £45 per week and assuming that the "

workers would be entitled to paid annual leave]2 the SWP would be able to

I provide 27,000 man/years of work. ,

I If it were possible to pay the unskilled workers at a lower

12
rate , for Instance at a rate in.between the amount of the unemployment benefit

I (£24.20 from April 1976 for an average man with adult dependant and two

children) and the non-agricultural minimum wage, say £32 per week with a

I labour cost of £36, the SWP would provide 3,~,000 man/years of work if the

13

i workers would beent!tled to paid annual leave. Then, when one takes into

account the multiplier effect (indirect and secondary employment effects), which

i

I

I

] ] This does not ~llow for the m.~intenance costs of completed works.

]2 The question of conditions of work under special works programmes is discussed
below.
13 This of course implies that, in fact, the techniques applied would be even

more l,~bour-intensive. This should be possible, because tile prevailing wage is
high as compared to productivity.
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may not be higher than 214since part of the secondary effect has already

been considered under A, it can be seen that the SWP should permiL the

absorption of 70, 000 man/years.

Of course, this result largely depends upon the wages

and other conditions of work which would be granted to the SWP workers,

and upon the amount of the allocations made for the programme by the Go’�em-

inent. If 3.5 per cent of the GNP were devoted to the SWP instead of 3 per

cent then with an allocation of £123.6 million, direct employment generation

by the programme would be 32,000 man/years with a normal wage and 40,000

with a reduced wage. It would then be much e~sier to reach the target of 70, 000

ma n-yea rs.

Finally, to get the actual financial cost of the SWP to the

Government, one must deduct the savings on the unemployment

benefits and unemployment assistance which would be involve’d in putting the

unemployed to work. It will be assumed, again, that the average worker has

one adult dependant and two children and, for the sake of simplification, that

half of them would be entitled to UB (i.e. to £24.20 per week) and half to UA

15
(i.e. to £20.85 per week). On this basis, the actual financial cost of the SWP

would be as follows in the four different hypotheses suggested above:

SWP = 3.5% GNP

Labour cost Labour cost Labour cost Labour cost
£45 per week £36 per week £45 per week £36 per week

(m £) (m £) (m £) (m £)

A lloca tion 105.00 105.00 123.60 123.60

Savings on
31.18 39.37 37.10 46.37

UB +UA*

Actual cost 73, 82 65,63 86, 50 77, 13

Note:In these calculations, it has been sssumed that SWP workers, like UBbeneficiaric.~.
would not pay insur,~nce contributions.

14 After experience in other countries.

15 If part-time farmers are employed under the SWP, they would no longer be

entitled to doles in the Western areas, which would involve some savings too.
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The question of fin,qncing the SWP will be discussed below,

after the content and the administrative structure of the programme have been

defined.

Selection of SWP workers

Whatever the allocation would be, a selection should be

made, since in any case, if one sticks to the above suggestions, the maximum

number of man years directly utilized on SWP projects would be less than

40, 000. Aport from those who would anyhow n°t be prepared to

take a SWP job, there would be a direct selection On the basis of the wage level

if a reduced wage is acceptable. But, apart from that, a number of criteria

could be envisaged.

(a) The purely_financial criterion would¯ imply giving a

preference to those workers entitled to UB and having children. But since UB

is payable for a maximum period of 65 weeks, it would also imply that the

workers’ turnover in the SWP would be relatively high, which is not conducive

to efficiency..

(b} Another criterion may be the len~h of time applicants

have been on LR. Then one would have a larger proportion of UA beneficiaries,

which would reduce savings. This criterion may well have to be retained,

however, since for psychological reasons it may coincide to some extent with

the "readiness ~o take a SWP job".

(c) A third criterion would be to concentrate on depressed

occupations, i.e. builders’ lsbourers, ro~d labourers and general labourers.

This would be logical as these workers provide the basic labour for any

works programme. ¯ it would not preclude the recruitment of

skilled, semi-skilled workers and accountants and clerks insofar as they are

technically required for implementing the various projects and not available in

the central and local services responsible for the projects concerned. 16

L~ l~ri,~ciplcs about the staffing of projects and gangs balance arc given" at

pp. II-33 ff., V-46 ff. and V-113 ff. of the ILO Guidclines for the Orgnniz:ltion
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(d) Since, as a basic priuciple, workers would be hired

IocolJy o fourth criterion would be to carry out most projects in the areas

..... where the number of unemployed is the highest (Dublin and Dun Laoire) and

in depressed areas where the unemployment rate - as well as underemployment

17
is relatively high (Ulster, North Connscht). However, due to land distribution

patterns and to social structures, it does not appear that suitable works would

be available in sufficient numbers in those depressed areas. This question

will be considered again in the context of the definition of the programme

content. In any event, ff needed, unemployed urban workers from such areas

could be temporarily sent to other areas where works are available, although

this would definitely increase the transport, accommodation and other adminis-

trative costs under the SWP. In this respect, it should be recalled that the

Pilot survey of the unemployed (Chapter 4 of this Study~ revealed that

55 per cent of the workers in the sample would accept work away from home

and, out of these 55 per cent, some 65 per cent (i.e. 35.75 per cent of the

4 torn’.) would work anywhere in Irelancl; but the readiness to work away from

home is of Course subject to the wage level and other conditions of work under the

SWP."

(e) Obviously the age and good health criterion is of primary

importance. Concerning age, it has already been suggested (/% (8) above)

that redundant older workers shbuld be entitled to special allowances so that

they would no longer appear on the labour market. It is also suggested that other

unemployed older workers (let us say more than 55 years old) should not be

i

I

I

I

17 Thus, in the Public Employment Programme (PEP) in the USA, add[tionsl

federal funds were provided to States and lo~alities where the unemployment
rate reached 6 per cent or more for three consecutive months. Similarly, under
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (1973), funds have been made
available to areas where the Fate was 6.5 per cent or more for three consecutive
months and detriggered when it went below 6.5 for three months.
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selected for SPW work: they could of course get a job as a result of other

measures adopted under the Crash Employment Programme and of indirect

and secondary employment generated by the SWP. As far as workers under

25 years of age are concerned, it is suggested that at least 25 per cent of the

total direct employment under the SWP be assigned to them; a special com-

ponent for young workers is proposed below as part of the programme.

All criteria (b), {c), (d) and (e) seem to be relevant and

they should be used in reverse order, criterion (e) being the first,-for the

purpose of selecting SWP workers¯

A final Point related to the selection of workers: it is

generally agreed that the rotational system should be excluded since it

reduces the workers’ overall income, involves a feeling of "relief work"~

does not facilitate training 0n-the-job and entaiis a boss of efficiency. But

the possibility of working on a two-shift basis during long summer days should

be envisaged since it could be a means of reducing administrative costs¯

Content of, the SWP                                    ..

"            In order to repay rapidly part of its cost, to generate as

much long-term employment as possible (and thus to create sooner or later

the conditions for its own disappearance, which is both socially and politically

desirable}, any spec. ial works programme should include a substantial proportion

of directly-productive projects and/or a training component, particularly as far

ss young workers are concerned. For this reason, it is suggested that the

SWP should consist of three components, a public works component, s rural

worlds component, and a youth component.
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The importance of a careful project selection cannot

be too much emphasized if one wants to prevent the traditional criticisms

that public works schemes provide no permanent s. olution of the unemploy-

ment problem and include a high percentage of works of little or no economic

18value¯

A careful project selection implies that: (f) SWP

projects should be complementary to other development projects; (ii) they

should msxtmise short-term employment generation; this has already been

pointed out above when it has been suggested that the average labour cost

for the programme as a whole should be 60 per cent of total costs]9, but in

I

I

I

addition, account must be taken of immediate indirect and secondary employ-

ment effects; (iii) as just pointed out, they should also maxtmise long-term

employment genel’ation~ (iV) they shouldhave a high economic return, a high

benefit/cost ratio¯ Points (li), (lit) and (iv) combined generally lead to

be in~q given
a hLgher prlority,~o directly productive projects such as land development,

I

i

I

I

I

irrigation or drainage rather than to infrastructure projects, and to !.nfras-

tructure projects rather than to social investments. However, final decisions

can onl’y l)e m~de after considering the merits of each particular work, if

possible through a cost-beneflt analysis.

A careful project selection - and planning- also implies

that a shelf of projects has to be prepared within a multi-annual SWP: this

is to a certain extent a corollary    to the complementarity requirement.

In this regard, it appears that there are in Ireland a number of project

I

I

I

proposals which could be implemented when funds are made available. It is

important that these projects start as soon as possible. It would be desirable

too that future projects be included in a comprehensive regional development

policy.
lti As stated in the Second Interim Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee

on Public Works (1934-36) (Chapter 2 of this Study, p. 26)¯

l? A direct consequence of this requirement is that thc SWP should mainly¯

consist of minor works: it should be basically "a large programme of minor
works", as all programmcs of this kind. But this docs not rule out thc possibility
of including large-scale projects in the programme.
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(a) The "public works component , ’

It is agreed that there is no shortage of infrastructura[

............. .projects (roads, housing, schools and hospitals) which could generate direct

employment. There are a number.of projects ready for quick implementation

in the Department of Local Government, which apparently could constitute

a substantial part of the first year programme of the SWP. Since these

projects have been proposed by County councils, there is every reason for

thinking that similar proposals could be prepared in the years to e6me. The

projects mainly cover the provision of basic lnfrastrueture for expanding

housing schemes: water supply, sewerage, access roads, minor drainage

works. It is considered that they should trigge~" off employment generation

in the building industry. Other projects ready for tmpleme.ntation in the

Department of Local Government include the eonstructton of community halls,

playgrounds, tracks and footpaths, for promoting tourism, etc. The Dublin

Corporation, in particular, should be able to prepare a set of projects in the

field of housing and environment for direct employment of the unemployed in

the future. 20

A possible area for expansion of this component is the pro-

vision of recreational facilities both for the Irish community and for attracting

more tourism.

(b) The rural works component

In this important sector, it appears that there are structural

difficulties which should be overcome if one wants to expand employment and

absorb under-unemployment.

I

I

I

2U In this respect, it may be pointed out that the ILO Guidelines for the

Organisstion of Special L,~bour-intensive Works Programme, pp. IV-40 to 72
propose basic principles for choosing appropriate technologies for various
cntegories of work.
2] It should be stressed that thl’s component would be particularly suited’robe

part of a comprehensive regional development policy. It cannot be neglected
tlmt "many Irish farms suffer, from a shortage of farming c,~pital and operate low
input and low output system" (CEE, The Irish Economy, Economic and FinanCial
Series, No. 10, ]975, p, 43.)
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First, we will have to se(aside the forestry sub-sector,

in which the Department of Lands employs 2600 regular workers more or

less permanently. Under the regular programme, it is difficult to provide

enough work to keep these workers fully employed and, in fact, their number

had to be reduced by more than 50 per cent in    past years. Even ff part

of the regular programme works were advanced by a few yearn, they would

be carried out by this labour, which apparently might resent the use of

extra-labour to do their own job. Possibilities for employment expansion

seem the.refore to be most limited.

But it is agreed that there ~hould be a fairly wide scope for

land clearance, reclamation and improvement, including minor drainage and

flood control schemes, as well as for construction and maintenance of rural

roads, to promote agricultural development, particularly in the Central and
o ¯

Western regions of the country. In fact, the Farm Improvements Scheme was

the most successful of those recommended by the Interdepartmental Committee

on Public Works, as stated in its final report in 1945-46.
¢

, ": However, the Farm Improvements Scheme, as implemented

by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, consists in granting non-

repayable cash to small farmers to have land improvement and small drainage

works carried out on their own holdings through contractors. As such, it does

not lend itself to the "mobilisation" of the unemployed or of under-employed

rural labour. Moreover, it is well known that in poor areas in Conrmcht

and Ulster, most farms are small, frequ.ently Owned by farmers over 50, half

of them being bachelors without initlative, ~vho would’not be readily preparcd

either to participate in rural works or to accept that unemployed workers come

to work on a large project which would cover, inter alia, their own farm.

Obviously, there is a need for education and extension work to be done at county level

in co-operation with what is already done by the Department of Agriculture and

Fisheries. It might be advisable too to launch ,~ campaign giving information on the
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v

22
purposes and activities of the Crash Employment Programme , and particularly

of the SWP. In this task, as in other activities under the SWP~ the County

Councils should play a major role. Besides, spe.clflc land development projects

could be carried out on Government lands, however small they are if one does

omit forests.

It would be a task for the authorities re.sponsibl~ for

managing the SWP (see below) to select the minor projee.ts to be implemented

and the areas where most emphasis has to be laid on, it being understood

that minor drainage schemes should not be un,_’ertaken before larger schemes

under the Arterial Drainage Act are completed. Such minor schemes could

include digging and maintenance of secondary channels from the arterial

network to villages, for instance. It should be noted, however, that four

arterial drainage schemes (Corrib/Mask/Robe; Boyle; Boner; Dunkellin and

Lavally) are ready for implementation under the Office of Public Works

when funds are available. Rough preliminary estimates based on the experience

in the off’going Boyne project show that these four projects could absorb ab’out

4, 300 man/years of casual labour under the SWP.

Another much larger possibility for using unskilled labour

for arterial drainage would be the Shannon drainage project, which would easily

require ten years even under~a crash programme.

(c) The youth component

As stated above, it is suggested that at least 25 per cent

of the total employment under the SWP be assigned to workers under 25

years of age. Some of them could work under components (a) and

(b). But it .seems to beadvisable to h,~vc two other specific schemes,

I

22 It may be a way to attract into farming young people from among the
unemployed.
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one being a training-turn-production scheme and the other, a public

service scheme for the educated.

The training-cum-production scheme might be an

expansion of the present A nCOTs Community Youth Programme, the objec-

tive of which i~ to assist young people through training and work to obtain

basic industrial skills, a greater understanding of s working environment

and the opportunity to develop self-reliance and maturity. The projects,

which are now about 100 in Ireland and consist each of six young w~rkers

plus" an unemployed craftsman as a team leader, include’repair work on old

folks homes and centres, community halls or centres and children’s play-

grounds, but the type of projects is open to nev¢ ideas. They last for about

3 months each and may be divided ihto units of work. The sponsor of each

project provides materials, while A nCO imparts basic training to the labour

provided, (they are pald an allowance of £15 a week as are all other AnCO trainees).
.,

If ~uch a scheme is expanded, it should come under the

suthority responsible for the SWP, with AnCOIs co-operation for the training
..

input. After a trial period, it could include a wider range of projects,

direcily connected with projects actually implemented under the two other

SWP components. It might also include projects for the summer employment

of Studentsso tlmt they could earn enough money to remain tn school, on the

lines of what has been done in the USA under the Neighbourhood Youth Corps

programme and in Canada under the Opportunities for Youth programme. It

must be stressed that any scheme of this kind should include vocational

guidance and preferential placement of the l~rticipan.ts into permanent jobs

when opportun’:ties arise.

The’ public service scheme for the educated unemployed

would provide the youths concerned employment in clerical, survey-making,

research-related jobs, or as teachers or policemen, or as pars-professionals

lfi~e nurses, etc. As in the Public Employment Programme in the USA, the
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jobs would be provisional - a limited duration might be fixed - and the

participants would bc expected to move to permanent jobs in the private

or public sectors when possible. The approach would be based on the idea

that entry requirements for many professional or pars-professional

occupations are artificially high¯ On-the-job training would enable

23upward mobility for the pa rticipa nts.

Thescheme would be specifically designed for unemployed

secondary school-leavers. A survey carried out in 1974 by the National

Manpower Service showed that out of 37, 733 second-level pupils surveyed,

5431 had reported to be unemployed, or stayed at home, or "did not know"

what to do, i.e. 14 per cent of the total. The total of secondary school

leavers being 44, 700 at that time, this percentage would represent 6,270

unemployed or assimilated. Assuming an increase to 7, 000 by now, and

assuming too that they could be remunerated £30 per week sfnce they would

24get on-t, he-job training, the total cost of the scheme, if all the unemployed

I

I

I

would be interested, would be under £11 million, which is quite acceptable

within the SWP as it is suggested (total cost of £105 or £123.6 million)¯

A dministra rive Structure 25

It seems to be inevitable that running such "~ large scheme

as the SWP would require a specific central authority and additional staff

both at the central and at the county level.

The SWP Central Authority should preferably be located in

the Department of Labour (possibly in the Department of Local Government),

but it would be directed by a Committee consisting Of representatives of the

departments of Labour, Finance, Agriculture and Fisheries, Lands, Local

23 "Ncw Carcers" Programme concept in the USA.
24 ]%Iay be one could propose only £25 per week.
25 Chapters I and II of the ILO Guidelines describe in detail, the planning
and administrative structures and procedures proposed for labour-intensive
works programmes. Those chapters are mainly designed for developi,lg
cou,ltries bigger than Ireland. IIere they are briefly summarized, simplificd
and adapLed to Ireland’s structures.
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Government, Social WeLfare, Public Services, Health, Industry and

Commerce, and of the Office of Public Works. It should also include

representatives of the Confederation of Irish Industry, of the Irish

Congress of Trade Unions, of the Industrial Development Authority, of

the Irish Farmers Association and.possibly me.tubers of the Parliament,

I

I

I

I

I

I

each representing one of the nine regions.

The Committee would lay down basic policies about

the type of’projects and of workers to be preferred under the three’com-

ponents of the SWI~, consider and approve "operational gt/idelines prepared

by the Central Authority; consider and approve project proposals emanating from

County cQuncl[s and the Duhlin Corporation as well as from co-operaking depart uents

and i~ica~e expenditur~ ceilings and subsidies for different.counties; consider project

proposals of a controversial nature and give final decision about their inclusion under

the SWP, possibly as part of regional sub-programmes; review at regular

intervals the progress of the SWP and suggest appropriate measures to repair

operational deficiencies; review evaluation arrangements and consider

evaluation" reports.

As a secretariat to the Committee, the Central Authority’s terms

I

I

I

of reference would have to provide detailed operational guidelines

to departments responsibl.e for implementing projects and to County councils

in particular as regards procedures for recruiting workers; to make proposals

for the SWP budget to the Depfirtment of Finance; to sdrutinize project

proposals on technical and economic grounds, determine priorities and

I

I

I

I

allocation of budget; to determine training needs for SWP personnel and make

arra,~gemcnts for this; to determinc evaluation goals and proccdures; and to

prepare progress and evaluation reports. As a first task, when the SWP is

undertaken, it will have.to take into consideration all projects proposed by

co-operating departments and County councils and ready for implementation.

In addition, it will then make a census of other works which could be required

under the SWP to met,. ’ .~ employment tsrget for the first ye~:,,’.
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In order to cope with these tasks, .the Central Authority

would be staffed with a Director; a small number of professionals: two

economists, s civil engineer, a drainage engineer, a soil conservation

specialist, an accountant and accounts clerks, plus secretarial support.

Soon after the SWP has started, a small evaluation cell with two economists

and two engineers would also be needed. But it is essential that the staff

should - and can - l~e kept to a minimum, since the technical scrutiny of

the projects proposed by County councils can be entrusted to the personnel

of relevant" co-operating departments.

At the local level, the County Counc|ls would be respon-

sible for submitting project proposals to the Central Authority.26They would

also be respo,sible for ensuring strict adherence of SWP criteria and pro-

cedures by all project executing departments and other persons responsible

for implementing projects, and for forwarding all t~formation requested by

the central ev.~luation cell to prepare progress and evaluation reports. In

submitting project proposals, the councils would take advice and accept

suggestions from heads of local services of co-operating departments and

of workers’, farmers’ and employers’ organisations, as well as from voluntary

orgahlsattons,27 if any. This would be done informally, or formally within a

special Local Committee. Local services of co-operating departments would

prepare the final detailed design of projects once these have been approved

by the Central Authority.

I

I

I

I

I

26 Of course, project proposals could also be put forward by co--operating

technical departments at the central level.

27 In this respect, the SWP might draw oa the Canadian experience in the

Local Initiative Program (LIP) and the more recent Local Employment
Assistance Program (LEA P), in which any individual or group can put up s
proposal for Government support to an activity provided this activity is non-profit
making and the jobs are filled by unemployed people. A good description of LIP
is available in There’s work to be done- Unemployment and Manpower Policies,
HMSO, London, 1974..t% study on Canadian emergency employment schemes
is under preparation in the ILO.
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The recruitment of SWP workers should be organised

by the Manpower offices throughout the country on the basis of the approved

selection criteria. In rural areas, particularly ff one intends to utilize

seasonally unemployed farmers, it may be advisable to appoint a social

promoter who, in collaboration with local staff of the Department of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries, could foster local interest and voluntary participation

in the SWP.

As s secretariat to the County councils for swP

matters, an administrator/economist and a coup[’e of account clerks with

secretarialsupport are likely to be needed. Furthermore, co--operating

technical departments would probably have to strengthen their staff

(especially engineers, overseers, surveyors, and draftsmen).

Finally, for the preparation of possible projects of

regional interest, it would be appropriate if several County Councils and their SWP

staff could joLn forces and set ad hoe committees in which a representative

of the Central Authority would participate:

Financing problems

It is hardly possible that the SWP- and indeed some of

the measures suggested in part A above - could be financed without any increase

in taxation, internal or external loans and some degree Of inflation, unless

savings can be made Out of other State budget items¯ This is a ¢/uestion of

according or not a very high order of priority’in national expenditure or policy

to the gravest naLional problem¯

In this regard, however, attention should be paid to:

(a) the possible flexibility in budgetary techniques, especially

for sharing cxpenditures between national and county budgets (ILO Guidelines.

pp. III- 7 to 12);
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(b) the possible contribut;ions in kind by participating

populations, particularly in the form of materials (ILO Guidelines, pp.

III - 21 to 23);

(c) the possibilities of repayment, by the beneficiaries,

of a proportion of the profits accruing from the projects (ILO Guidelines,

pp. HI- 15 to 17).

It must be recalled here that under the Farm In~. provements

Scheme, in holdings exceeding £i5 Poor Law valuation, the farmer was

required to repay one-third of the cost of labour by means of a long-term

annuity, while in holdings not exceeding £15 Poor Law valuation, he was

required to contribute 25 per cent of the labour in kind. 28

Besides, in order to limit or master inflationary pressure

resulting particularly from increased workers’ demand, attention will have to

be given, first, as stated above, to increasing the sup~)ly of wage goods; then,

to limiting over-all consumption, especially that of richer classes; and, third,

to any possibility of controlling the purch~slng power distributed to workers

within’ tl~e SWP (ILO Guidelines, pp. VI - 32 to 37).

Remarks about the implementation of SWP pro~ects

(a) It must be admitted tha*., at the outset, the productivity

of long-term unemployed may be low. In order to cope with this situation, it

would be necessary to appoint and, if required, train skilled workers and

foremen who might not be selected from among the unemployed; to provide

for on-the-job training of labourers; to organize the work in a rational manner,

through sound site management, site layout and material handling, operational

25 Chapter II, pp. 31-32, of this study.
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instructions and regular returns from the sites, as in any well-managed

construction site (ILO Guidelines, pp. V-46 to 56); to control the work,

including quality control, control of work tasks, progress control and cost

control (ILO Guidelines, pp. V-57 to 70), and perhaps to introduce payment

by results, a question which will be considered below. However, foremen

will have to understand the sp~"�izl character of the labour concerned.

(b) it is possible that some large sites or projects

involving the use of labour recruited in distant localities require special

transportation and accommodation facilities for the workers. It is suggested

that such facilities would best be orEanlsed st the County level, but that the

Central Authority might make lorries available for the transport of workers,

which would require a special transport section. With respect to amenities

on site and transport facilities, reference can be made to the ILO Guidelines,
i

pp. VI- 49 to 57 and V- 71 to 74.

(c) It is not in the nature of labour-intensive works

programmes specially devised to gtvework to the unemployed to use the
t ¯

contractor system. Direct labour, which has been used in Ireland under

schemes run by various departments, should be the normal solution. Never-

theless, particularly for big projects, contractors may have to be utilized

and decision would have to be taken on an sd-hoc basis, But then, contrac-

tors would have, first, to respect the criteria for the selection of workers

(in fact, recruitment should even then be the responsibility of Manpower

offices) and, second, to comply with the rules set for the payment of wages

and other conditions of work if particular rules are laid on for SWP workers.

Wages and other conditions of work

This is a crucial issue. Not only because, if wages were

lower than the minimum wage, more labourers could be given work, but also

because in most countries where special works programmes have been imple-

mented, labour laws are not wholly .~pplicable since the workers are not
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considered as normal wage earners and therefore do not pay insurance

contributions. The question is disdhssed at lengt.h in the ILO Guidelines,

pp. VI- 1to 57.

It is felt that in the Irish context it would not be possible

to depart from the normal rules in the case of SWP workers and that the

smallest taint of "relief" should be removed from the programme. This,

considering the relatively high level of wages in the country, may z:esult in

leading the Government If they want to make a serious attempt to quickly

redude the level of unemployment to devote even more than 3.5 per cent

of the GIq’P to the SWP, which would be s heavy burden for its finances

and would generate stronger inflationary pressures. For that reason, and

in order to facilitate the consideration of this acute problem, a few points
.o

are submitted hereafter, on the basis Of experience in x)ther countries. If

accepted they might offer a partial solution, provided the special nature of

the Crash Employment Programme is clearly explained to the population.

The Tunisian Trade Unions accepted that wages and other

worklhg conditions under the Campaign against Underdevelopment would be

different from those prevailing in the public and private sectors on the basis

of the following principles:

- this policy is just’~fied as long as a.c.o~ntryt s economic infrastructure

has not reached a minimum level ~n Ireland, it could be "as 1on~ as the

unemployment rate has not decreased to an a¢ceptal~le level");

- the programme must serve the interests of the country and not of

private individuals;

- only the government may be authori sad to cffer working conditions

below the usual standards, so as to prevent private employers from turning

the programme to their advantage.
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Now, even so, if urban unemployed workers were offered by

the SWP a durable job for the whole year, it would not be possible to pay them

less th,q_u the minimum wage in the construction industry. Only if occasional

jobs are offered could the wage be lower. And in the case of under-employed farmers,

a low wage level may be accepted when work is offered in slick seasons, then

the wage is an addition to the main income which ensures a reasonable total

annual income. It must be added’t’l~at when a project directly benefits the workers,

it can be considered as a self-help work which would require no payments.

TwO additional points can be made. First, if it were admitted

that SW’P workers, being not regular wage-earners, would have the same

status, as far as insurance is concerned, as UB beneficiaries, and pay no

contribution, some reduction in their wage could be acceptable. But of course,

they should anyway be insured against occupational injuries and the sites should
t

comply with normal safety precautions rules and be open to lab’our inspectors

visits.

; Second - and more importaut - if the "finish-and-go" system

was adopted as an incentive system, it would enable efficient workers who

have completed their daily (or weekly) task to leave earlier and have a "bonL~s"

in the form of free time. Then, if the task was fixed at a reasonable norm, a

lower wage should be acceptable to them, prodded, of coSrse, the Trade Unions

would not object to it. It seems that the special character of the SWP could

justify such an approach which is a simple form of payment by results.

Duration of the SWP and gradual reabsorption of SWP workers in the national economy..

It does not seem, in the present situation, that the SWP could

disappear very soon as a result of economic recovery. But no Government

has ever considered that an unemployment relief scheme could become permanent.

If it is successful, that is, if it helps, through the selection o’f a fair proportion
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of directly-productive projects, to generate long-term employment, it should

become purposeless after a number of years, even though it may have to be

revived later on when there is another’recession.

In order to speed up this process, further steps can be taken,29

such as:

(a) Integration of those SWP~ workers who have acquired sufficient training

on the job into relevant Government technical services as permanent workers,
°

for instance to ensure the maintenanceof works completed;

~) Encouraging the grouping of former SWP workers into labour

co-operatives by granting such co.-operatives temporary tax relief and supplyin~

them with basic tools;

(c) Granting former SWP.workers priority admission to employment in

both the private and public sector. T~Is, however, supposes that there is

sufficient economic growth; otherwise, it would only mean shifting rather than

absorbing ,reemployment.

i
,!

i

ILO Guidelines, pp. VII - 18 to 21.

J

¯/t
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ChapLer7: Conclusions and Recommendations

The paper is*already long but there are still a number

of important topics undealt with which, indc~ed, We had planned at the outset

to include. These topics comprise (1) the construction of a forecasting

model of our own)simpler than COMET (Chapter 57 but including external

labour mobility as azi endo; (2) examinauon of a specific (but not exhaustive)

list of potential public works to derive experience from which precise rules,

in modern Irish conditions, for running such enterprises could be derived;

(2) conduct a substantive survey of the unemployed using.guidelines derived
.J

from the pilot dealt with in Chapter 4, part I. There are other problems or aspects

of problems but these three, in our view, are the most important. The :

present is but one of. the. earlier studies on the countryJs most serious problem-

It has no pretenfion to what. is termed "defJn|tlve"...Other studies are . ._-~.:-.

certain to transp|re, for which we.hope this paper will be.~seful-.~ .~-.-=.-.=.>-~ ..:-- ~.:

..... ~.=....~. .:.~ ~
"~ ~. .

~
. . ~. _......,.--.. ----=." ...:,,-.. ..,."~;’- ....-. ...,-

¯ . . ..

’ " We Justify these exclusions on the main ground of

urgeacy, i.e. of speeding up publication of what we have. A s to (1), no model

of ours would be likely to negative the dire showing of COMET for the future

of unemployment in Ireland. COMET and the economic implications, impossible

of achievement, of the B.M. Walsh demographic forecasts for full employment are

our main impulsion to~ards early publication. In regard to (2), obviously the

determination of works to be undertaken, having regard to priority and

i

i

i

’o

optimality, is for large organisations and not for a couple of researchers. We

were however, greatly helped at an early stage in this aspect by T. O’Gorman

and his Bord Failte colleagues who indicated that their Tidy Towns enterprise

alone had brought to light details of several hundred local tasks which

requirod doing, as public works. Obviously government departments, local

authoritites and other groups are aware of many more. Our intensive study

¯ o. .... ..
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of Irish experience in the past (Chapter 2) and of other countries in the present

(C hapter 3) will embolden us to make proposals’which we hope Are sensible to

i

the point of forming a basis for discussion by experts. As to (3), while the pilot

survey provided some useful information, the statistical possibilities would be

vastly enhanced by an inquiry extending to say 10,000 unemployed respondents.

principles, Practice, Policy ,

We believe that almost the fir~ essential in tackling

the problem of unemployment (and indeed any other social problem) is for the

¯ public to view phenomena with a fresh mind. In a rapidly changing World old

shibboleths may contain the worst kind of error s_ld inconsistency, however

true these beliefs were in the past; and some of them may never have been true.

False targets (i.e. targets bad in themselves or, ff not bad, unattainable) ar~

harmful ff only because they lead to division and discouragement in the nation.

" We find it necessary" tO return to first principles to

determine what we conceive to be the right attitude towards the problem of

i
i

endemicallyhigh unemployment, prior, of course, to the determination of policy.

The first principle is that the rights of the individual, including, above all, his

personal freedom, are paramount. The rights of the individual take precedence

of the rights proclaimed for family, parish, State or any other entity. The

Individual is the best judge of his or her own affairs. We do not trouble to

qualify these statement since qualifications are obvious. :

l

i

i

Basic rights include a minimum standard of material

comfort. (For the moment it will suffice that these should apply within the nation,

If necessary with sacrifice by certain sections, i.e. a more equal sharing.)

The individual is equally "entitled ’"~" " -’~-’~
. . . ,

". ..... ?-.~’- - .~_ -o .~.    ~.~.. . ..:,.-,:..~ ~----

,-~:..-., ¯ _...~. ¯ ,~"..r., " .-~

.°

°.
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to levels of education, training and information adequate to enable him or her

to cope with the problems of living. For the a~ke of human dignity as much as

to provide the necessaries of life each individual has a right to a job. The famous

principle is acceptable to us "from each according to his/her ability, to each

what he/she needs."

-.COMET shows that the main reason for the high unemployment

rate is "~oo many people chasing too few jobs," the too few jobs being, in turn,

due to too low a level of fixed capital formation, due ultimately to our relative

poverty, as a nation (in EEC ff not in the world generally). The "too- many people"
l

is due to th~ relatively high birth rate, making it necessary to give our views,

for discussion o~ly, on this difficult topic.

Most Irish people will agree that the recent substarltlal

increase in the marriage rate ’is a good thing, not only for the individual but for

the nation. Though it is perhaps too early to judge, there are, as yet, no signs

of an incr~se in the birL___h rate which, ff true, ¯would mean tl~t the fertility rate

(roughly births per marriage) was tending appreciably downward, as it has, of

course, in Ire/and in the longer period. That allegedly high Irish birth rate

(and still less the fertility rate) is far from being as immutable as the laws of

the Medes and Persians. Geary ] even argued, and produced statistical evidence

for his argument, that, in the past, the number of births had its law. that the

number of births was of the same order of magnitude as number of deaths, and

always far fewer than the biological maximum, is. an aspect of this law. Of

course, this view might require qualification in view of the decline in the death

rate, especially amongst the poorer peoples. Very recently Geary 2has raised

a doubt as to the commonly held view that the world is over-populated.

R.C. Geary:

|

I.

R. C. Geary: Lecture in TCD, 1974

i
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This theory of over-population is the basis of a campaign,

fundamentalist in its fervour and certainly going outside the facts of the case, to.

reduce the birth rate in poorer countries. The campaign has recently had authorative

support in Ireland, though not yet to the point of what amounts to forcing a reduction

8

tn nmnber of births, namely by measures like taxation of large families. (It may

be remarked parenthetically that untruth or Suppression of truth in propaganda by

rich and powerful groups about fertility or anything else is an infringement of the

rights of the individual. )

¯. "-~ Principles must be accordant with reason and experience. - It is

curious that while the general sentiment in Ireland was a strong dislike of emigration,

no attempt was ever made, even by propaganda, to curb it. It was tacitly accepted as

a necessity; people in their actions and secret attitudes being generally more sensible

than in their publicly assumed principles. Emigration was such an immense fact of

Irish demography that, as recently as twenty years ago, three ou~ of five children

(on a net basis) emigrated and, we surmise, nine out often children gave emigration

serious consideration. It has been succinctly stated that "emigration is part of

the Irish system". ,. .                ..

The fact that, as stated in Chapter 1, young people, perhaps

for the first time in Irish history, decided that livelihood could be obtained in Ireland,

!

!

¯ is of very recent and short duration. We a~k the question ~rithout propounding an

answer: is the present low emigration rate "natural" for Ireland? If not, can

we ever hope to reduce the present high unemployment rate to Western European

levels ? The economic and social boundaries never coincide with the geographical

boundaries for any country in the modern world, less so for Ireland than for any

other country. Full employment for the Irish is a tenable ideal, provided that

the country of employment is not specified.

.°
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The principles involved hero are the individual’ s freedom

of movement and that it is better to have a job "anywhere than to be ¯idle at home.

Again, these principles are subject to obvious qualifications. We hesitate to

advance, as a social principle, parents’ right to have as many children as they

like. We take the view, rather, that social forces will lend, of their own, to

limit the birth rate in Ireland.
-~ .. ~’. ..

We have suggested that,in future, emigration from Ireland,

be it large or small, should be regarded as (and so termed) an aspect of mobility

of labour.¯ ,Irish workers abroad will retain their Irish nationality and domicile

if they so desire. They will, in future, be properly educated and trained for

their sojourns abroad. Their interests will be safeguarded, primarily by the

Department of Foreign Affairs. Mdgration will cease to be the shame of the

nation.

Having regard tO the level and trend in the birth rate

in other EEC countries, to say nothing of their value at home, Irish young

persons, properly educated and trained (for the first time ever?} may be the

natior~tS most precious asset. .

The moral tone so far in this chapter is admittedly alien

.to ESRI studies yet, not only can we not avoid it, as necessary to an effective

presentation of the unemployment situation, but we must accentuate it. We are

ruefully aware that statistical presentation .and economic analysis (normal for

ESRI) are less successful in involving the public in the kind of crusade which we

belie~,e to be essential if an appreciable impact is to be made o" thls bl|ght of

unemployment.

So. we’assert that the national conscience must regard

itself as involved in this matter. When the number of registered tmemployed

was half what it is at present (to say nothing of the worsened situation of the

3
largely unregistered school-leavers) it was written:-

3’R. C. Gcary and J.G. Hughes: "Certain ¯Aspects of Non-Agricultural Unemployn]ent

in Ir’eland," ESR[ Paper No. 52, 1970.
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"In the classical words of the Unemployment Acts a person qu~tlified
for aid whcn ’able and willing to.work but unable to find suitable
employment’. That such pcople, through no fault of their own,
should find their earnings rexluced substantially is an affront to
natural justice and a burden on the conscience of citizens in general.

’!The ideal would be that eve~� employee should have a
civil service type contract, whereby his income is reduced, or
ceases altogether only because of grave misdemeanour; it should
not be reduced on involuntary unemployment. Apart from cost,
there would appear to be no difficulty about administering such
a scheme using the existing social security system."

The large majority of tie labour force (even most of the

employee class) are never threatened with unemployment even in bad times like
i

the present., We believe that this majority must accept sacrifice to reduce unemployment
0

¯ Sacrifice means willing acceptance of disposable earnings Or profits below those

~hich wage earners or employers would have the bargaining power to impose.
w

While it is true that increased money income is an impulsion to l~ome demand

and hence to reduction of unemployment, the potential for export demand from

reduction of employee remuneration is very much greater. Public Works schemes

will also be necessary, :demanding a subs .tailtial increase in earmarked taxa’~ion,

1. e. taxation specifically designed to reduce unemployment, with the effect of
"r ’

reducing disposable income of all classes. Recourse must also be had to internal and

external loans. We believe that the public are far more ready for sacrifice th~.u
6

is commonly stipposed ff it can clearly be seen to be effective in substantially

reducing the number of unemployed,

We also believe that those, who still hold the old-fashioned

idea that the unemployed are simply the work-shy have decreased in number to

vanishing point. Many more, however, think that unemployment pay at its present

levels is something like an equitable minimum wage. It is certainly true, as

indicated inChapter 1, that having regard to the Irish GNP we are probably doing

more for our unemployed than is any other EEC country. However, our GNP is

ve~’y low and the pilot survey (Chapter 4, part l) clearly shows that th|s is not enough |n

absolute terms.
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At the end of Chapter 1 we give a list of approaches for the relief

of unemployment, indicating that probably solution will be found in a mixture

of the lot.

to a

Before discussing the various choicesfurther we wish to call attention

4
¯ paper by our colleague, K.A. Kennedy,        relevant to

matters dealt with in this study. While the paper is very much the author’S

own he , .    "" acknowledges his thanks for "helpful ideas" to no fewer

than eight staff members (including one .of us);..     "----’-Ur-~=-i::--~. --::¯-"’. ~’

that to a large extent the paper synthesizes ESRI ideas.

has

Kennedy at our request

, kindly supplied us with the following summary of his paper:-
e

.$. ....

°.

’t .

¯ . ¯ ¯. .

¯ .4¯¯

"Planning and Employment" read at the Twenty-forth National Management
Conference, Killarney 1976, to be published in Administration.

],

°.

’ ¯ . .
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"Planning is concerned with ol~jectives (where we want to go),

constraints.(th.¢ limits on our freedom of action, including resource lind-

rations), and instruments (the measures needed to achieve the objectives).

Employment creation is suggested as the primary objective of any new

national plan. The plan should be addressed particularly to the govern-

ment measures required to achieve full employment. Should it be obvious

that the measures available would be inadequate, consideration should be

given to modifying the constraints to permit greater freedom of adtion.
I

If the objective still cannot be achieved ill full, it would be better to reeog-

nise this openly. In that way, the costs and benefits of the alternatives -

emigration and/or unemployment - are more likely to be considered

I! ’. "..

exPlicitly. . .

" T’he most essential ingredient of the plan is a restructuring ¯
i

of public expenditure and tax policies in the light of the employment objective.

Since. resources are limited, difficult choices arc unavoidable. Choices

also arise in relation to the exploitation of nat.-’ral resources. Elementary

processing operations alone may secure little expansion in employment,

unless followed by the development of further downstream industries."

,/,The current debate on public versus private enterprise is

considered hollow: what is needed is more enterprise generally. For

.. ’.’, . -"

., . . .

private enterprise this involves a recognition of the need for profitability,

but it is possible to devise instruments to ensure that profitability is more

closely geared to employment expansion. .Various means of encouraging

new domestic private enterprise are proposed. For public enterprise,

there is need for a clear definition Of the criteria under wMch it will be

expected to operate,

efficiency and detailed public accountability."

:     . :t. ." ..

bearing in mind that there may be a conflict between

.. , ¯ . "’., . .

. . ..’.’

’.. "’ .’ ."." i:":’".’-o
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The pursuit of higher real incomes by employees of all -kinds

represents a major constraint on employmept creation. This constraint

is unlikely to be eased on a vohmtary basis, and the overall growth of Out-
~lL’t; il;{):’-; tit. ¯    .~ .

put may be insufficient to satisfy pay demands except through an unsatis-

:

factory rise in emplo~u’nent. Government measures to secure pay restraint

¯ ~ are considered under six headings: {i} general statutory restraint; (ii)

¯ greater resistai~ce to public sector pay claims; ([ii} stiffening the resis-

tance of private sector employers; (iv) fiscal measures to limit pay

settlements or offset their effects; (v) profit sharing schemes; a~d (vi)

devaluation. If all or most of these are ruled out, the bbjective of full
|!

employment may be unattainable.

°..

¯ . . .:

¯ ¯

¯ ° : ¯
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We have already indicated that we have no pretcntion to propoundh~g

a detailed solution of the Irish unemployment and underemployment problem. Our

main objective has been to show that the problem is a very serious one and we

shall be amply rewarded if we have done something to convince the public and the
¯ ¯                                                                   .4

government of the fact. We are certain that the ordinary economic process, even

I

I

I

with the favourable trend of the period of say 1960-1973, or the anticipated trend

in the future will not solve the problem.¯ Positive action must be taken, indeed

the highest priority should be accorded to solution of this social e.vil. New

organisations will be required.

!

!
i

I

I

I

I

.    Before expanding on the organisational aspect, let us make the

point that, despite the foregoing citation of an "ideal" we have no illusion as to

the difficulty of .~he tasks confronting us. It is a concidence that the first time

one of us heard the aphorism "the best is the enemy of the good" was from the

director of the SESO of OPW forty years ago. We strongly endorse it now and

advise against a "crash programme".5 The.early stages WIU be learning stages

for all concerned. It will be quite well enough to know, with this ancient problem,

that we are at long last on the right lines for its solution.

¯ Our most important recommendation is that there be set up a

National l%[anpower Authority (analogous to the Industrial Development Authority) under

the Minister for Labour, a development of the present National l%Ianpower Service,

taking over all the present functions and staff of that service but greatly expanding

them. Its duty would be to set the greatest possible number of unemployed to work

in an optimal way. Such optimality implies profitable or socially useful works,

I

I

I

with high labour content, low cost per worker but adequate wages, reasonably

high labour productivity in work initiated by the NMA. No programme can be

optimal in all objectives: the NMA must find its way. It will be endowed with

¯ the highest prestige by its having ample funds (the very first essentiaL’) and a

wide discretion as to spending them. It will work closely with IDA and other

existing authorities, public and private, to ensure that goods and services produced,

5 Thls is about the only point on which we seem to differ positively from E. Costa (Chapter 6).

However, here°~jas regards our other proposals, we are more concerned that no aspect should
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I

I

a highly competent research wil}g containing expertise in construction cn~ncering,

accountancy, economics and statistics always, and other consultative skills as

requircd. We cannot overstrcss the importanbe we attach to.research¯ It is no._.L

a mat t.~r..o.f,f.ollo.~ving the bcst intcrnational models. In our truly exhaustive

search we have been unable to findany¯ Ireh’md must¯ evolve its o{~ methods.

I

I

I

I

I

I
I ..

Not the least of our rewards might be in showing the world the way.

As to’source of funds, this paper will have been a failure if

it does not help to convince the EEC that the Irish unemployment probl.em is

a very sp6cial case for a large grant, or a loan at a low interest rate. Perhaps

the point a.t the end of the last paragraph might ha~/e weight.

At the end of Chapter 1 we listed, with some little prelimLv.xry

comment, all the options open for mitigating the Irish unemployment probl .era.

We end by making further comments or~ each of the approaches, in the light

of knowledge gained during this research, When we stal’ted,. 6ur objective ~-as to

deal with the endemic problem. In the following comments we find it necesmry

to take the present re, cession situation (m its unemployment aspect) into account
.*

since we fear that this will be with us for a long time unless we do something
. .f

on thd’iines indicated about it. .. " ""’,

1. No change in policy¯ We hope that we have shown that this

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

Is unacceptable. It would mean little change in the present level of the LR for

a long time to come. Policy should be directed towards getting work for the

younger people so that those remaining on the register are the older. As the

{oral LR gets smaller the country can ,’ffford to p.ay them the more. The long-

term unemployed elderly people will mostly have been unskilled and ~herefore

heavy manual workers, the less fit for such work asthey get older, and cannot

be criticfsed for lack of inclination for such work. Of course there will be exceptions.

But one desirable objective will be an older LR.

The statutes should be relaxed to allow UB and UA appl|cants to earn

up to one-quarter of the current pay for thek usual occupatlon, with full UB or UA

entlt[ernent, w|th a relevant max|mum. . .’.: . "
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2. The purely economic approach. This is, the most    _

desirable as designed to produce goods and services for the market. IDA has been

successful in attracting investment and creating employment and should be encouraged

and financed towards even more intensive effort. We are quite sure that IDA is

aware of the need for attracting and expanding labour-intensive industry, and its

Director must be sympathised with when he explains that the world competition for

industry is intense and we must take what we can get. Nevertheless the research

departments in IDA and N MA must do their utmost towards identifying labour-

intensive industry. Has sufficient attention been given to services, n6cessarily
t

labour -int en sive ?

R goes without saying that the world economic situation is serious.

As in the nineteen-thirties there are many prophets of the economic dawn but

those of us who lived thrgugh it know that thes.e were mostly false da~ms which

really ended only with World Wa~ II.

..o

Even if the presentday optimistic prophets are right that we are

slowly emerging from the depression, they sa.y little about the effects on employment.

¯We avoid arrogating to ourselves’ the role of prophecy, but we consider that the

situation of full’employment experienced by most economically advanced countries

since World War H is unlikely to recur. We fear. that unemployment has, more or

less permanently, shifted to higher levels everywhere, in Ireland in particular.

Perhaps other countries will have to adopt special measures as we recommend for

Ireland here. Admittedly (as exceptions} the COMET model foresees a bright future

for employment in France and Germany.

Has the recession (helped parado~cally by high wage levels and

inflation} brought automation and the leisure age nearer? "

3. Wage subsidization. This has had what we regard as a promising

¯ start. The Premium Employment Programme, announced by the Minister for

Finance in his Budget statement in 1975, in so far as it relates to manufacturing
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industry makes but a small dent in the total unemployeds about 4,000 in

the first year

will be continued.

. We hope the programme

Clearly the premiums should be increased ond the programme

extended to the construction and other service industries and to servicesthemselves.

4 Direct labour. Most of the experience described in thls paper~ in Ireland in

the past and in other countries in the past and present, has had to do with public

employment relief schemes. Truth to say, our study has left us wlth the impression

that these schemes have not been a great success anywhere except as ways For

distributing a somewhat larger dole; we can at leash learn from mistakes.

An exception are agricultural schemes in Ireland which seem ’to have had useful

results. Yet special work schemes generally must remalnt especially at the

start, the best way for absorbing sizable numbers of the unemployed. Only we

must be careful not to call them "relief schemes", or select or operate them as

if this were their character. The f0i/owing seem to us rules to be observed..-

(i) Project leaders should be specially selected and trained in the very wide

range of skills required, administrative as well as technical with close regard to the

art of management. Some of the trainees may be found amongst the unemployed
"t "

themselves. They will not be expected to be possessed of all the skills,

engineering and other, but will know how and where to look for them. The|r

role will be that of manager (or "ganger" on smaller jobs) with wide discretion

but observing general rules~ i ncludlng accurate record-keeplng on centrally-

determined models.
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It isnot to be expected that county engineers and other local

officers can add to their duties the general overlooking of special works,

though these works will normally be those which would fall to be executed by

them, had they the necessary funds. The works must be carried

out with the closest cooperation between the relevant local authority and the NMA

or, at the local level, between the country engineers etc and the NMA manager.

Care must be exercised that special works are additional, and

not just substitutional for works that local authorities would undertake anyway,:

hence with little or no addition to employment.

°J

(ii) One of the first duties of NMA will be the. systematic collection of the thousands

of tasks, large and small, which might be undertaken, with uniform particulars

of site, nature of work, man years~ fixed capital, labour, time duration etc.

from which central NMA will make a selection, quasi-optimal in character.

~ti) A trained inspectorate will be appointed to report in -m/form fashion, ou

the progress of the works undertaken.
"t ¯

(iv) A roster of applicants will be established, including school-ieavers who do

not normally register at the local offices of D/SW, with full CV particulars for

each. Application for jobs on special works will be entirely voluntary, i.e.

refusal will not disqualify the applicant for UB or UA.

’.

Selection of applicants will be primarily on the basis of the

best qualified to do the job, i.e. the standards will be those of a private employer.

There will be ways, however, in which this prime consideration can be mitigated

in hard cases.

(v) l~ast experience in Ireland has shown that to a large extent work sites do not

correspond with place of residence of the unemployed. This means that lodgin]

must be provided for many workers¯ Travel and subsistence must ¯ ’ .... -~"-’-"
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be provided for workers who have to travel. We have no.recommendations to make

about lodgings except to remark that they e~’m be. a serious prob!em.

(vi) A kind of rule emerged from previous Irish exp.erienee, that small jobs were

for direct labour (i. e. the ganger under the direct controt of the NMA manager)

and larger works should be contracted out, the contractor using the labour designated

by NI%~A. While this arrangement, as regards contracting out, may make for

efficiency as measured by total cost of the work, it will probably result in a smaller

aggregate wage cost (the contractor havingto get his profit) than might otherwise

be the ca se.

°.
We do not wish to be dogmatic or doctrinaire on this point. Each

case should be considered on its meritS. Unless due regard be given to economy

with the vast sums involved, efficiency and general factor and labour productivity,

the whole idea of special works on the scale required may founder at the start.

The best ~vay to endow special works with prestige and to remove from them the

stigma of relief, is to devise their method~ and to judge their results by business

~tandards.

The trouble is that a private contr%etor may be prone to regard

a particular job as he would any other, i.e. to be tendered for on acost plus basis.

As everyone knows, the "plus" part is so large in connection with building repaks

~rid many small special works will be regarded as analogous to these) that house-,

holders are prone to have them done by handymen at a small fraction of the charge

which a building firm proper would make.

Cost-efficiency is of the very essence of special works and NMA

must give this problem special consideration. The answer may be that when the

works are on a scale requiring professional skills (including the contraotor’s)

¯ these should be paid for on a fee basis.
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(. ~’~-- ~fi~ The cooperation of ICTU will be sought to ensure that wage demands for
k_’ " /

special works while fair are not excessive..The lower the ~vages the more

the projeots that can be undertaken. The full approval of the TU movement

will be necessary if the whole new special works scheme is to be a success.

It may well be that ICTU and other important bodies may have to alter their traditional

sights in this process.

5. Local Industries etc. There have been complaints in the press at the

absence in Ireland of goods (mainly for tourists) of an essentially Irish
i

character ~ ~ . making such goods requires skill and skill requires

training. The few Irish artefacts already available arose good as to

encourage the notion that’, especially amongst women in rural areas, home¯

workers and small industries could considerably increase the incomes of

participants and so gather up some of the slack of underemployment.

With organisation we consider that added income could be

considerable if, as was anticipated in better times, tourism was to become

¯ our largest non-agricultural industry. Sales to tourists would mitigate our

import balance, one of the main deterrents to economic advance. We could

make our own prices for characteristically Irish goods and, to that extent,

protect ourselves from that economic bugbear, international prices. NM_A

should consult Kilkenny Workshops and other practitioner bodies on this

proposal.

6. Migration. We have dealt at some length with this topic in Chapter 1

¯ and elsewhere in the paper. We have suggested that in view Of traditional

I

I

I

I

unhappy associations the term "emigration" should be changed to "labour

mobility". We indicated that this is not merely a change of words., The

irish mobile worker will be a different persona from what he or she so often was

in the past, especially in the fact that he/she will be properly trained and
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educated and, as the need requires, looked after by the Irish authorities.

It is a great advance that Irish migration is at last officially rcco6mised

as a fact of Irish life, and not as the shame of the nation as it was in the past. This is

partly the result of our EEC membership, whereby we are subject to the EEC Regulation

of Free Movement (of workers). But there is also th~ 1969 Committee set up by

the Minister for Labour. If this Committee’s prime object seems to be to encourage

emigrants to return to Ireland, it also provides for allocation of grants to voluntary

organlsations in Ireland and abroad which assist emigrants. We’heartily" commend the

work of these organisations but we do not see why the more important of them should
.$

remain "voluntary".

We have given reasons why we think that when a world economic

upsurge gets well under way again ther~ may be a renewed demand abroad for Irish

workers. This is speculative. In the longer term, effective demand will depend

on the relative trends of the birth rates in Ireland and the advanced industrial

countries. We have also indicated our apprehension that recovery will take longer.

than most experts think; and that, when it comes, it may not have a major effect

on existing, unempl~,ment levels at home and abroad i. e¯ it may be capital-intensive,

so with a lesser demand for immigrant labour.

- ,.-4 _    _ ¯ ......... -- --i- ..

7. Education and train|ng

Not only in Ireland but in the world generally there is a realisation

that at all levels, but especially at that overwhelmingly most important level, the prlmary,

education should be a training for life. Primary education in so far as it succeeds in

imparting the three Rs has gone far on the way in preparing the future worker for life¯

Having regard to the huge drop-out rate before completion of the primary state examination
and

/from other evidence, we believe that closer attention be given to reading and

writing at least. As a training for llfe, bluntly a training for jobs, we are convinced
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that, at all levels, choice of subjects could be improved ’and the content

of existing subjects made more useful. Culture is important - it is the end

of man - but demand for it can be imparted’to young people better through

teaching basic subjects properly than by direct methods. AnCOI vocational

training and training on the job are on the right lines. They need only

extension.

The foregoing remarks are relevant to the whole population and

not only the minority exposed to the rlsl{of unemployment. Educatlon~ of

itself can do much to lower the endemic level. The argument is el,most

syllogistic: to a large extent the high percentage unemployed i~ due to the

high rates amongst the unskilled indicating too large a labour r pool

of unskilled; the unskilled are largely undereducated and untrained; hence

by improving education and training the number of unemployedwill be

reduced.

¯ Every .effort, including financlal.lnducemenb mu~t be made to

induce the Unemployed to continue their schooling1 training and retraining,

especially the you~.ger unemployed. It will be of great importance to convince

these people that the training they get wi"ll be useful for getting them jobs.

Andthe best way to convince them is to get jebs at home or abroad or alumni

of such courses.

Agriculture Almost as a last word we ask: is the contlnuTng decline in

manpower in agrlculture as inevitable as is almost invariably assumed?

Almost the rr.’dn deterrent to’a decline in the number of unemployed has been

the shedding of manpower from agrlculture towards the non-AFF labour pool.

We are told that this depopulation has reached the point where present-day

farmers have no heirs on the farm; if thls accentuates the elimination of the

small uneconomic farms by consolldatlon it might be a good thing but i/.;’offers

only a poor employment prospect. Must agriculture become a capltal-lntensive

industry in Ireland?
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If any sector wanted the new outlook we have been pleading For,

|t is agr|culture. One senses a note (sometlmes indeed a full symphony) of

fatalism |n most, even sophistlcated discusslons on Irish agrlculture. But

a~lso it has been authoritatively stated that the phys|cal output of our

magMflcent natural pastures could quadrupled. Yet on a large part of the

land of Ireland (that land for whlch as patriots we are prepared to dle) the

physical standards of agricultural prac’t~ce are deplorable; pace the Land

Acts; could good husbandry not be made an essential conditlon for operating

’a plece of our national heritage? Under the CAP the tendency of farmers

to seek economic salvation through prices, instead of quantum and quality, has

been exacerbated.

As to outlook, a grave |mpediment to real progress in agriculture

is the tendency towards selfplty, not only in the farmers themselves but in

their associations, amongst agricultural offic|als and nearly everyone (except

the public who have to pay) directly concerned wlth agriculture. This

att|tude must be changed towards a strongly self-crh|cal one before there

can be real |mprevement. Irlsh agrlculture must increase |n effic|ency, in

"S ’findlng ne’~ products and raising output of exl hng products sulted to Irlsh soll

and climate, and in all other respects, to obtain and to hold a larger share

of the vast EEC market, to say nothing of the rest of the worldt including

the huge hungry part of the Third World.

If it be argued that agriculturally Ireland is t~o worse off than

elsewhere Tn EEC, we suggest that Ireland should consider the adv|sab~l|ty

of being the except|on, |nstead of externally following the band.

Our object in tMs chapter has been to produce a document for

discussion by experts rather than to aspire to a definitive programme for action.

We assume that E. Costa’s Chapter 6, has the same character: it is for thls

reason that we present it without our comments.
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Costa has indicated that the cure of Ireland’s worst social eve;I,

or even action directed towards a cure, will be extremely costly. Hence

attention must be given to the efficiency of the methods adopted which

will require great research effort.

The problem will remain unsolved unless there is a fundamental

change in attitude on the part of the Irish public as a whole. Everyone

concerned, including the unemployed themselves, must be imbued with

spirit of understanding and generosity, in fact Charity itself, in the truest

sense.




